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FORWARD
That which hath been is now

That which is to be hath already been
—Christian Bible

Greetings!  Welcome to The Angel From Hell!

Some of you familiar with my previous novels may be surprised by this one.  My usual formula is shit happens, but then
everything not only works out in the end but also works out in a manner that is ironically amusing and karmically appropri-
ate.

In The Angel From Hell, my formula has changed.  The ironically amusing and karmically appropriate ending is largely
gone.  Shit happens, then some very seriously serious shit happens, then the end happens.  I have already explained these
twists in my periscope on reality in the forward to a previous novel Happy Town. If you’re interested, you are invited and
even encouraged to read Happy Town or any of my other novels that you may wish to read.  Just let me know.

The central theme of The Angel From Hell can be reduced to two words:  War sucks.  It seems self-evident to anyone
who is not insane.  It is simple, rational, and uncontroversial — a basic statement of irrefutable fact.  Not only does war kill
maim and destroy property, but it also inflames politics stifles civil liberties disrupts the economy increases the public debt
and expands government power.  This is exactly why autocratically minded politicians are so fond of it.  In the United
States, laws were passed making it illegal to criticize the First World War.  Eugene Debs polled almost a million votes for
president in 1920 whilst in prison for speaking out against the war.  The Attorney General, A. Mitchell Palmer, organized a
special antiradical division within the Department of Justice and named a young J. Edgar Hoover as the head of it.  Palmer
instituted raids beginning in November 1919 and arrested thousands.  These raids, which probably constituted the most
massive violation of civil liberties in American history, found very few dangerous radicals — but they very successfully
fanned the flames of fear and intolerance. These were lessons that Mr. Hoover took to heart and very successfully
employed in his lengthy career of blackmail and extortion.  Examples of this type occur over and over throughout history.

War sucks.
Unfortunately, the statement is not quite absolute; war does not suck for a numerically insignificant yet insanely power-

ful cabal of gangsters for whom war is a very good thing — in fact, it is the greatest way ever invented to go about making
vast sums of money whilst simultaneously making economic slaves out of everyone else.

Many people think that war is just part of human nature.  Bullshit.  Many hunter-gatherer cultures do not even have a
word for ‘war’.  All through history the war profiteers have been forced to invent ingenious stratagems in their efforts to
bribe, coerce, threaten, and brainwash large numbers of people into picking up guns so that they would go enslave, murder,
torture, steal, pillage, and plunder other people.  Then, the war profiteers take all of the earnings from the enterprise as they
sit safely and comfortably thousands of miles from the conflagrations that they begin.  The people who actually do the kill-
ing and maiming not only gain nothing, but they are often thrown onto a trash heap when the profiteers are done with them.
(Veterans are, by a large margin, disproportionately represented amongst the ranks of America’s homeless population, for
instance...)

In other words:  In war the rich risk nothing and gain everything.  The poor risk everything and gain nothing.
To quote General Smedley Butler, formerly the most decorated war hero in American history:  “War is a racket.”
Writing about history is quite challenging as the main task of a historian is to take complete chaos and present it in an

orderly fashion.  Many people make the mistake of confusing history with the past.  The past is what actually happened.
History is what certain people — who often had a nefarious political agenda — said happened.  There is often little rela-
tionship between the two.  The true historian allegedly gives us an unbiased and objective view of what happened.  Again:
Bullshit.  History is so vast and contains such a plethora of details that a historian cannot possibly include anything even
remotely resembling everything.  Thus, the historian slants the view with what he/she considers to be important.  Others
may have a completely different idea about the order of the priorities concerning what was important and what was not.
These people are generally ignored/discredited/slandered/or murdered.  It has been said that history is merely propaganda
written by the victors, and often that is indeed the case.  Others have also had interesting theories about the definition of
‘history’.  Adolph Hitler said that the right history was worth one-hundred divisions.  George Orwell said that he who
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controls the past also controls the future.  Dean Koontz — arguably the grand master of weird fiction containing evil char-
acters — said that he could never make up anything as weird or as evil as what actually exists.

Mr. Koontz may well have been thinking of Rasputin, one of the central focuses of The Angel from Hell, when he said
that.  Rasputin was a poor ignorant uneducated peasant from one of the poorest and most backward regions of Europe; yet
he was single-handedly responsible for bringing about major changes in world history that still affect us to this very day.
His accomplishments are all the more remarkable in that changing history was probably one of the last things on his mind at
the time.  Any novelist who attempted to create a fictional character such as Rasputin would probably be laughed out of
literature for creating such an unlikely individual.

Yet the past is full of such improbable people and events!

In considering writing about history, considering the history of history itself is quite revealing.  When the Christians
burned the library at Alexandria during the 5th Century CE, they managed to destroy a large percentage of all the knowledge
that humanity had managed to accumulate up to that time, including most of the world’s historical records.  (The infamous
‘Christian Paranoia’ that attempts to eliminate all competing philosophies began very early.)  This left only the Christian
Bible and Homer’s Odyssey as the sole sources of written historical knowledge, and the Odyssey was basically a
novel/adventure story, with historic fact being of secondary importance.  As for the Bible, the portion of the Old Testament
covered by Genesis through II Kings was accumulated at the end of the 5th Century BCE.  It consists of ancient legends,
fragments of codes of law, historic works, imaginative literary compositions, and borrowings from the mythology of the
Mesopotamian Kingdoms — basically, a grab bag of numerous and often surprising goodies consisting of numerous often
competing and often incompatible elements.  In addition, most of these were worked over by three or four editors and
augmented by their editorial inventions.  The collection now begins with the creation of the world, which it dates at about
4,000 BCE, and contains a history of humanity stretching from this creation.  It includes the building of the Tower of Babel,
a genealogy of the Semites from the flood to Abraham, and then a history of Abraham and his descendants down to 560
BCE.  The legends can be divided into six main groups:  The early history of humanity; the patriarchs; Moses; the ‘judges’;
Saul and David; and the prophets.

It is now known that almost all of this ‘history’ is complete crap.  No one except fanatics now claim any historical value
for the biblical creation myths since science has definitively proven that the earth is several billion years old.  As for the
legends about Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob:  Though they are still defended by determined zealots, a much stronger case can
be made that these legends are actually about the founders of Palestinian shrines whom the Israelites, after their post-exodus
conquest of Palestine, adopted as their own ancestors.  Thus, in order to lend credibility to their fictions, Jacob’s children
had to be driven from Palestine by famine into Egypt so that the Israelites, arriving from Egypt ‘470 years later’, could be
represented as his descendants.  Once Jacob and his children settled in Egypt, the Old Testament is completely silent about
their stay there, a clear indication that there is no continuous tradition connecting the pretended ‘patriarchal period’ of the
16th Century BCE with the Exodus.

At this point, a new cycle of legends begins.  Its hero is Moses, a prophet of the god Yahweh — and a god unknown to
the patriarchs.  From this point, the tradition seems to be mainly Israelite in origin and its outline is historical — though the
details themselves are often improbable.  Many of the episodes in this new cycle, such as the covenant on Mt. Sinai, may
have been invented to provide Israelite origins for Canaanite ceremonies.

As far as the historical outline of this cycle, the Old Testament does not leave us much else except that some Israelites
escaped from Egypt under Moses, picked up adherents in the wilderness, fought off attacks from other tribes, were driven
out of southern Palestine, and eventually conquered the western edge of Transjordan where Moses died.  The historical
connection between Moses and Joshua is uncertain, and the legends of the Joshua cycle have suffered badly from invention
and accretion; they contradict both the archaeological evidence and each other.  In addition, the modern bible was originally
compiled by a Roman emperor named Constantine who acted with the very specific political motivation of consolidating
his own personal power base by combining the church and state — with himself placed conveniently at the head of both, of
course.  Thus, the Bible suffered yet another round of extensive editing of both the old and new testaments to promote this
agenda.  (One can only speculate what Constantine’s thoughts would have been had he learned that the church he created
would still be a power to be reckoned with 1,000 years after the empire it was created to support had collapsed — especially
since Constantine himself was a devout sun-worshipper.  He was finally baptized as a Christian, but it is probable that it
happened as he lay in a coma just before his death, and it was done without his permission or knowledge.)
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I mention all of this to illustrate some of the problems associated with ‘historic fact’; all history is written in hindsight,
and much of what we are told is distorted and/or changed by individuals with personal agendas.  The deeper one delves into
history, the less coherent it becomes.  From a distance — say looking at the chapter headings in a textbook — history seems
very tidy and orderly.  But as you start digging, it all breaks down.  The Dark Ages were not dark, it is hard to discern what
the Middle Ages were in the middle of, and the Renaissance was simply a birth rather than the rebirth that the name implies.
And all of these chapter headings apply only to European history, which constitutes only a small portion of world history.
The Euro-centric education received by most Americans ignores the fact that things were completely different in other parts
of the world during these periods.  It is rarely mentioned that the Middle East, Central America, South America, India,
Africa, and China all had thriving and advanced cultures whilst Europe was still inhabited by ignorant stone-age barbarians
grunting around their fires.  Western histories also completely ignore the significant influences of Islamic culture during the
so-called ‘Dark Ages’ except as the villains where those influences interacted with Europeans.  There is usually no mention
of the fact that the Muslims created their own Renaissance during the ‘Dark Ages’, and that among many other accom-
plishments they invented the modern number system, performed the West’s first real astronomical observations, and
supplied the words ‘algebra’, ‘almanac’, and ‘chemistry’, among others, to the English language.

Historians choose an event and examine its courses and consequences, but who decides what is significant?  Well, we
do!  (Or in the case of The Angel From Hell, I do!)  We are here and now, while the actual participants were there and then.
We have them fight their battles over and over again for our own reasons when actually these battles were fought for their
reasons.  In fact, historians can be likened to voyeurs:  They are outside looking in.  We can never truly feel the triumphs or
the agonies that belonged to our antecedents; our recreations at best are like an imperfect waxworks.  And unlike the
participants in these events, we know how it all ends.

The Angel From Hell is no exception.  In this case, my personal agenda is to illustrate how war brings out and empha-
sizes all of the very worst attributes of humanity.  Any war story that comes within light years of the truth can never be a
moral lesson.  It can never encourage virtue or suggest any models for proper human behavior.  If ever you read or watch a
war story that uplifts you or makes you feel proud, you have been duped by the most evil and insidious lie in human history.
When we in the West are told in our schools of the two world wars and the Russian Revolution, the United States and its
allies are invariably cast as virtuous white knights and our enemies as demonic demagogues.  Nothing is ever so black and
white, especially in a war.  For instance, while few dispute the necessity of stopping Adolf Hitler, western historians ignore
the fact that Hitler’s rise was a direct and inevitable result of allied policy toward Germany after World War I...

And so, in order to bring a little more balance to the situation, the opening chapters of The Angel From Hell intentionally
directs focus upon several events that that are highly unflattering to the US and some of its 20th Century allies.  These
events are almost completely ignored by western historians and they show that the US was far from the exemplar of moral
righteousness that it usually portrays itself as.  My motivation is not to bash the United States per se but to illustrate that
there are no ‘good guys’ when it comes to war:  While in some cases one side may not be quite as reprehensible as the
other, as was surely the case in World War II, war still reduces both sides to being bad guys and the mantle of who is ‘right’
and who is ‘wrong’ is a purely subjective decision usually based upon which side was the lesser of two evils.

And the lesser of two evils is still evil.

I am reminded of a statement made by the leader of the French underground just after WWII when he was praised for his
rôle in defeating the Nazis:  He likened himself to the central character in a novel by Oscar Wilde called The Picture of
Dorian Gray. In that story, Dorian Gray was a thoroughly evil person, but only his portrait aged and showed the ravages
produced by his perfidy.  The French leader’s point was that though he committed atrocity in a good cause, he still
committed atrocity.  His soul, (Dorian Gray’s picture), had paid the price.

In the original story, the picture was eventually destroyed and Dorian Gray died as a result.

As far as the historical accuracy of The Angel From Hell is concerned, the central protagonist and narrator, Igor
Ivanovich Moschev, is fictional.  So is the central antagonist, Ivan Gregorovich Slutsky.  Most of their actions and interac-
tions are made up, though some of the outrages perpetrated by Slutsky in the gulag and the ‘Hellbound Train’ scenes were
based upon actual events documented by various survivors of Stalin’s death camps.  All of the interactions between
Moschev, Slutsky, and Rasputin described in Part Two are completely fictional.  The Oymyakon Labour Camp is fictional,
but with the aforementioned exceptions, all of the actions described in Oymyakon actually occurred to actual people, albeit
that said actions happened at a different time and place.  (I chose Oymyakon as the location of my fictional labour camp
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because the city of Oymyakon is the coldest populated place on the planet.  This area was a popular place for labour camps,
so even if there was not a camp actually in Oymyakon, there were many nearby...)

Many of the things that I have historic persons say to Moschev are things that they actually said to other people.
Occasionally I attribute motive and/or dialogue to historic persons.
Otherwise, The Angel From Hell is as historically accurate as the record allows.

Normally at this point I encourage readers to enjoy my novel.  However, The Angel From Hell was not written to be
enjoyable unless you are a sadist.

So I guess that all I can say is:  “Read it and weep!”
Thank you.

Dana Walker
April 2003

FCI, Sheridan, Oregon
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The entire record of the human race has been falsified.  It has been made up by bad governments to suit themselves,
by kings and tyrants to make them look good.  This idea of history as made by great men is quite nonsensical when you
look at it from the point of view of the people.  The real heroes are those who have resisted tyrants, and it is in the nature
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—Maximilien Robespierre
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Part 1: The End

Please allow me to introduce myself
I’m a man of wealth and taste

I’ve been around for many a long year
I’ve stolen many a man’s soul and faith

Pleased to meet you!  I hope you’ve guessed my name!
What’s puzzling you is just the nature of my game...

—From ‘Sympathy for the Devil’
The Rolling Stones

One feature of the history of old Russia was the continual beatings she suffered.  All beat her for her
backwardness.  She was beaten because to do so was profitable and could be done with impunity.  Such is the
law of the exploiters.  It is the jungle law of capitalism.  You are backward, you are weak, and hence, you can
be beaten.

—Stalin

Imperialism is the final phase of capitalism

—Lenin
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Chapter 1:  Here There Be Monsters
Paris, France
October, 1945

n Paris the war is over but the killing goes on.  Paris was liberated from the Nazis last August.  Since the liberation
France has experienced the largest mass-slaughter of civilians in its history — a massacre far more savage than the

French Revolution and with more French citizens being killed by each other in the last few months than were killed by the
Germans during all the years of Nazi occupation.  The exact numbers are unknown, but I have heard reliable estimates of a
death toll that exceeds 100,000 and perhaps twice that number have been arrested.  Anyone with any kind of personal
grudge need simply to denounce the object of their dudgeon as a ‘collaborator’.  Accused collaborators — whether guilty or
not — are sought out with great vigour.  They are then shaken down and/or killed — generally after being relieved of all
their money jewelry and whatever other valuables they may possess.  No past connection with the Nazis is necessary, espe-
cially if the victim is helpless and has valuable properties to be seized.  Concentration camps are far more crowded by the
French than they ever were by the Nazis.  In order to protect themselves many who actually were collaborators are killing
their neighbors who knew of their collaboration and/or denouncing their fellow collaborators before they are themselves
denounced by them.  In many cases the victims are guilty of nothing more than being anti-Communist or Catholic.

Anarchy and chaos rule everywhere.
All through this period the Communists — through their working agreement with Charles De’Gaulle — have taken over

the security forces the police and the gendarmérie.  These organizations are busy charging arresting and executing many
officials who held office during the occupation or even those who were guilty of merely holding onto their jobs.  When the
Germans invaded in June 1940 approximately eight-million French fled their homes.  More than two-thirds of the popula-
tion of Paris conducted a disorderly flight south.  Charles De’Gaulle, who was a cabinet minister at the time, fled to Eng-
land where he called upon the French people to join him in continued resistance thus beginning the Free French movement.
The bulk of the population did not resist the Nazis, though.  Most of them were loyal to the puppet Vichy French govern-
ment — that was completely dominated by the Germans — and the Free French movement was thus very weak initially.
However, it eventually became the seed forming the basis of the future reconstruction.  Germany seemed unstoppable until
they invaded the Soviet Union in June 1941.  Generals Winter and Space came through for the Russians once again and the
Nazis were driven back.  As seems always the case, though, this happened only after the Russians suffered horrific losses
— their peasantry once again hurled themselves forward by their uncounted millions to be ground up in the steel jaws of the
German war machine.  Another factor that defeated Hitler was his stupid racial policies against the Slavs.  These policies
destroyed whatever popular support he might have gained and transformed what could have been a war of liberation from
Communist oppression into a struggle for national existence.  French resistance to the Nazis and the Vichy government
further increased in November of 1942 when the Nazis were defeated in Africa and it became blatantly obvious that the tide
was turning against the Germans.  De’Gaulle’s support vastly increased and the Communists had a large and honourable
rôle in the resistance.  Had France been liberated by the Russians, it would surely have become Communist since France is
much more sympathetic to the Soviets than the Eastern Europeans are.

All of this is of great concern to me because I am considered a White Russian and I actively supported the Nazis.  I did
not support them because I believed in their cause — indeed, their brutal stupidity repulsed and nauseated me — but
because they were fighting the Communists.  For reasons both objective and subjective I loathe the Communists even more
than the Nazis.  I will soon explain why, but for now I wish to convey the fact that should anyone discover who I really am
I will be in very deep doo doo.  It seems a dichotomy of modern society that it is nearly impossible to do anything without
contributing to some sort of evil.  Fighting Stalin helped Hitler.  Fighting Hitler would have helped Stalin.  Fighting no one
would have helped both.  You cannot win no matter what you do.  This is especially true during war for the thing about war
is that it not only causes mass death and suffering but it also fosters complete moral and ethical degradation; exactly the
reason that tyrants are so fond of it.  Lies deceit extortion blackmail destruction of civil liberties — all of these things are
not only accepted but they are celebrated as long as it is done in the name of nationalism.  I am hoping to get away with

I
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what I did during the war because I worked deep undercover and I don’t think any of the French knew of my activities.  My
main job was assassinating prominent Communists.

In the twenty-five years that I have been living in Paris I have passed my slight accent off as Serbian.  Serbs also use the
Cyrillic alphabet but I do not actually speak their language.  (Fortunately I have never met any actual Serbians.)  I am
worried, though, because the Nazis are noted for keeping thorough records of everything and there is always the chance that
there is some paperwork buried in some vault somewhere that the Nazis failed to burn.

In these crazy days, there is no telling what is going to happen.
I saw nothing during the war to convince me that the Allies were much better than the Germans.  Quite the contrary:

The operative definition of a ‘war crime’ seems to be an act that the loser committed and the winner did not.  As stated by
Telford Taylor, Chief Counsel for War Crimes Prosecution:

“…since both sides played the terrible game of urban destruction — the allies far more successfully — there was no
basis for criminal charges against Germans or Japanese, and in fact no charges were brought…aerial bombardment had
been used so extensively and ruthlessly on the Allied side as well as the Axis side that neither at Nüremburg nor Tokyo was
the issue made part of the trials.”

The Allied fire bombings of German cities and the Bosch-like scenes of carnage pain and trauma that they inflicted on a
largely civilian population were heinous.  The Anglo-American decision to target the highly flammable medieval city
centers in addition to the traditional military targets such as railways oil refineries and munitions factories located on the
peripheries of the cities cannot be justified in any way.  The war was almost over.

Dresden was an ‘open’ city of the arts, known for its museums parks and beauty.  It was called the ‘Florence of the
Elbe’.  It had absolutely no military or strategic significance.  It was a living art museum; it was filled with historic cathe-
drals and museums containing countless and priceless artistic treasures.  The Nazis intentionally kept Dresden free of facto-
ries and troop concentrations in order to spare damage.  It was considered a safe haven for civilian refugees and wounded
soldiers.  It had no anti-aircraft emplacements and no bomb shelters since there was no reason to bomb it.

In February 1945 over 135,000 died when the Allies napalmed Dresden.  It was the largest massacre in European
history.  Virtually all of the casualties were women children and the elderly.  By this point all of the men were either dead
or fighting on the fronts.  Also in February of 1945 the Allies launched another so called ‘morale bombing’ that destroyed
Pforzheim, a small medieval town that also had absolutely no military or strategic importance.  This attack killed one-third
of the population — over 20,000 inhabitants — and again almost all of these were women children and the elderly who
played no rôle in supporting the Nazi regime.  I mention Pforzheim because I happened to pass through Pforzheim right
after the bombing.  I was confronted not just with a damaged city but also with the absence of any and every landmark of
any kind.  Not devastated streets and buildings but crude paths winding over hills of rubble.  People were huddled together
like animals cooking scrounged scoops of food over campfires — including rats and dogs — or wandering aimlessly in
search of basic necessities.  Without any thought of the larger political or historical contexts their world had metamor-
phosed into a Kafkaesque landscape in the blink of an eye.  Everything that they had ever known had completely disap-
peared and nothing familiar remained in the place where they had spent their entire lives.

The Americans claimed that these bombings were necessary to ‘break German morale’.  It is interesting that the Ameri-
cans felt this necessity since the Germans were already dealing with a plate-full of stressful events such as: A) Tens of
millions of Germans had just died in the war. B) The citizenry had been experiencing famine for over a year. C) Hostile
armies from several nations were successfully invading their homeland on two separate fronts.

Besides that, everything else pretty seriously sucked too.  These attacks were a completely gratuitous and unnecessary
atrocity that was similar in spirit to kicking a dying animal except that instead of kicking dead dogs they were roasting
thousands of babies alive.  I have heard Americans highlighting German atrocities to justify their own.  As with the civilian
population of the United States, the civilian populations of Germany were also largely unaware of their own government’s
atrocities.  While it is true that Hitler started the practice of targeting civilians what does it mean that the Allies subse-
quently made a rôle model out of the man that they described as the most evil monster of the 20th Century?1

1 Author’s Note: The title of ‘most evil monster of the 20th Century’, I can and do argue, more rightfully belongs to Stalin — but since Stalin was an ‘ally’, evidently
his crimes did not count.
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If Hitler succeeded in turning the Allies into monsters modeled after himself doesn’t that mean that Hitler ultimately
won?

Another interesting sidelight to the current mess is that if you discount the mass-murder committed by governments the
chaos of war provided cover for the most prolific private-for-profit mass-murderer in history.  Marcel Petiot was a doctor, a
surgeon, the mayor of a French village, a prolific writer, a talented cartoonist, an antique expert, and a noted mathematician.
In addition to all of this, he was a quadruple undercover agent selling information to Allied intelligence, the Communist
terrorist underground, the Abwehr, and the French Gestapo.  He helped several resistors and English Air Force aviators to
escape.  He provided the Abwehr and the French Gestapo with information about the resistance.  He gave the FBI infor-
mation about German agents working on the Manhattan Project that allowed the Americans to feed bad information to these
spies with the result that German efforts to develop an atomic bomb were significantly delayed — so it is arguable that
Marcel Petiot won the war for the Allies.  He also operated an underground railroad helping Jews to escape the occupied
territories — which is where he finally got into trouble.  It turned out that a large number of these Jews, after turning over
their money and property to Petiot, were then murdered by him.  After his recent arrest, it was estimated that Marcel Petiot
murdered over 150 Jewish men and women, eliminating their remains in an incinerator at a building he owned.  It is also
estimated that he stole over $15 million from his victims.

Only under cover of war could Marcel Petiot have gotten away with such activities for so long... 2

Even though the Allies are winning the war, the victory is purely Pyrrhic for the Soviet Union.  Already I read in the
Western press of how the Americans and English are winning the war.  The Soviet Union is being relegated to a back-up
rôle.

The Russians have fought the hardest, they have lost the most, and they have done — by several magnitudes of degree
— more than the Americans and the English combined to break the back of the Nazi war machine.  The only reason that the
Allied invasion in Normandy was even possible was because fully 75% of Hitler’s war machine was engaged on the eastern
front against the Russians.

Meanwhile, 7.5 million German civilians died during the war.  10 million Russian civilians and 6 million Jews have also
been killed.  These are the civilian figures.  They are in addition to the soldiers who were killed.  Of soldiers, the Soviet
Union alone lost 7.5 million.  The Germans lost 3.5 million, the Chinese lost 2.2 million, the Japanese 1.2 million, and the
Americans lost 291,000.  In addition to losing large percentages of their entire populations, every country except the United
States was physically devastated, their infrastructures either seriously damaged or completely destroyed.

When I was a child in the Siberian village of Pokrovskoye, a teacher challenged me to invent a method of eliminating
cockroaches from our village.  After studying the issue for several weeks, I concluded that the only way was to burn the city
to the ground.

How was I to know that my hypothetical answer was to become the underlying logic of the 20th Century?

Chapter 2:  The Hellbound Train
July, 1946
En route to the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics

Sometimes it seems that my life is like some huge ironic joke.  If there is such a thing as ‘God’, then all I can say is that
he/she/it has a truly sick and twisted sense of humour.  I, who survived the front lines of World War I, who survived being
an anti-Communist during the Bolshevik Revolution, who survived being a Nazi collaborator in France during World War

2 Editor’s Note: To this day, Marcel Petiot remains the most prolific civilian mass-murderer in history.
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II, and who survived directly opposing the most effective butcher of the 20th Century now find myself the victim of atrocity
at the hands of the Americans of all people!

I have been found out by the Americans because a French asshole named Louis Darquier did not bother to burn his
papers.  Louis Darquier was a debauched incompetent lazy alcoholic boob who jumped on the right-wing bandwagon for
opportunistic reasons when the lunatics took over and began running the asylum.  Darquier became Vichy France’s Com-
missioner of Jewish Affairs under Pétain.  In October 1940, Pétain’s government had gone even further than the Nazis
requested by banning Jews from teaching, journalism, film, theater, the officer corps, civil service, most professions, and
finance.  Vocally, Darquier was enthusiastically supportive.  Fortunately, his laziness was legendary and he didn’t really do
much.

However, he evidently left his papers for the Allies to find — and my name was evidently featured in these documents.3

I quickly found myself ensconced in one of France’s thriving prison camps.  Two weeks later, I was called into an interro-
gation with an American officer.  It was widely known that Americans treated prisoners like visiting family.  It was also
widely known that it was better to die than to be captured by the Russians.  Therefore, Germans surrendered by the division
to the Americans while, to a man, they fought to the death against the Russians.

In my naïvety, I thought that it was a very good sign that I was being interrogated by an American rather than one of De
Gaulle’s bullyboys.  I soon learned how imprudent this assumption was.  While the Americans seem to treat prisoners of
war their own citizens rather well, I did not yet know that they are fully capable of committing outrageous evil when they
think they can get away with it.  Even though I knew about Dresden and Pforzheim, I still did not fully realize that the
Americans, in their own way, are fully as nationalistic as the Nazis.  The Americans claim to be the ‘good guys’ with God
on their side.  This makes me wonder if ‘God’ would approve of the intentional targeting of civilians during the war result-
ing in the deaths of 7½ million non-combatants.  (With ‘God’, you never know...)

The American was all business.  He brusquely asked, “So, it says here that you are a White Russian?”
“I am a peasant from the steppes.”
“What town are you from?”
I knew that he already knew, so I answered with the simple truth:  “I am from Pokrovskoye.”
It felt very good to say it after all these years of lies.
The American hesitated a moment and then asked, “Why have I heard of Pokrovskoye?”
I hesitated a moment and then said, “Perhaps you have heard of it because it was the home village of Grigory Rasputin.”
“Yes, that’s right.  You seem to be about the right age — did you know him?”
I hesitated another moment.  Then I admitted knowing Rasputin — though I made clear that I didn’t know him well.
“My records indicate that you were an associate of Tsar Nicholas II.”
Damn Darquier!  Since it was obvious that the American already knew the answer, I saw no need to prevaricate:  “Yes, I

had the honour of being in Tsar Nicholas’s confidence.”

Besides:  To this day, I am proud of my association with Tsar Nicholas.

Incredibly, the American began lecturing me!
At first I thought that he was making a joke and that he just had a bizarre and/or ironic and/or sick sense of humour.

Then, slowly, I began to realize that this man actually believed the crap that was spewing out of his mouth!
He said this:  “If the tsar hadn’t been such an autocrat, the revolution would have never happened.  The Bolsheviks were

the only logical response to tsarist terror.”
I stared at him in amazement.  This was such an oversimplified explanation of a highly complex series of events — and

his statement was such an exercise in unmitigated and specious crap — that I was at a loss for words over how to respond to
such incredible ignorance.  After contemplation of about a second’s time, I understood that there was no response.  This
man obviously thought that he already knew everything, and thus he would never listen to anything.

I responded by saying, “Here’s a piece of trivia for you:  What was the largest massacre in European history?”
“I’m an intelligence officer, not a historian,” the American answered.
“I’ll give you a hint:  Over 150,000 people died, and almost all of them were women, children, and the elderly.”

3Editor’s Note: After the war, Darquier escaped to Franco’s Spain where he was welcomed even though French courts had sentenced him to death in abstentia.
Like many Nazi and Vichy war criminals, Darquier never paid any price for his war crimes.  He died near Málaga in old age of natural causes in August 1980.
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The American now had a good idea where this was going, and he angrily said, “You are here to answer questions, not to
ask them.”

“It was the American firebombing of Dresden,” I plowed on regardless.  “The firestorm burned so hot that it sucked all
of the oxygen out of the air.  Anyone who was anywhere near it died from collapsed lungs if they weren’t killed by the fire
itself.  People who jumped into the Elbe River were boiled to death.  People trying to cross the street found their feet stuck
in the melting asphalt and were forced to just stand there screaming as they burned to death.  Do you want a debate over
degrees of terror?  Is there some hierarchy of suffering?  You supply pat answers to questions that have no answers.  Your
formula folds back upon itself and it is both contradictory and fallacious.  To follow your logic is to become lost in vague
contradictions on a scale that is as measureless and as ultimately futile as mysticism.”

I was very angry — but so was the American.  He said, “Hitler was the one who started bombing civilians!”
“So the Americans used Hitler as a rôle model for their own behaviour?  I thought that the whole point of the war was

that the Allies are ‘better’ than the Nazis.  If you emulate Hitler, doesn’t that mean that Hitler won?”
“I don’t believe I am being lectured on ethics by a White Russian!”
“I’m not lecturing on ‘ethics’, I am merely exposing hypocrisy.  People who live in straw isbas should not play with

fire.”
“The German people supported Hitler.  They asked for what they got.”
“Don’t make too much of Hitler’s following among the civilian population.  In the last nominally free election the Nazis

received far less than half the vote.  Hitler did not come to power through popular mobilization, electoral majority, or even
a violent coup — Hitler came to power through cooperation with conservative elítes.  President Hindenburg invited Hitler to
take office.  Hitler did not come to power on a wave of pro-Nazism, but on a wave of anti-Communism generated by
hysterical right-wing propaganda.  Germany’s ruling classes were bewildered and disoriented by the electoral demands of
the recently instituted democratic form of government.  Remember, they had been a monarchy less than twenty years previ-
ously and they were terrified by the popularity of socialism.  Yet the elítes could never actually lower themselves to enter
the working class neighborhoods to win the fealty of the masses.

The Fascists had no such qualms.  Being brawlers of the first order, they took the fight directly to the Communists and to
the socialists.  This strategy provided multiple benefits to the elítes:  They provided effective formulae for weaning workers
away from Marxism; they provided a fabricated climate of disorder that sent the middle classes scampering to the right; and
most importantly, they provided a sturdy governing coalition.  After months of failing to mount a parliamentary majority,
German conservatives welcomed Hitler warmly because he held out the possibility, for the first time, of a parliamentary
majority that excluded the left.”

“Whatever,” replied the American.  “All of that is above my pay grade.  I am a soldier, and I just follow orders.  Let’s
change the subject.”

“Ah, yes.  ‘Following orders’ is such a convenient method for avoiding responsibility.  As for changing the subject, you
are the one who initially saw fit to lecture me on the subject of ethics in politics.”

The American appeared annoyed for a moment.  Then, with an evil grin, he said, “What would you say if I told you
General Eisenhower has just ordered that all Russian prisoners are to be returned to the Soviet Union?”

This was the first time I had heard of the infamous policy that would later be nicknamed ‘Operation Keelhaul’ by
disgusted observers.  The name was derived from an old naval method of torture wherein the victim would be tied to a rope
and then drug under the ship from one keel to the other — having his skin un-gently removed by barnacles in the process.
The practice was usually fatal to the victim.  So was Operation Keelhaul.  Operation Keelhaul eventually returned over 2-
million White Russians and other anti-Communist expatriates to Stalin’s deadly embrace.  There are few crimes in our
brutal history that were more brutal than this forced repatriation of millions to a vengeful Stalin.4 The forced returnees also
included Russian POWs, (who were routinely killed by Stalin for allowing themselves to be captured rather than dying on
the battlefield), innocent displaced persons, and even those who had actively fought with the Allies against the Germans.
We were sent by force irrespective of our desires.  This herding and forced loading into boxcars by the US Army of human
beings to certain torture rape and death was utterly revolting to many personnel of the US Army and the War Department
— thus the appellation ‘Keelhaul’.

4 Editor’s Note: Operation Keelhaul was kept secret from the American public until January 21st, 1973.
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I decided that this statement deserved a response:  “I would say that that would make General Eisenhower into a mass
murderer, and I would say that your hypocrisy would now be profound.”

“Well, pack your bags Ivan, because you are in for a long train ride…”

In 1902, I visited an art museum in Florence, Italy called the Palazzo Pitti.  One of the displays was an old medieval map
that had been drawn in 1491CE.

In the place where America would be found the next year, the map was blank except for the words Cui ci sono mostri.
Translation:  ‘Here there be monsters...’

Thanks to the Americans, I now find myself imprisoned in a boxcar en-route to the land of my birth.  In addition, after
this train crossed the frontier into the USSR I found myself sharing the boxcar with the ultimate bête noir of my life in the
form of a vicious cruel and psychopathic misanthrope by the name of Ivan Slutsky.

When I saw Slutsky boarding the boxcar, I prayed that he would not recognize me.  Like most of my prayers, this one
was unanswered.  The instant his cruel and beady eyes set upon me he broke into a huge smile.  He was truly happy to see
me.  He was overjoyed, in fact.  He greeted me with utter joy as if I were a long lost friend.

Actually, I was the one who had been the source of his deep humiliation on more than one occasion.
Then, with unreserved joy and a great deal of enthusiasm, Ivan Slutsky severely and viciously beat me for a long while

as a prelude to relieving me of all my valuables.  Then he informed our fellow passengers that I was a counter-revolutionary
traitor and scumbag associate of the hated Grigory Rasputin.  Slutsky quickly organized a gang of like-minded thugs who
then systematically robbed all of the other political people and publically raped a new bride who had been arrested at her
wedding.

She was still wearing her wedding dress as they assaulted her.

The guards did nothing.  Under the Soviets, criminals rank much higher than political prisoners since the criminals are
considered to be victims of the cruel Capitalist system.

The train ride became a trip through Hell.

Worse was yet to come.
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Part 2:  The Beginning

I was around when Jesus Christ
Had his moment of doubt and pain
And I made damn sure that Pilate

Washed his hands and sealed his fate

—From ‘Sympathy for the Devil’
The Rolling Stones

To choose one’s victims, to prepare one’s plans minutely, to slake an implacable vengeance, and then go to
bed — there is nothing sweeter!

—Stalin

Without Rasputin, there could have been no Lenin...

—Alexander Kerensky
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Chapter 3:  Skating on Thin Ice
December, 1890
Pokrovskoye, Siberia

am from Pokrovskoye, Siberia.  The village of Pokrovskoye is on the left bank of the Tura River about 80 kilometers
east of Tyumen.  The population is about 2,000 people.  The village of Pokrovskoye is around 360 years old.  In 1642,

a fort with a church in honor of the Shroud (Pokrov) of the Godmother was placed here, which gave the sloboda its name.
Pokrovskoye was also the home of Grigory Efimovich Rasputin, and I still remember the first time I met him as if it

were yesterday:  I was ten years old and I was skating on a frozen Tura River.
Before I describe this meeting, though, there is something that you should understand:  Winters in Siberia out-winter

anywhere else in the world.  (At least anywhere that people actually live.)  If nothing happens during winter in the rest of
the world, then minus nothing happens in Siberia.  When one speaks during the Siberian winter, the words literally freeze in
the frigid air.  At ‒50˚, the water vapour in one’s breath turns to ice crystals and they fall tinkling to the ground.  No one
believes it that has not experienced it.  Siberians call this phenomenon ‘the whisper of the stars’.  Then they laugh.  In the
Siberian winter, it is as if each day runs backward.  Not only is everything you do banal and pointless, but as you do it you
have a distinct memory of having done it in exactly the same way just a few hours before.  The best thing you can do is to
wait, usually vainly, for something to happen that has not already happened numerous and countess times before.

Thus, the day I met Rasputin stands out vividly for reasons in addition to the fact that he was such a remarkable person
and that said meeting was destined to have such a profound impact upon my life.

As I skated, my beloved dog Bobo wandered into an area of thin ice and fell through.  He was then unable to extricate
himself from the water.  For several minutes my panicked screams accompanied my frantic efforts to rescue him. However,
my cries only succeeded in attracting the unwanted attention of Ivan Gregorovich Slutsky and his gang, who thought
Bobo’s predicament to be the height of comedy.

“Look,” cried Slutsky with glee, “Igor Ivanovich’s dog is so stupid that he thinks that he is a fish!”
With tears in my eyes, I appealed to Slutsky’s non-existent sympathy:  “Please Igor Gregorovich, Bobo will soon freeze

to death — won’t you help me to rescue him?”  With a smile that should have warned me, Slutsky leeringly consulted his
cohorts.  Then he said, “Ah, Igor Ivanovich has respectfully requested our assistance!  Come, we should rescue this poor
distressed beast!”  Whereupon — to my amazement and at no small risk to themselves — Slutsky and his gang formed a
human chain, each holding the next boy’s ankles, and rescued Bobo!  Slutsky triumphantly held Bobo in the air and cried,
“Witness, I have saved this useless animal’s life!”  Then, turning to me, and still holding Bobo in the air, Slutsky asked,
“And do you know why we rescued him?”

With a sinking heart, I said, “No, Ivan Gregorovich.  I don’t know.”
“Because — we do not have a soccer ball!”
Slutsky dropkicked Bobo, who then flew about five metres.  In horror, I ran to my stricken beast.  He was pitifully

whimpering and bleeding from the mouth, indicating internal injuries.  After ascertaining that Bobo had suffered serious if
not fatal injuries, I went blind with fury and hurled myself toward Ivan Gregorovich Slutsky.

However, only a few steps into an action that surely would have accomplished nothing except to earn myself a severe
beating, I was frozen in my tracks when a strange and commanding voice cried, “Stop!”

I looked toward the voice and saw a strange youth who was a few years older than the rest of us.  He emanated a very
strange and powerful presence.  Even from a distance his eyes had a highly hypnotic quality, and all of us just stood staring
dumbly at him.  His smiling and gentle manner belied his words as he spoke to Slutsky saying, “Ivan Gregorovich Slutsky:
Someday you will be forced to crawl inside your own arsehole.”  I looked toward Slutsky and saw that he was terrified.
“This is none of your business,” he said.  “Go away.”

In contrast to his previous confident arrogance, Slutsky’s demeanour was now fearful, subdued, and unsure.
“Ah,” said the stranger, “But you see, I have just made it my business!  I would suggest that you go away, Ivan

Gregorovich!”
One of Slutsky’s confederates cried, “Come on Ivan!  He is a sorcerer! He will cast some sort of spell on us!  Let’s get

out of here!”  Slutsky’s gang began running willy-nilly.  Slutsky himself hesitated a moment, glaring with pure hatred
toward the stranger.  He looked as if he were trying to think of something to say, but evidently thought better of it and
instead — with one last look of hatred and defiance toward the interloper — he slowly turned and insolently walked away
after his comrades.

I
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The strange stranger then approached — and thus began a nearly 30-year friendship that was destined to take me to
heights impossible for my naïve ten-year-old mind to comprehend — and to depths that came as close to Hell on earth as is
possible...

While I had never before met Grigory Efimovich Rasputin, I had certainly heard of him.  Depending upon who was
doing the describing, he was either a daemon or a saint.  To this day, 55 years later, the controversy still rages.  The truth of
the matter is that Grigory Rasputin was both a daemon and a saint.  That was the whole point of his ‘ministry’.  I have heard
him referred to as a ‘holy devil’ and as an ‘angel from hell’ — and both descriptions were accurate as far as they went —
but as with most things concerning Rasputin, they did not go far enough.  Considering that he had just saved me from a
probable beating at the hands of the famously contumelious Slutsky Gang, at that point I viewed him as an exemplar of
humankind.

Rasputin directly approached Bobo and without a word he closely studied my beloved beast.  I was about to solicit
Rasputin’s assistance in carrying Bobo to the doctor, but he shushed me before I could get a word out.  He was obviously in
deep concentration.  This continued for a couple of minutes.  I wished to get Bobo to a doctor immediately, but I sensed that
I should not interrupt whatever Rasputin was doing.  Eventually, ‘Grishka’, as he is informally called, rose and acknowl-
edged my presence.  For the first time I gazed into those soon to be infamous eyes — and I was immediately entranced...

Looking into the eyes of Grigory Rasputin is a singular experience.  They were the eyes of a man insane.  They were the
eyes of profound compassion.  They were deep infinite wells that one found oneself falling into against one’s will.  They
were eyes that froze one motionless.  They were eyes that overpowered and dominated.  They were eyes that saw into the
deepest depths of your soul, and into the infinite reaches of the Universe.  They were eyes that saw God.  They were eyes
that saw Satan.  They were eyes that sang.  They were eyes that danced.  They were eyes that simultaneously exalted you
and damned you.  They were eyes that simultaneously lifted you into the sky and prostrated you flat on the ground.

Eventually I came out of the trance when I realized that Rasputin had spoken to me.  “Er, excuse me — what did you
say?”

“I said that your dog will be up and around by the day after tomorrow.”
My glance shifted to Bobo and, with amazement, I noted that he already appeared to be in much better shape.  His eyes

were now focused, he had quit whimpering, and the bleeding from the mouth had ceased.  I looked at Rasputin with a vari-
ety of conflicting emotions — gratitude and fear being not the least among them.  I asked, “How did you do that?”

He replied with an enigmatic smile and simply said, “I will stop by your house in a day or two and cheque up on him.”
Then he walked away.

I picked Bobo up and went home.

Rasputin came to my house a couple of days later — much to the distress of my mother who insisted that he was
‘ungodly’.  Bobo was as good as new.

After that — much to the distress of my mother — I became fast friends with the mysterious Grigory Efimovich Raspu-
tin (if ‘friendship’ is what one would call it.)  To this day, I do not know why Grishka adopted me (if ‘adopting’ is what you
would call it.)  I had always been a loner with no real friends.  I was an unhappy youth thoroughly dissatisfied with the
prosaic reality embodied by peasant life in western Siberia at the end of the 19th Century.  I was a bookworm in a town
where nearly everyone was illiterate and where books were even rarer than hard cash.  I loved reading in a town where the
act of reading was viewed with disdain suspicion and derision.  I hated the physical labour involved in everyday life in a
place where such labour skills were considered to be the only valuable commodity.  I longed for travel in a place where
almost no one had even been to the neighboring village and were proud of the fact.  I longed for adventure in a place where
life was almost exactly the same every day.  I was a dreamer in a land that valued only practicability.  I gazed toward the
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distant horizon in a place where everyone kept their noses to the grindstone.  I sought knowledge in a place where people
were thoroughly proud of their ignorance.

In other words, I was considered to be a useless outcast.  Perhaps this ostracism was what drew Rasputin to me since he
was an outcast himself...

Chapter 4:  The Sorcerer’s Apprentice
December, 1891
Pokrovskoye, Siberia

fter Rasputin and I began our relationship, I once overheard myself referred to as ‘Rasputin’s apprentice’.  This was
said as if Grishka’s skills could be taught to others.  (The Rasputins of this world are born.  They are not created.)

Over and over, I saw him heal the sick simply by concentrating on them. Grigory Efimovich Rasputin was a force of nature
more than he was a human being.5 As a force of nature, his personality was completely wild and thoroughly unpredictable.
It was impossible to foretell what he would do or say in any given situation with but one exception:  Any time he encoun-
tered an attractive female he attempted to seduce her sexually.  He succeeded in these efforts in an astonishing number of
instances.  A large portion of the female population of Pokrovskoye completely lost their minds, their dignity, their pride,
their self-possession, and their virginity whilst in Rasputin’s company.  My own sexual life went from zilch to rich and full
simply because I was his friend, as many used me as an avenue to get to him.  Most of them succeeded.  Eventually, every-
one from grandmothers to teenage girls barely past puberty sometimes quite literally stood in line in order to receive Raspu-
tin’s ministrations.  He would approach strange females in the street and begin unbuttoning their blouses as he introduced
himself.  This resulted in many scratches and slaps in the face — but it also often resulted in a seeming hypnotic trance
whilst gazing into his hypnotic eyes.  Then they would simply swoon into his arms and allow him to continue.  Saying that
Rasputin was sexually active does not describe it — he was sexually copious from a very early age.

Another uncanny talent possessed by the uncanny Rasputin was the ability to predict the future.  He did this over and
over throughout his life, and his prophecies always came true.  All of these abilities were destined to lead Grishka Rasputin
to riches, glory, power, infamy, controversy — and ultimately to a premature death.

My travels abroad have taught me that most foreigners and even many Russians harbour many misconceptions about
Siberia.  For instance, with its vast mineral and timber resources Siberia is one of the most richly endowed areas on Earth.
Socially, Siberia is simultaneously a reactionary cultural backwater and a major center of progressive and/or radical
thought.  Partly this is because since the time of Peter the Great, Siberia has regularly been used as a destination for depor-
tees deemed undesirable by the government.  Originally, these deportees were fallen court favourites.  Later, unruly peas-
ants were sent in large numbers — and later still, the most effective members of the revolutionary intelligentsia were sent.
After the assassination of Alexander II, large numbers of peasants immigrated to Siberia on their own, thus escaping horrid
living conditions and defying existing laws that tied them to their village communes.  Generally, these peasants were
preceded by picked men known as walking adventurers, or hodoki, who scouted the areas beforehand.  As a result, Siberia
was largely settled by pioneers revolutionaries and outlaws.  The Russian government had almost nothing to do with it; the
Russian nobility originally had no footing whatsoever.  These Siberian settlers, in fact, sought escape from the tight control
exercised in the centre.  Siberia thus received the very best and the very worst from the rest of Russia.  All of the various
elements of the opposition were represented and these people were almost the only individualists that Russia produced
during the period of my childhood.  Rather than being a miserable wilderness, Siberia was a rich land of unlimited oppor-

5 Editor’s Note: Like many Russian peasants, Rasputin had no actual surname.  The nickname ‘Rasputin’ was attached at a very
early age.  ‘Rasputin’ is Russian for ‘dissolute’, but the name might have instead referred to the earlier name for our village, ‘Palkino
Rasputye’, the last word meaning ‘a parting of the ways’.  Either explanation was appropriate and neither Moschev nor Rasputin
himself ever publically cleared up the controversy.

A
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tunity that produced men and women of incredible physical fortitude, mental initiative, and unlimited potential.  The Ortho-
dox Church also sent their exiles to Siberia, and thus a large diversity of religious beliefs and customs also flourished —
and in fact, more mystics, holy men, and outrageous religious cults came out of Siberia than any other part of Russia.  In
particular, these included a group of heretics known as the khlysty.

The khlysty were destined to have a great influence over Rasputin.  Grishka had had an epileptic sister who had died by
drowning.  Then, during the summer of 1877, his twelve-year-old brother Dmitri almost drowned in the Tura River.
Grishka had pulled him out, but Dmitri subsequently died of pneumonia.  According to accounts, the eight-year-old Grishka
then became moody and withdrawn for two years.

When he was ten years old, he started showing powers such as reading minds and curing farm animals.
Grishka was involved in controversy at a young age when both he and his father were repeatedly accused of being horse

thieves.  However, Grishka first became famous in 1884 at age twelve by exposing another horse thief.  Grishka was in bed
with a fever as he listened to a group of villagers gathered at his house discussing a horse theft with Efim, his father.  It is
said that Grishka rose and dramatically pointed at one of the peasants in the room accusing him of being the thief.  The
outraged accused vehemently denied the charge and Grishka was beaten.  However, that night a pair of villagers followed
the accused man.  They saw him remove the stolen horse from his shed and take it into the forest.  Thus, Grishka first
acquired his reputation as a seer — heady stuff for a twelve-year-old boy.

However, his thievery, drinking, and vandalism finally caused villagers to turn against him.  He was encouraged to leave
Pokrovskoye.  He then walked 320 kilometers to Verkhoturye.  There Rasputin met a revered wise man named Makare who
evidently took a shine to him and helped him to develop his gifts.  Verkhoturye was a place that served both as a retreat for
monks and as a prison for heretics, most of the latter group being of the khlysty sect.  Grishka evidently became intrigued by
both groups and stayed in Verkhoturye for four months, during which time he participated in the khlysty observances.  The
khlysty believed in reaching God through sexual encounters.  Thus, on a Saturday night, the khlysty could be found in
clearings deep in the forest engaging in secret orgies.  Both men and women arrived dressed in white linen gowns and
began by singing hymns by candlelight.  The singers would begin to dance slowly and reverently.  Gradually, the dancing
became wilder and faster until in a fever of excitement, they would strip off their gowns while a local leader began whip-
ping them.  Then, at the peak of frenzy and ecstasy, the men and women would indiscriminately fall upon each other in a
whirl of wild sex.  As you may imagine, these rites held great appeal to Rasputin.

These experiences also formed the foundation for Rasputin’s fervent and lifelong dogma stating that it was necessary to
commit sin as the first step toward redemption and holiness.  Rasputin closely studied religion because he realized
religion’s power to control and manipulate people.  He once said to me, “When the majority believes in something that is
clearly not true, then it behooves the un-blinkered to examine this false doctrine to find out what it is and how it can be
used.”

The inhabitants of Pokrovskoye said that Rasputin was completely different when he came back from this journey.
According to Grishka’s own account, he was granted a blessed vision from Virgin Mary shortly after return.  After this
Grishka was constantly coming and going from Pokrovskoye.  He traveled extensively.  He became adept student of human
nature, and acquired the ability to manipulate others.  He eventually took a job as a wagon driver carrying goods and
passengers to other villages.  This was when I met him.

Also during this period — in 1889 to be precise — there occurred an event that though barely noted at the time was
destined to have a profound impact upon world history:  A young man named Aleksandr Ilyich Ulyanov was arrested an
executed for plotting to assassinate Tsar Alexander III.  Due to a strange legal loophole unique to Russian jurisprudence at
that time, a courtroom was the only place in Russia where free speech was allowed.  Thus, at his trial Ulyanov said:

“I do not dispute the facts.  I attempted the crime.  I exercise my right to defense only to explain my motives... for there
is no civilized discussion in Russia.  This is the only place where such topics can be raised:  On the steps of the gallows.  You
and your policemen have blanked out all intellectual life... here, it is impossible to undertake any realistic examination of
anything!  You up there are all-powerful.  We, the so-called intelligentsia, are few feeble and gathered in a handful of
cities.  We have learned that it is only through terror that we can defend, let alone extend, our inalienable rights.  Terror-
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ism is the weapon of the weak.  It is the weapon of the physically feeble but spiritually strong.  It is our form of single
combat against the big battalions of tyranny.  Let me warn you!  Do not take comfort from the fact that there are only ten
of us in this box!  It will always be possible in this country to find ten people who care so much for their ideas that they are
willing to sacrifice themselves and die for their cause.  And we will always take some of you with us if we can.  Nothing you
can do will deter us.  The only way you can stop terrorism is to listen to what I am saying here today...”

Russia was full of revolutionaries at this time and Aleksandr Ulyanov would have become nothing more than a relatively
minour footnote in Russian history except for the fact that Aleksandr had a younger brother named Vladimir.  Aleksandr’s
final speech and subsequent execution turned out to be a defining event in the shaping of young Vladimir’s character.

Thirteen years later, Vladimir wrote a revolutionary book titled What Is To Be Done? In order to protect himself from
the Okhrana — the tsar’s dreaded secret police — Vladimir adopted the pen name of ‘Lenin’.

In 1892, shortly after I met him, Rasputin married a pretty girl from a neighboring village.  Her name was Praskovie
Dubrovina.  She was twenty-three and he was nineteen.  He only married her because she insisted that he must if he wanted
her, but they stayed married for the rest of Grishka’s life and it appeared to be a very good marriage.  Throughout Grishka’s
life and travels all over Europe, Praskovie remained at home in Pokrovskoye.  She eventually bore him four children — two
sons and two daughters.  The elder son died in infancy while the younger son was mentally retarded.  The two girls, Maria
and Varvara, eventually came to live with Grishka and me in St. Petersburg in order to be educated there.  Praskovie was
well aware of Grishka’s romantic proclivities; she not only did not mind, but she actually seemed to take pride in his
conquests.  I once heard her remark, “He has more than enough for all.”

Grishka took up farming to support his family.  One day whilst plowing his fields, he received a ‘vision’ directing him to
make a pilgrimage, whereupon he walked over 3,000 kilometers to Mount Athos in Greece.  (Since the 11th century, no
female — human or animal — has been permitted on Mount Athos, so Rasputin did not linger long...)  When he returned
two years later, he affected an aire of holiness and deep mystery and it began to be said around the village that Grigory
Efimovich had become a man of God.  The local priest became alarmed by perceived competition.  He suggested heresy
and threatened an investigation.  Grishka did not want to bother with arguing and he was bored with Pokrovskoye anyway;
thus, he invited me to begin wandering with him.

This was my ticket.  Overjoyed, I enthusiastically accepted the invitation. This was exactly what I had been waiting for
all my life.  I considered Pokrovskoye to be in a Circle of Hell, and I enthusiastically jumped at the chance to escape.

As Grishka and I disappeared into the wilds of Russia, I did not realize at the time that there are many Circles of Hell —
and that Rasputin was destined to lead me into a large number of them.

In taking to the road, we followed an ancient Russian tradition.  Throughout Russian history there have been stranniki,
or wanderers, who lived ascetically, depriving themselves of the simplest needs.  They were gladly accepted and hosted by
the poor wherever they went.  Some went barefoot even in winter, and they sometimes wore chains on their legs.  In spite of
a lack of ecclesiastical commission, this self-denial gave the stranniki a freedom to address as equals even the tsars them-
selves, and their bold rebukes to various tsars are scattered throughout Russian history.  Grishka and I stopped washing,
grooming, or changing our clothes.  As acolyte to Rasputin, I travelled all over Russia as well as the Balkans, Mesopotamia,
and we twice made the traditional Russian peasant pilgrimage to Jerusalem.  We visited all of the principal monasteries of
Russia.  Grishka even gained some familiarity with canon law.  (He was never ordained as an official priest or monk,
though.)

Upon our arrival in St. Petersburg in 1903, Grigory Efimovich Rasputin was already rumoured to be a powerful man.
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Part 3:  The Renaissance

Just as every cop is a criminal
Just as all the sinners are saints

As heads are tails, just call me Lucifer
For I am in need of restraint...

—From ‘Sympathy for the Devil’
The Rolling Stones

My, my, my, I’m so happy!
I’m going to join the band!

We’re going to dance and sing in celebration!
We live in the Promised Land!

—From ‘Celebration Day’
Led Zeppelin

Desperation is the raw material of drastic change.  Only those who can leave behind everything they have
ever believed in can hope to escape.

—William S. Burroughs
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Chapter 5:  Dancing in the Promised Land
December, 1905
St. Petersburg, Russia

e arrived in St. Petersburg at the height of the greatest cultural renaissance in Russian history.  The period became
known as the ‘Silver Age’ or the ‘Russian Renaissance’.  New and progressive ideas were abounding in a highly

diverse number of areas including politics philosophy science music and art.  St. Petersburg was the home of world famous
opera and ballet companies.  Chamber orchestras played the music of Borodin, Glinka, Mussorgsky, Rimsky-Korsakov, and
Tchaikovsky.  Local authors included Dostoyevsky, Gogol, Pushkin, Tolstoy, and Turgenev.  Anton Chekov was writing
plays and short stories, Constantine Stanislavsky had recently opened the famous Moscow Art Theatre, which featured
several of Chekov’s plays and introduced the new concept of naturalistic acting that was destined to change the history of
theatre.  Stanislavsky also directed a grimly realistic play called The Lower Depths by Maxim Gorky, previously known
only for his massive novels.  Sholom Aleichem was writing the scores of short stories destined to make him known as the
Jewish Mark Twain.

In the field of philosophy, the poems of Solov’ev had been published nine years previous to our arrival while Solov’ev’s
disciple Alexander Blok began publishing his works the year after our arrival.

In medicine, Ivan Pavlov was one of a group of Russian scientists making significant advances in medicine and chemis-
try as well as the experiments in physiology and psychology that won him the Nobel Prize in 1904.

In art, Ilya Repin was crowning his career while Victor Vasnetsov and Michael Nesterov were recreating medieval
religious art.  Servo was painting evocative portraits of many contemporary nobles up to and including Tsar Nicholas II.  In
1907, Marc Chagall arrived in St. Petersburg to study with Lev Bakst.

Also operating in St. Petersburg during this period was the legendary artisan Peter Carl Fabergé.  At the peak of his
success around the turn of the century, Fabergé’s workshops in Peter employed 500 jewelers smiths and apprentices.  He
had branch offices in Moscow, Paris, and London.  He was the official court jeweler to the tsar, but he also received
commissions from all over the world.  Customers included King Edward VII of England, the king and queen of Norway,
and the kings of Denmark and Greece — among many others.  Fabergé produced a breathtaking array of highly imaginative
jewelry in an endless and beautiful river.  His supreme expressions, of course, were the fifty-six fabled Imperial Easter Eggs
created for Nicholas and for Nicholas’s father Tsar Alexander III.  Of these, the ultimate was the Great Siberian Railway
Easter Egg, created in 1900.  It was made of blue, green, and yellow enamel upon which delicate inlays of silver traced a
map of Siberia and the route of the Trans-Siberian Railway.  When the imperial symbol of the double-headed eagle on top
of the egg was depressed, the egg opened up to reveal a scale model of the five cars and locomotive of the Siberian express.
The gold and platinum locomotive, complete with a ruby gleaming from the headlight, could be wound up with a key and it
would pull the train around a miniature track.

In 1909, Diaghilev and choreographer Michael Fokine founded the Ballet Russe in Paris and took the world by storm.
In the Imperial Ballet, Marius Petipa ended his ½-century reign as choreographer the year Grishka and I arrived.  Mathilde
Kschessinska, Tamara Karsavina, Anna Pavlova, and Vaclav Nijinsky were all dancing.  In addition, a boy was born in
1904 that twelve years later would make his stage début as a monkey hopping around a treetop while Mathilde
Kschessinska tried to shoot him down.  This boy’s name was George Balanchine.  After his performance, he was presented
to Tsar Nicholas II who gave him a box of chocolates.  He went on to revolutionize the ballet.

In the music conservatories, Rimsky-Korsakov was instructing the young Igor Stravinsky and Serge Prokoviev.  Among
those studying piano and violin were Serge Rachmaninov, Vladimir Horowitz, Efrem Zimbalist, Mischa Elman, and Jascha
Heifetz.  Serge Koussevitsky was conducting his own orchestra in Moscow, and the basso Fedor Chaliapin was beginning
his dominance of the opera stage.

W
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All across Russia, people were flocking to hear music and opera.  Kiev, Odessa, Tiflis, and Warsaw all had their own
opera companies.  St. Petersburg alone had four opera houses.

In politics also, Russians were literally conducting revolutionary activities.  In London in 1907, Lenin met a Bolshevik
revolutionary code-named ‘Koba’.  Koba soon became a major fund-raiser for the Bolshevik cause, said funds being
obtained largely through the armed robbery of trains and banks.

‘Koba’ was soon to become known by the name ‘Stalin’.

Two-hundred years previously, Peter the Great had stepped away from Russia’s ancient Slav heritage and forcibly thrust
Russian culture toward Western Europe.  A large part of this effort consisted of building a brand new city in the marshes of
the Neva River called, modestly enough, St. Petersburg.  (It is now commonly referred to simply as ‘Peter’.)  It was
intended to provide Russia with a ‘window on Europe’.  200,000 peasants lost their lives to fever and/or malnutrition in
building it.  It eventually became Tsar Peter’s artificial showcase capital at the head of the Baltic Sea.

Peter was built on water.  It spreads across nineteen islands connected by a network of bridges and canals.  A short
distance to the east lays the immense freshwater Lake Ladoga; immediately to the west lay the Gulf of Finland.  Between
these two bodies flows the wide cold grey expanse of the Neva River.  The imposing and grim façade of the Fortress of
Peter and Paul dominates the north shore of the Neva.  On the southern bank, a granite quay five kilometers long is lined
with several palaces of the nobility, the Admiralty, foreign embassies, and the monstrous edifice of the Winter Palace.
‘Peter’ acquired a number of nom de plumes, including the ‘Babylon of the Snows’, and the ‘Venice of the North’. The
architecture was purely European as were the styles, the morals, and the thought.  Tsar Peter and his ancestors imported
noted architects from Italy to design the various buildings.  The enormous Cathedral of our Lady of Kazan was an almost
exact copy of St. Peter’s Basilica in Rome.  French was spoken at court much more than Russian.

However, despite its Mediterranean look, Peter sits at 60˚ N latitude.  In winter, it is dark from early evening until late
morning.  Icy winds and swirling snowstorms are the rule and the Neva freezes as hard as steel.  Summers in Peter are as
light as the winter is dark.  The sun just briefly dips below the horizon.  Summer days sometimes become oppressively hot.
The smells of the salt air from the Gulf of Finland mingled with the aromas of spice and tar; the shouts of street vendors
mingled with the sounds of carriage wheels and the peal of bells from the churches.

When Grishka and I arrived in Peter in November 1903, Grishka had immediately prophesied three months of drought.
This prophesy was immediately followed by three months of drought.  Grishka seemed a highly unlikely character to
become the darling of Peter society.  He dressed in dirty peasant blouses and baggy trousers that were tucked into heavy
and crudely made boots.  He almost never bathed.  He would rise sleep and rise again without changing his clothes.  His
hands were grimy, his fingernails black, his beard was tangled and encrusted with detritus.  His hair was long and greasy,
hanging to his shoulders.  He literally stunk like a dead horse.

None of this seemed to matter.  Once Grishka broke into high society, the privileged ladies of Peter discovered that
disgust was a new and thrilling experience.  The smelly and dirty charismatic proved to be a pleasant change from the
surfeit of perfumed society dandies who infested Peter in such large numbers...

Then, thanks to the influence of several people, Rasputin was introduced to none other than the highly revered Father
John of Kronstadt himself.  I then watched in wonder and admiration as the Master Manipulator Rasputin charmed and
ingratiated himself with the venerated holy man.  After a long and cordial meeting, Father John blessed and accepted Ras-
putin. 6

And thus did Grigory Efimovich Rasputin hit the big time.

6 Editor’s Note: Father John was canonized by the Russian Orthodox Church in 1990.
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I don’t know how much a life creates a man or how much a man creates his life — I tend to think it is a combination of
both and that you play your hand with a combination of both luck and skill — but Grishka — utterly uniquely — was
exactly the right man at exactly the right place during exactly the right time.  I am unreservedly convinced that no one else
in history could have done what Rasputin did — and even Rasputin could not have gotten away with doing what he did at
any other time or any other place.

Rasputin was now playing with the big boys — however; being received and blessed by the most revered priest in Rus-
sia was merely the first major step up the ladder that he was destined to climb...

After more travels, we returned to Peter in 1905.  Upon our return, Grishka was taken to meet Archimandrite Theophan,
Inspector of the St. Petersburg Theological Academy and former confessor to the Empress Alexandra.  Like Father John,
Theophan was highly impressed by Rasputin’s act and he arranged an introduction to meet another ranking churchman,
Bishop Hermogen of Saratov.  Rasputin’s approach with all of these men was exactly the same:  He refused to bow or
scrape, and he treated them with his charismatic good cheer as if they were his friends and equals.  It worked like a charm.
Theophan and Hermogen were both amazed and impressed.  And here was the rub:  At that time, the Church was attempt-
ing to strengthen its roots with the peasantry — and here was a highly charismatic representative of those peasants.  The
high-church officials saw Rasputin as a valuable tool to achieve the goal of wooing the peasants.  Thus, they publically
welcomed Rasputin and pronounced him a genuine starets.

Then, on a trip to Kiev, Rasputin managed to get his foot into the door of the real power:  While sawing wood in a
courtyard he was discovered by Grand Duchess Militsa who, along with her sister Grand Duchess Anastasia, was one of the
central adepts of fashionable mysticism in Peter society.  They were the daughters of King Nicholas I of Montenegro and
each had married a cousin of the tsar.  Like most of the aristocracy, they lived a pointless and empty existence of utter
decadence.  Though they had tremendous riches, their lives were spiritual deserts.  Most of them were aware, at least sub-
consciously, that they were useless parasites on their society while the people who were actually useful and produced the
vast wealth enjoyed by the aristocrats lived in abject poverty.  Thus, the upper layers of society, bored with traditional
Orthodoxy, sought meaning and sensation in the occult.  These activities were combined in an atmosphere of inconceivable
opulence and luxury:  Couples flushed with champagne danced all night, then rode galloping troikas to the racetracks where
they wagered fortunes.

In an ambiance such as this, mediums and clairvoyants flourished.
The fortuitous meeting with Militsa and Anastasia propelled Rasputin into high society.  One of Rasputin’s first patrons

at the home of Militsa was Grand Duke Nicholas, the brother of Tsar Alexander III and the uncle of the current tsar.
Rasputin cured Nicholas’s dog of some ailment or other.

Nicholas became a patron.
It was also at the home of Militsa that Rasputin met a plain and unassuming woman named Anna Vyrubova.  Anna

Vyrubova was about to get married and Grishka predicted that the marriage would prove to be a disaster.  The accuracy of
this prediction eventually gained Vyrubova’s admiration.

Anyway, it turned out that Anna Vyrubova happened to be the best friend of the Empress of Russia, and it turned out
that the Empress of Russia happened to have a son who happened to be heir to the throne of Russia who happened to have a
secret ailment...

And out of such unlikely chains of circumstances is history changed.

On November 14th 1905 — at the insistent urging of Anna Vyrubova — Rasputin and I were taken by Princess Militsa
and presented to the Imperial Palace at Tsarskoe Selo.  Then we were presented to Tsar Nicholas II and Tsaritsa Alexandra.

Thus was the magic of Rasputin tested in the arena of the Ultimate Power...
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Whether or not the fates of Nicholas, Alexandra, Rasputin, and Russia Herself were sealed by this meeting is debatable
— but the future events that this meeting produced are not...

Rasputin’s manner in dealing with Nicholas and Alexandra exactly suited his rôle — at which he was the master.  He
was respectful, but he did not fawn.  Rather than referring to them as ‘Your Majesty’, he called them ‘Father’ and ‘Mother’.
Thus, he contrasted himself, a Man of God and a representative of the Russian people, with the fawning, polished, and ass-
kissing figures of court and society — people whom it so happened that Alexandra despised.  Both Nicholas and Alexandra
immediately accepted Rasputin, (after all, he came with numerous recommendations from many of Russia’s most respected
people both in church and government), and they both spoke freely with him.  I watched in amazement.  Gradually, Alex-
andra became convinced that Grishka was the personal emissary from God for which she had prayed.  There were many
reasons why she came to believe this; but as far as she was concerned, the central and irrefutable proof was this:

Rasputin was able to help her son, the Tsarevich Alexis...

On our second visit to the palace, I was myself accosted by the three-year-old Tsarevich.  He asked me, “Are you also a
starets?”

“No, I am just Grishka’s helper.”
“You refer to a starets as ‘Grishka’?”
I laughed, and said, “Grishka and I grew up together so we are very informal with each other.”
“They say that the starets can heal the sick.”
“Yes, I have seen him do it many times.”
This definitely intrigued the Tsarevich — for very good reason.
Then the Tsarevich asked, “Do you ride horses?”
“Yes, I have ridden horses all over Europe.”
This obviously excited Alexis.  He then asked, “Can you take me horse riding sometime?”
Not knowing that riding horses was one of thousands activities that were forbidden to the Tsarevich, I replied, “I would

be honoured to take you horse riding any time you may wish.”
From that day forward, I was Alexis’s dear friend.
Nicholas noticed.  He said, “The Tsarevich is quite taken with you.  You must be a good man.”
I modestly demurred until the Tsar laughed and said, “I understand that you have not yet been in Court long enough to

know this, but one does not contradict a sovereign.  It would also be a mistake to assume false modesty.”
I understood that this was the Tsar’s way of telling me that he was so far above and beyond most of the concerns of

earthly men that it was ludicrous to assume that such small things had any relevance in his reality. He had absolutely noth-
ing he needed to prove to me.

I was hired as Alexis’s bodyguard/companion.
Rasputin was hired as the tsar’s lampadnik. This meant that Grishka was responsible for seeing to the little lamps that

had to be kept continuously lit before the holy icons.  Rasputin was thus always at the palace.  Tsar Nicholas was so
impressed with Rasputin that he entrusted him with a very precious collection.

At this same time, Grishka expanded his connections by organizing mystical gatherings like those held as part of the
ritual of the khlysty. These practices, which had originated in the depths of the countryside, had reached the capital and
become widespread among the aristocracy in the form of a branch of the khlysty known as the skakuny because instead of
dancing, its adepts jumped up and down before giving themselves over to the pleasures of the ‘love of Christ’.
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Neither the Tsar nor the Tsaritsa took part in these gatherings, but the rites soon became notorious at court.  In organiz-
ing these rituals in St. Petersburg, even at Tsarskoe Selo, Grishka was not doing anything out of the ordinary.  However,
since so many high-powered people attended, and since these gatherings were being organized by a peasant with a mysteri-
ous connection to the imperial family; these soirees became very controversial nonetheless.

As far as scandals went, though, they had not seen anything yet...

Chapter 6:  An Imperial Family
December, 1906
St. Petersburg, Russia

zar Nicholas Romanov was destined to go down in history as the subject of numerous myths and stereotypes.
Almost all of these myths and stereotypes were very negative, and almost all of these myths and stereotypes were

banal, uninformed, and largely untrue.  In actual fact, Nicholas was one of the most admirable human beings whom it was
ever my privilege to know.  He was a kind warm intelligent unassuming educated and generous man.  He honestly loved his
family and his people with all of his heart.

Unfortunately, the attributes that made him such an admirable human being were also the same attributes that made him
such a lousy tsar...

The Tsar of Russia was a mythic and godlike figure to the common citizens of Russia.  This is why I found it amazing
that Nicholas turned out to be such a charming, affectionate, and down-to-earth man.  He charmed both with is simple kind-
ness and his manner of address.  I’ve never met a better mannered man.  I was forced to rely upon memory to realize that I
was speaking with the emperor of 1/6th of the surface of the Earth, so disarming was he.  In all of my dealings over the years
with Tsar Nicholas II of Russia, I always felt as if I were speaking with a friend.  Kindness and good manners are hardly
features one expects to find in an autocrat, yet everywhere there was humour, good sense, and intelligence.

Many later despised Nicholas for being such a lousy emperor.  There was much truth to that accusation.  For instance, to
his friendly and genial nature it was intensely distasteful to show displeasure.  Nicholas hated to argue.  He avoided all
unpleasantness.  The result was often silence on his part, and that silence was often misinterpreted.  The idea that he was
stupid was a sheer illusion confined to revolutionaries who knew nothing about him.  No one who was near him could
doubt his deep intelligence.

Also:  No one who was near him could doubt for one second his earnest solicitude for all of his subjects.  Many who did
not know him find this attribute very surprising considering some of the official actions that Nicholas took and events that
he allowed to happen — but that is also a long and complicated story that I will soon explain...

Nicholas’s solicitude eventually extended especially to Rasputin, for the emperor became convinced that Rasputin was a
literal personification of the humble peasants that he so cared about yet about which he was so thoroughly and utterly igno-
rant.  There was also yet another very secret reason why Grishka was eventually able to climb to the heights that he eventu-
ally achieved.  I will soon reveal what this secret was — but first I wish to paint the context of Rasputin’s Apotheosis...

Nicholas’s favourite company was his children.  To his son and his four daughters he was at once an emperor, a caring
father, and a comrade.  And while Nicholas loved all of his children with deep fervour; due to the nature of the situation,
the Tsarevich Alexis was the most special...

He would one day inherit Russia, after all.
Maybe.
Maybe I should emphasize that ‘maybe’, (maybe say MAYBE!)  That ‘MAYBE’ was a very big ‘MAYBE’ indeed!
When it comes to who the next emperor is going to be, the arts of minimizing controversy and uncertainty are pursued

with great vigour, for ‘Maybes’ are loathed feared despised and avoided like the plague.

C
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That big MAYBE was eventually big enough — for instance — to allow Grigory Rasputin access to the handles he
needed to be able to take virtual control of the government of Russia.

With his family, Nicholas was a kind and wise disciplinarian with a ready humour — and his solicitude was readily
apparent in the delightful and charming characters of his children.  I cannot put into words the beauty grace intelligence
compassion caring curiosity and love that emanated from that magical family like waves of exquisiteness...

Alexandra was the perfect counter-point to Nicholas in the home:  She was a serious and somewhat dour provincial
princess from a minour German principality.  She had none of the charm so abundant in her husband, but she had a steadi-
ness and strength of will that served the family well.  Alexandra was fervently religious.  Like Nicholas, she was utterly
devoted to her children.  Alexandra was indifferent to anything but the great realities of life.  Yet, in spite of — or because
of — their differences, Nicholas and Alexandra had the closest and healthiest such union that I ever witnessed in my life.
They quite simply adored each other.  In a different time or circumstance, the love of Nicholas and Alexandra might have
become a classic epic that was written of and celebrated by poets for centuries.  Instead, they became the cloud-wrapt
heroes of tragedy...

Then we have the children!  Those five delightful wonders!
Though the four Grand Duchesses were similar to each other in many ways, they were also quite different from each

other in many other ways — and these differences became much more distinct as they became young women.

The oldest daughter Olga was ten when I met her.  She most resembled her father in personality.  Shy and subdued, Olga
had long chestnut hair framing a wide Russian face with blue eyes.  She was kind, innocent, intelligent, and she harboured a
deep personal feeling.  She liked to read fiction and poetry.  She often stole books from Alexandra before Alexandra herself
had read them.  I once heard Olga joke, “You must wait, Mama, until I find out whether this book is a proper one for you to
read!”  Olga was simple and direct in her ways, and Russian to her core.  She eventually refused to marry Carol, the crown
prince of Romania, because she did not want to leave Russia.  From her earliest years, she was known for her compassion-
ate heart and desire to help others, but also for her temper, blunt honesty and moodiness.  As a small child, she once lost
patience while posing for a portrait painter and told the man, “You are a very ugly man and I don't like you one bit!”

Once when reading a history lesson, Olga remarked that she was glad she lived in current times when people were good
and not as evil as they had been in the past...

If Olga was much like her father, Tatiana was much like her mother.  Serious and responsible, Tatiana was the tallest,
slenderest, and most elegant of the sisters.  With auburn hair and deep gray eyes, Tatiana purposefully and energetically
organized the royal household and held strong opinions about people and events.  Tatiana generally outshone her older
sister in public.  She was better on the piano though she practiced less and cared less.  She was also prettier and more self-
assured.  Among the five children, it was Tatiana who made the decisions, and it was Tatiana who approached Nicholas
when favours were sought.  Olga gladly deferred to Tatiana in these matters, and there was no obvious resentment or jeal-
ousy on Olga’s part.  In fact, she seemed relieved that someone else was there to take on those chores...

Marie, who was six when I met her, was to become the most beautiful of the four.  Her blue eyes were so large that they
became known as ‘Marie’s saucers’ among the family.  When I met her, she was chubby and her red cheeks glowed with
health.  In adolescence, Marie became merry and flirtatious — if a bit shallow.  ‘Mashka’s’ favourite topic of conversation
became marriage and children.  Her older sisters objected to including Maria in their games and once referred to Maria as
their ‘stepsister’ because she was so good and never got into trouble.  Once, as a little girl, she stole some biscuits from her
mother's tea table.  As a punishment for her surprising behavior, the governess and Alexandra suggested she be sent to bed;
however Nicholas objected, stating, “I was always afraid of the wings growing.  I am glad to see she is only a human child.”

Coquettish and with winning ways, she was patient and mild, like her father.  She was Nicholas’s favourite of the girls.
Anastasia was the youngest and destined to become the most famous.  She was four when I met her.  She was a short

squat and merry tomboy noted for her laugh and for her practical jokes.  Anastasia was the clown of the family.  Witty and
vivacious, she was also stubborn precocious mischievous and impertinent.  She was gifted of tongue, and quick to pick up
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foreign accents.  She often employed these talents effectively and hilariously mimicking those around her.  Anastasia's
daring occasionally exceeded the limits of acceptable behaviour.  She undoubtedly held the record for punishable deeds in
her family, for in naughtiness she was a prodigy.  The enfant terrible, Anastasia climbed trees, rarely cried, and thoroughly
enjoyed snowball fights.  Her demeanour was the very opposite of her father’s, and Nicholas secretly admired the reckless
and bold Anastasia.

To this day I can still hear Anastasia’s laughter rippling across the room...

Individually — but even more so as a group — the four sisters were a personification of beauty and grace.  They were so
close that they signed all of their letters ‘OTMA’, the initials of their first names.

The Tsarevich Alexis formed the center of this formidable family.  Even as a baby he was happy and high-spirited.  Yet,
that big MAYBE was always there hiding in the darkest vaults of everyone’s mental closets...

For you see:  Alexis had hemophilia.  That was the big secret.  That was the MAYBE. For you see:  Most hemophiliacs
do not survive childhood...

Hemophilia is a disease wherein the blood does not clot normally.  Any bump or bruise rupturing the tiny blood vessels
under the skin can begin a slow seepage of blood into the surrounding tissues.  Instead of clotting in the normal manner, the
blood can continue to flow for hours thus creating a huge hematoma.  Gradually, pressure usually slows the flow and a clot
eventually forms.  As long as they are promptly treated, minour scratches are not dangerous as they can be treated by pres-
sure and tight bandaging.  Hemorrhages inside the mouth or nose, though, can become a serious problem.  Alexis once
almost died from a nosebleed.

The worst pain and the most crippling effects are when hematomas form on joints.  Blood entering the confined spaces
of ankles knees or elbows causes pressure on nerves and brings nightmarish pain.  The only two ways to relieve the pain is
fainting or morphine.  However, due to its highly addictive and destructive nature the Tsarevich was never given
morphine...

Once inside the joint the blood also has a highly corrosive effect destroying bone, cartilage, and tissue.  As bone
formation changes, the limbs become locked in rigid and bent positions. The best therapy for this condition is constant
exercise, but exercise also greatly increases the risk of further hemorrhage.  Thus, Alexis was often encumbered with heavy
iron orthopedic devices.  Also, each major episode resulted in weeks in bed and Alexis had continuous and repeated such
episodes throughout his life.

The combination of hemophilia and exalted rank meant that Alexis grew up with an extent of care that I am sure was
rarely if ever lavished upon any child in history.  As a young child Alexis was surrounded by nurses every minute of every
day.  When he was five doctors suggested that he be assigned male companions and bodyguards, a job that was given to
two sailors from the Imperial Navy named Derevenko and Nagorny — and a job that I assumed shortly after moving to
Peter.  When Alexis was ill, we also acted as nurses.

By nature Alexis was noisy, lively, and just as mischievous as Anastasia:  When life allowed, Alexis enjoyed his.  And
while he was obedient to his sisters, he also understood that outside the family he was more important than they were.  As
he grew older he became sensitive to the subtleties of rank and etiquette — and these were many.  And they were often
confusing.  For instance, many are not aware of the fact that questions asked by sovereigns are always in the form of a
statement, and that when answering the sovereigns question the answer must always be put in the form of a question.  For
instance, the tsar might make the statement:  “The German troops outnumber us.”  In response, a minister or a general
would ask, “Actually, perhaps our troops outnumber the Germans?”

When he was six, Alexis said to the chairman of the Council of Ministers:  “When the heir to Russia’s throne enters a
room, people must get up.”

Compounding the problems of hemophiliac children is a common psychological response to their disease known as
‘daredevil reaction’, wherein hemophiliac children intentionally engage in dangerous activities.  This reaction is believed to
stem from rebellion against overprotection, a need to prove invulnerability, and the simple desire to play like a normal
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child.  Alexis constantly sought to break free of the restraints imposed upon him by adults and his sisters.  Like Anastasia,
he was wild by nature and the family had to keep a constant watch upon him.

Overall, though, Alexis was a thoroughly delightful intelligent talented and fun-loving child.  He was a prodigy on the
balalaika and quickly mastered several foreign languages.  Pierre Gilliard, one of his language tutors — and a man that I
eventually became close friends with — later wrote of Alexis saying:

He had a quick wit and a keen penetrating mind.  He surprised me with questions beyond his years that bore witness to
a delicate and intuitive spirit.  I discovered a child of naturally affectionate disposition, sensitive to suffering in others
because he suffered so much himself.

Because she had waited so long and prayed so hard for a son and an heir, the realization that Alexis was a hemophiliac
struck the Tsaritsa Alexandra with savage force.  Mothers of hemophiliacs carry a unique burden both because of their utter
helplessness as their child cries out in agony and due to hemophilia’s utterly arbitrary nature:  With hemophilia, there is no
status-quo.  One moment the child is happy and playing — then suddenly and without warning he is at the brink of death.
Mothers dealing with a hemophiliac son often develop symptoms similar to the shell shock experienced by soldiers in war7.

Compounding all of this in Alexandra’s case was the fact that Alexis’s disease was a closely guarded state secret.  Thus,
Alexandra was forced to internalize much of her agony.  Most mothers can count on emotional support from friends; but in
this area, Alexandra was also at a special disadvantage.  She was a very serious and private person who did not make
friends easily.  She loathed and detested the frivolous petty and shallow women of court — and they, sensing her feeling for
them, returned the feeling in spades.  All of her childhood friends had been left behind in Germany and she came to Russia
at age 22 to immediately assume the lofty isolation of the throne.  Even before Alexis’s birth Alexandra disliked the gay
balls and empty life of society and the court.  After said birth, she became wholly involved in her private and secret struggle
with the Tsarevich’s disease.  To the rest of the court, it appeared that Alexandra obviously thought that she was too good
for them — when they knew the fact of the matter was that Alexandra was a superstitious and provincial boob!  The
presumptuousness of her attitude was infuriating!

They were too good for her!
Once Alexandra understood that doctors were completely helpless in dealing with hemophilia, she wholeheartedly threw

her faith to God and the Orthodox Church.  When her fervent prayers went unanswered, Alexandra decided that she was
personally unworthy.  She decided that she needed to find someone who was closer to God than she was and then to have
this person intercede with God on her behalf.

Enter Grigory Efimovich Rasputin...

All of this coincided with a series of serious political upheavals.  In fact, in 1905 there was an unsuccessful revolution
that set the stage for the successful one twelve years later...

Most attribute the rise of Communism to the publication in 1848 of the Communist Manifesto by Karl Marx and Frie-
drich Engels.  Detractors of Communism usually ignore the fact that the Communist Manifesto is one of the most brilliant
documents ever written.  It is mostly a sketch of the historic dynamics that led to the triumph of bourgeois civilization.  It is
both a celebration of the accomplishments of that civilization and a scathing denunciation of its cruelties and vices.  And
while the solutions offered by the Communist Manifesto are easy to denunciate, it is not easy at all to denunciate its criti-
cisms of the inequities of this system of inconceivable savagery iniquity and injustice.  Capitalist society is deliberately
managed to maintain a belt of people in poverty without opportunity.  Managed poverty keeps wages low and controls
unions, thus magnifying profits for the privileged.  It is good business for conscious-free people whose souls are contained
in their bottom line.  I am not arguing that people who do more should not have more.  Only an idiot would argue for an
equal distribution of wealth; but by the same token, only an idiot would argue for an unfair distribution of wealth.

7 Editor’s Note: ‘Shell Shock’ is now known as ‘Post-Traumatic Stress’.
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Communism may be economically bankrupt, but Capitalism is morally bankrupt.  It seems obvious to me that a combina-
tion of the two, as has been going on in America for the last ten years with Roosevelt’s New Deal, is the answer.  However,
those who make fortunes by polarizing humanity into conflicting factions will never allow that to happen because if it
worked then world peace would ensue thus killing their golden goose.

Nowhere was the gap between the haves and the have-nots larger than in Russia.  The rich were very rich.  The poor
were very poor.  And I have noticed that throughout history — over and over again — the rich become so greedy that they
destroy their own good thing themselves.  They keep pushing the envelope further and further until it finally explodes.
Never content with the insane amount of wealth that they had already taken from the hides of the poor, they always want
more and more and more — and all the while they give back less and less and less.  The only reason Communism became
popular in Russia was because capitalism is so brutal and unfair.  You have a small rich elíte who invariably oppresses,
exploits, and murders the lower classes in order to maintain their positions.  The poor do all the work while the rich make
all the money.  Why should someone spend all of their time and energy doing something they usually hate doing in order to
make someone else rich?  No wonder the idea of socialism seems so tantalizing to them!  Even though there is now an
equally large gap between the haves and have-nots in Soviet society, the idea of a system that promises a more equitable
and fair distribution of wealth is irresistible to anyone with even a rudimentary sense of justice.  The only reason anyone
would ever turn to Communism was because Communism provided the only alternative to the mass-murdering robber
barons who had been running everything for so many centuries.

Even though the Communists turned out to be even worse than the robber barons, the idea of communism sounded like
heaven to the Russians...

The highly un-egalitarian social structure of Russia was basically divided into three groups.  First were the nobles, some
of whom ruled, but most of whom lived in idle decadent luxury.  Next were the commoners, or men of moderate means,
consisting of shopkeepers butchers bakers stonemasons and various other skilled craftsmen.  Both last and least, the peas-
ants made up the remaining 95% of the population.  Their reality was violence degradation illiteracy and universally
condoned exploitation.  They were kept down by outrageous taxes resulting in more than half of their miserable crop going
to the government.  Millions were subject to military conscription, thus assuring that the nobility always had plenty of
cannon fodder to protect their interests.  Peasants were subject to forced labour and exorbitant rents.  They lived under
feudal restraints while the bosses operated without any rules; they were galley slaves manacled to their oars on a ship ruled
by cutthroat buccaneers.  In England, France, and Germany the workers were waging a successful campaign for an eight-
hour day.  The Russian worker, meanwhile, was legally at the utter and complete mercy of an employer who generally had
no mercy.  Peasants were forced to eat and sleep in monstrous barracks within the factory gates with no key to get out
except on Sundays.  He was charged for everything:  Food, drink, a bed of straw on the floor, and his work clothes.  He was
fined for rudeness slowness breakage and illness.  He was beaten.  He was poisoned by decayed food and contaminated
drink.  He was encouraged to booze borrow gamble fornicate and brawl — anything to keep him in the debt of his
employer.  He was starved of any fresh air any exercise any dry or warm lodgings and any warm clothes.

Tsarism combined with capitalism had created a vastly profitable system of slavery — a system that would have been
the envy of any 19th Century American plantation owner.  It was a system that enslaved the productive and useful for the
benefit of the rich lazy selfish frivolous pompous and self-satisfied parasites in the various palaces of St. Petersburg.

All of this played right into the hands of the socialist revolutionaries.  Between 1826 and 1861 there were an astonishing
1,186 recorded peasant rebellions against the tsars.  Anytime a man must watch his children go hungry whilst watching
others live in decadent luxury there will be war and unrest.  Anytime there is a culture with such outrageous iniquity it is a
disaster waiting to happen.  The revolutionaries viewed Russia’s system with glee, for they viewed unfettered capital-
ism/slavery as an essential phase in society’s evolution toward socialism.  They saw that capitalism produced its own
gravedigger in the form of the oppressed proletariat.  During my childhood in Pokrovskoye, less than 7% of our population
lived in towns.  1/3 of us were classified as ‘horseless’ — or the poorest of the poor.  We had no transport except or feet and
no power except our own hands.  We were the original owners of Siberia.  By 1900, 73% of the prime land belonged to the
landlords.  Out of a total of 4 million acres of forest, (more than 50% of which belonged to the tsar’s family), 33% belonged
to the nobles.  2% was left for the 95% of the population made up of these unfortunate serfs...
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Revolutionary activity was greatly increased at the turn of the century by three murderous famines in the space of five
years.  And during these famines, the rents of small landholders doubled and grain barons continued to export at high prof-
its while entire cities could not afford bread.  In the villages, risings were put down by punitive expeditions that machine-
gunned women and children.  Later, Lenin played these atrocities to the hilt evoking images of dandified officers ordering
brutalized soldiers to fire round after round into crowds of ragged and starving women and children; of Cossacks slicing
and skewering huddled Jews, dragging off their women for mass-rape; of prisoners sentenced to life imprisonment for
fighting for rights that the rest of Europe took for granted.

Overall, Lenin was nothing more than a very effective describer of reality...

Industrialization brought even more misery to the hapless Russian peasants.  In 1893, a minister named Witte had the
idea of making the peasants pay for industrialization through indirect taxes and establishing a state monopoly of vodka
sales.  He explained his idea:  “Either the muzhik works, in which case the grain surplus will be exported (too bad if there
are famines; we will help the worst off), or he will not work but will drink instead, and that will benefit the state even more,
as the sale of vodka brings money into the treasury.”

Between 1893 and 1899, fully 24% of the government’s resources came from the vodka monopoly.  Thus was the peas-
antry sacrificed for the sake of industrialization.  In the poverty-stricken country, suffering kept on getting worse and Russia
experienced several major famines during the first years of Nicholas’s reign.  While Nicholas was very concerned for their
welfare, he limited his help to the organizing of relief.

As it turned out, though, the events of the 1905 revolution were not instigated by the Marxists.  An Orthodox priest
named Father Gapon organized what was originally an organization that was secretly run by the police through which the
government hoped to control the labour movement that had recently risen as a result of industrialization.  However, Father
Gapon, after personally witnessing the horrid conditions with which the workers lived and worked, broke off with the
police and dedicated his organization to actually helping the workers.  Another factor involved in the 1905 revolution was
that Nicholas’s uncle, Kaiser William II of Germany, had recently talked Nicholas into a war with Japan during which
Japan thoroughly humiliated Russia by thoroughly kicking our butts.  This humiliation pleased the kaiser immensely.  The
tsar now had a sullen and defeated army, an obliterated navy, and sullen disillusioned people.  He was no longer a neighbor
to fear — which was the very reason William had talked Nicholas into it in the first place.  In early January 1905, after the
humiliating defeat to the Japanese at Port Arthur, a wave of protest over mismanagement of the war swept Russia.  A
minour strike at the Putilov steelworks in Peter suddenly spread until thousands of workers went out on strike.

Father Gapon, faced with a choice of taking a lead or being left behind, chose the former option.  This was when he
formally rejected his rôle as a police agent.  After a week of impassioned speeches, Gapon decided to lead a peaceful mass
march to the Winter Palace where he would hand Nicholas a petition on behalf of the Russian people.

The march took place on Sunday January 22, 1905, and this date turned out to be a turning point in Russian history.
Locking arms or carrying crosses, religious icons, national flags, and portraits of the tsar, the marchers cheerfully converged
on the center of the city.  They sang the imperial anthem God Save the Tsar!

However, owing to the idiocy of the military authorities troops opened fire on the march killing approximately 150 and
wounding another 200.

News of ‘Bloody Sunday’ spread across the nation and the entire country erupted in indignation.  Massive strikes,
murders of police officials, and separatist movements in the non-Russian states became common.  In Peter itself, barricades
were erected in the worker’s quarters within hours.  Police and soldiers were ambushed while Jews, gentlemen, and priests
were lynched from lampposts.  Dozens of railroad lines were barred to traffic.  Bloody Sunday put an end to the myth of the
Tsar-Batyushka, the ‘Little Father Tsar’, the loving father from whom nothing but good would come.  For a long time the
people had thought that the nobles had kept them apart from their tsar, turning him into someone who could no longer be
approached or even spoken to.  But the day was bound to arrive when tsar and people would at last be able to understand
one another...
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Yet when the people had come — with banners flying — to pray and speak to their beloved tsar, his soldiers had replied
with bullets.  All previous revolts had been not against his person, but against his henchmen.  Until now, the peasants had
had good reason to draw this distinction.  They knew that only the lands of Tsar Nicholas I had been reformed in the 19th

Century and that he had even emancipated some of his serfs.
They also knew that not a single nobleman had followed this example.
They knew too that the Great Reform had been the work of Alexander II, the Tsar Liberator, and that he had finally

freed the peasants.  For a while in the early 19th Century, the muzhiks were, in a sense, under the tsar’s protection.  They
could therefore act with impunity ‘in the name of the Tsar’ against their landlords and against the nobles.  They were able to
do this less and less as the 19th Century progressed, though, for with the help of the expanding railway network, the bureau-
cracy and the army tightened the mesh of centralization and paralyzed their action.

Bloody Sunday was an explosive revelation of this change in the situation.  It snapped the sacred bond that had united
the people with their tsar.  It marked also the eruption of the working class on to the historical scene — a turn of events that
owed less to the revolutionary parties than to the action of the autocracy itself.

After 1905, revolution was in the air...

Between Bloody Sunday and the opening of the First Duma in May ’06, it was estimated by the government that police
and military forces slaughtered over 14,000 citizens — many of them women and children — in revenge raids on rebellious
villages.  Another 1,000 were executed after field courts-martial.  More than 20,000 were wounded or maimed and public
hospitals were forbidden to treat them.  More than 70,000 were arrested and detained.

All of this shattered the ancient belief that the tsar and the people were one.  As the bullets shredded their compatriots
and loved ones, the people cried, “The tsar will not help us!”

And soon a grim corollary was added:  “And so we have no tsar!”
Father Gapon became a full-fledged revolutionary and joined with the Socialists in seeking an armed uprising against

Tsarism.  The Socialist Revolutionary Party still thought that Father Gapon was a police spy, though, and Father Gapon’s
body was found hanging in an abandoned cottage in Finland in April 1906.

Then, Grand Duke Serge, who was married to Alexandra’s sister and was Nicholas’s uncle, was literally blown to bits
outside his home in Moscow.8

Riots strikes murder and mayhem continued through the rest of the year. A man named Leon Trotsky created a worker’s
organization called the Soviet.  Trotsky was a fiery orator of the Menshevik branch of the Marxist Social Democrat Party,
and the Soviet grew rapidly in numbers and power.  The situation finally became so grave that it forced Nicholas — much
against his will — to sign a document known as the ‘October Manifesto’.  Among other reforms, this manifesto created the
Duma, or an elected representational body representing the people.  This was a completely new and revolutionary concept
in Russian reality.  It was so new and so alien to everything that had ever gone on before in Russia that neither Nicholas nor
the fledgling representational body knew how to act toward each other.  A constitution, a parliament, political parties, rules
of order, definitions of powers; all of this had to be created from scratch out of nothing.

So why did Nicholas fight reforms with such vigour for so long and why did he ignore the suffering of his people?  To
many, it may seem a dichotomy that a compassionate and intelligent man such as Tsar Nicholas would allow such misery
and injustice amongst his subjects.  Part of this was because the situation was simply the accepted paradigm at the time and
had been for hundreds of years; and in fact, the peasantry had recently experienced an increase in their legal liberties, the
nature of which I will soon describe.

Partly it was because at age twelve Nicholas had personally witnessed his grandfather, Tsar Alexander II, blown up by a
revolutionary. This was why both Alexander III and Nicholas himself had used such repressive measures.

Partly it was the fact that Nicholas honestly did not know what was going on in his empire.  Tsars lived very insulated
lives.  When Catherine the Great went on tour to see how her people were doing, Prime Minister Potemkin would build a

8 Editor’s Note: Serge’s wife, Alexandra’s sister Ella, then built an abbey and became the abbess, a calling she adhered to for the
rest of her life.
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false-front village and dress it up with a couple hundred peasants to make it appear that everything was fine when actually
everyone was starving to death.9

Nicholas, as tsar, was surrounded by a circle that, being made up of his family, the court and the administration, cut him
off from the rest of the world.  In consequence of this, the tsar’s omnipotence was to some degree fictitious.

In 1900, Prince Trubetskoy wrote:

“There is the autocracy of the police, that of the provincial governors, and that of the ministers.  The tsar’s own autoc-
racy is non-existent because he knows only what a complicated system of filters allows him to know.  Therefore this tsar-
autocrat is more restricted in his real power, owing to his actual ignorance of the situation in the country than a monarch
who is directly in touch with the elected representatives of his nation.”

But mostly, Nicholas’s lack of awareness concerning the lives of his own subjects was due to what I will call ‘Rich
Man’s Blindness’.  i.e., the suffering from want experienced by the poor simply does not register in the reality of the rich.
It is not necessarily that they are cruel or insensitive — though many are — they are simply unaware.  It is so far removed
from their own existence that they simply do not have the capacity to understand.  Marie Antoinette’s comment “Let them
eat cake!” is very symbolic of this phenomenon.  Nicholas’s indifference was not cruelty as much as sheer unadulterated
ignorance.  Plus — like nearly all of us — Nicholas was motivated by self-interest.  He was also motivated by protection of
the prerogatives of his son:  The more power he yielded the less power he passed on to Alexis.  Nicholas felt that it was
literally his duty to God to preserve his son’s inheritance — a duty that was felt by Alexandra even more so than by Nicho-
las.  The regime was entrapped by its own definition of autocracy.  Essentially, the autocratic sovereign has no master but
himself, appointed by God.  Nicholas was the head of the church — but unlike a Catholic sovereign, he was not accountable
to it.  Nor did he owe anything to his nobles.  The state was, in a sense, his personal property.  In theory, he insured the
proper functioning of the state for the good of the Russian people.

I believe I have already noted the irony in the fact that many of the very qualities that made Tsar Nicolas such an
admirable human being were the very ones that made him such a lousy tsar.  Also contributing to his ineffectiveness as a
ruler was the fact that he assumed the throne at a very young age with no preparation whatsoever.  Nicholas had had an
older brother named George who was the original heir.  There seemed little chance that Nicholas would ascend to the throne
anytime soon, and so Nicholas became a rake and a playboy, engaging in numerous affairs — including one with little 19
year old Mathilde Kschessinska, who was already becoming the premiere ballerina of St. Petersburg.  (Tchaikovsky himself
came to rehearsals for the Nutcracker to watch Kschessinska play the Sugar Plum Fairy.)

Nicholas’s father, Tsar Alexander III, was a huge, gruff bear of a man.  He could bend iron pokers and silver plates with
his bare hands, and he had an astonishing capacity for work.  He was blunt, narrow minded, and superstitious.  He had a
strong mind, strong likes and dislikes, and a strong will.  He completely dominated both his empire and his family.  His
sons had no independence whatsoever, and neither did his subjects.  His power was absolute.  No parliament existed, and
the people had no say in government.  He had also personally seen his father blown up by revolutionaries, and so Alexander
III hated all malcontents — especially liberals.  He governed by means of terror.  He succeeded fairly well in this thanks to
the ability of the head of the police department, Plehve, who consecrated the system of arbitrary rule by the Okhrana.  From
1883 the country was in a ‘state of reinforced security’, under which individual liberties could be suspended, civil cases
transferred to military tribunals, citizens assigned to compulsory places of residence or sent into exile by mere administra-
tive decision, and any publication considered dangerous could be banned.  This ‘temporary law’ was renewed year after
year.  Thousands were exiled to Siberia.  The press was censored, and Alexander answered to no one but God.

In 1893, Alexander was only 45 years old.  He appeared hale, robust, and ready to live forever...

9 Editors Note: To this day, a ‘Potemkin Village’ is a commonly used metaphor when describing something that uses a false front to
conceal an ugly nature.
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In 1889, the German Princess Alexandra of Hesse spent six weeks visiting her sister Elizabeth in Peter.  While there, she
fell in love with Nicholas.

The feeling was reciprocated.
The feelings of Nicholas’s parents and Russian society were less enthusiastic.  Among the criticisms were that she was

badly dressed, she was clumsy, she was an awkward dancer, and she had a heavy French accent.  She was also considered
to be too shy, too arrogant, and too nervous.  Tsar Alexander and his wife Marie were both staunchly anti-German and they
were lobbying for a bigger catch for Nicholas than this provincial and uncultured girl, even if she was the granddaughter of
Queen Victoria.

On this one subject, though, Nicholas became quite willful, and eventually gained his parent’s permission to marry
Alexandra.

Then, the Tsarevich George died, making Nicholas the heir.
Then, Tsar Alexander III became ill and died at age 46.

Nicholas was only 26 years old, and was completely unprepared to govern anything much less 1/6th of the surface of the
planet.  The thought of filling his awesome father’s oversized shoes terrified him.  Not only was he unprepared to be tsar,
but he had no desire to be tsar — and in fact for the first several years of Nicholas’s reign, Alexander’s four brothers effec-
tively ruled Russia.

Alexander died on November 1st.  Nicholas and Alexandra were married on November 26th.  Because of the mourning,
there was no reception and no honeymoon.

However, in spite of the inauspicious atmosphere it seemed to be a match made in Heaven.  Nicholas and Alexandra
remained passionately in love for the rest of their lives.

While Alexandra played virtually no rôle in governance at first — that situation changed after the Great War began.
Nicholas began leaving Alexandra as his regent when he started spending extended periods on the front...

In 1547, Ivan IV had 2,000 girls line up in order to pick his bride from among them.  He chose Anastasia Romanov, thus
founding the Romanov dynasty.  In spite of his impersonal method of choosing his bride, Ivan fell very much in love with
Anastasia and when she died ten years later Ivan suspected that someone had poisoned her.  He went insane with grief and
fury.  Amongst the many atrocities he thereafter committed was sitting on a throne for five weeks watching 60,000 rebel-
lious citizens of Novgorod being tortured to death in front of his eyes.

Not surprisingly, he soon became known as Ivan the Terrible.

So torn was this monarch that he left Moscow halfway through his reign for a monastery.  There he alternated between
debauchery, bloody executions, and abject remorse.  He then returned to his throne whereupon he stabbed and killed his
oldest and favourite son — the heir to the throne — during a quarrel.  Toward the end of his reign, Ivan’s hair fell out and
he howled every night.  His last act before his death was to call for a cowl and become a monk.  Ivan’s ineffective second
son Fedor briefly reigned until the regent, Ivan’s former courtier Boris Godunov, seized power.  Godunov’s death five years
later caused a major battle between various claimants, including the king of Poland who occupied the Kremlin for eighteen
months as his army burned the rest of Moscow to the ground.

With their usual penchant for understatement, this period later became known to Russians as the ‘Time of Troubles’.
Eventually, after being besieged and starved to the point of having to eat their own dead, the Poles were ejected and 16-

year-old Michael Romanov was installed as the first Romanov Tsar on July 11, 1613.
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In 1689, Michael’s grandson Peter became Tsar.  He reigned for 36 years and became known as Peter the Great.  As I
previously mentioned, among Peter’s many accomplishments was wrenching his empire from east to west, building St.
Petersburg in a swamp as his window on Europe, and moving his capitol there.  He built a formidable army and navy.  He
flooded Russia with new books, new titles, new words, and new ideas — most of them German.  He instituted so many
radical changes in Russian culture and religion that the Orthodox Church considered him to be the Antichrist.

Peter’s grandson, Tsar Peter III, married an obscure 14-year-old German princess named Sophie of Anhalt-Zerbst.
Eighteen years later Peter began living openly with a mistress and publically insulted Sophie, who had changed her name to
Catherine.  Catherine then organized a conspiracy to topple Peter from the throne and shortly thereafter had him murdered.

She then seized the throne and became known as Catherine the Great.10

After making great strides to bring advanced culture to Russia, Catherine died in 1796.  Eighteen years later, Napoleon
invaded Russia only to lose to Generals Winter and Space.  Two years after that, Tsar Alexander I led a Russian army into
Paris.  Alexander I begat Nicholas I who begat Alexander II who begat Alexander III who begat our own Nicholas II.

Prior to October 1905, the only organized political parties were the Social Democrats and the Social Revolutionaries,
both of which had been underground revolutionary parties up to this time.  After the Manifesto, two liberal parties also soon
sprang up:  The Constitutional Democrats and the Octobrists.  The Constitutional Democrats soon became known as the
‘Cadets’, and they were led by Alexander Guchkov.

The first meeting of the Duma was a disaster.  The representatives made a lengthy list of radical demands (radical for
Russia anyway...) all of which were rejected.  The meeting eventually turned into a confrontational bout of accusations and
name-calling.  Nicholas soon dissolved it, hiring Peter Stolypin as Minister of the Interior to do the deed.  While Nicholas
wanted just to do away with the Duma, Stolypin pointed out that Nicholas’s signature on the October Manifesto constituted
a solemn promise to the nation and must not be broken.  Thus, Nicholas reluctantly gave permission for the election of a
Second Duma.

When the Second Duma met for the first time in February 1907, the ceiling of the hall caved in upon their heads.  It was
an appropriate beginning for a Duma session that was in every way worse than the first one was.

The SRs and SDs, who had boycotted the first session, won more than a third of the seats on the Second.  True to their
revolutionary agenda, they turned the Second Duma into a madhouse of shouted insults and brawls.

On the other end of the political spectrum, the reactionaries determined to discredit and abolish the Duma.  Nicholas
waited for an opportunity to dissolve this Duma also, said opportunity coming when one of the delegates accused the army
of training its soldiers exclusively to repress civilians and called upon them to revolt.  Even in the new liberal atmosphere
this was still considered treason.  The accuser and 30 other delegates were exiled to Siberia and the Second Duma was thus
dissolved.

Stolypin then changed the electoral rules so that only the gentry could vote in elections, and thus the Third Duma,
elected in autumn of 1907, was thoroughly conservative, and eventually it, along with the Fourth Duma, elected in 1912
with virtually the same membership as the Third, developed a working relationship with Nicholas and his ministers...

10 Editor’s Note: Since there is no proof that Peter III fathered Catherine’s son Paul, this might have been the end of the original
Romanov line...
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Chapter 7:  Rasputin’s Apotheosis
December, 1912
St. Petersburg Russia

eanwhile, Grishka was setting the stage for his part in the Passion Play that was about to unfold.  His key to the
palace gates was the Tsarevich’s illness and Grishka’s unquestionable ability to bring relief to the boy.  Because of

this, Alexandra became convinced that Rasputin was the answer to her prayers.  She considered the starets to be a personal
emissary from God to her, to her husband, and to Russia.

This conviction was destined to have far-reaching consequences.
It was probably significant to Rasputin’s rise to influence that Nicholas and Alexandra met Rasputin right after Nicholas

signed the October Manifesto.  Grishka’s mellowing and healing influence was greatly needed and appreciated at that crazy
time.

Also:  No one could dispute Rasputin’s ability to relieve Alexis’s symptoms.  He did it several times in front of numer-
ous witnesses.  Even the Tsarevich’s doctors, who loathed Rasputin to a man, grudgingly conceded this fact.

At first, Rasputin’s acceptance at the palace caused little comment for his credentials on all sides were impeccable.  He
had the blessings of the most saintly men of the church and he had the endorsement of both the Tsar and the Tsaritsa.  But
as Rasputin’s fame and influence grew so did his outrageousness and his arrogance, and so did the number and vehemence
of his detractors.  All of this increased exponentially as the nature of his personal habits became more widely known.  And
the more famous he became and the more outrageous his outrages became, the more outraged his detractors became.

Ultimately, though, no matter what he did or did not do — the only judge of Rasputin’s effectiveness who really
mattered was the tsaritsa.  Rasputin was able to stop Alexis’s hemorrhages, and for that the empress was more than willing
to discount any rumours that Grishka was anything less than her personal emissary to God...

Success at Tsarskoe Selo assured Rasputin’s success in society.  As his social position improved, so did his wardrobe
and personal hygiene.  The rough linen shirts were traded for silk blouses, black velvet trousers replaced mud-splattered
pants, and soft kid leather boots replaced his crude hand-made footwear.  In his new garb, Rasputin strode confidently into
crowded parlours where he invariably became the center of attention due to his magnetic personality and his exotic origins
— and to the fact that he had the ear of the empress.  I watched as he advanced upon guests and fastened them with his
electric eyes before asking highly personal and impertinent questions.  The first time we met the tsar’s sister, Grand Duch-
ess Olga, Rasputin was drawn to her like a bee to honey.  The first thing he said to her was to ask if she were happy.  Olga
seemed confused for a moment, and then rather haughtily said, “And what business is that of yours, young man?”  Rasputin
continued, “I wonder why you are not married and why you have no children?  Are there personal reasons for this?”  Olga
was obviously discomfited since asking such questions of a stranger was considered to be gauche in the extreme — espe-
cially when that stranger happened to be a Grand Duchess.  Even Nicholas and Alexandra looked uncomfortable at
Grishka’s rudeness — but such behaviour was always attributed to his peasant upbringing and he was always forgiven.  A
large part of Grishka’s allure to them was that both Nicholas and Alexandra considered Grishka to be a representative of the
peasantry.  I heard Nicholas excuse Rasputin’s rudeness by explaining “...he is just a good, religious, and simple-minded
peasant.”  The fact that Nicholas actually considered this to be so is merely another testament to Rasputin’s talent at decep-
tion.

Another disturbing aspect of Rasputin’s character was that he was both an ardent student and enthusiastic teacher of
fear.  He felt that that when someone was scared half to death was when the true person beneath the façade came forward,
and Grishka felt that he did not truly know someone until he had seen how they reacted when they were terrified.  Thus, he
constantly scared the crap out of everyone except Alexandra, who required no intervention from Rasputin to become scared
to death.  (Life was already very scary to the empress.)

M
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Most seek safety and security in their lives.  Rasputin always sought the polar opposite.  Back in the days when we were
still traveling aimlessly all over Europe, Rasputin once said to me, “People travel in different ways.  Some just want to
reach the destination, and view the journey as an annoyance while others enjoy the journey, and are ambivalent if not actu-
ally disappointed when reaching the destination.  You should not just find a safe place and hide; you should savour danger
and insecurity, for that is how you learn and grow and experience life in all of its wondrous complexities.  You must
explore and take scenic routes — and you must even explore dark places, for they have their lesson to teach also.”

When dinner was served, Rasputin’s table manners left many aghast.  He plunged his filthy hands into the soup and
conversed with his mouth full of food.  Yet these raw confirmations of his coarse character proved to be an exotic diversion
to many.  His manner often served to attract rather than repel.  Talk of Rasputin’s rich sexual life only increased his myste-
rious allure and noble ladies, wives of officers on duty far away, actresses, ballerinas, and many others experienced Raspu-
tin’s humiliating caresses.

Rasputin reveled in throwing his lowly origins into the faces of powdered and perfumed aristocrats.  In polite conversa-
tion Grishka used coarse barnyard expressions.  He thoroughly enjoyed the gasps and disgusted looks that such language
invariably produced.  The same night that we met Grand Duchess Olga, Grishka described the sexual lives of horses in
explicit detail to several ladies who were tittering and pretending to be disgusted as they were actually deeply amused and
aroused.  Then he turned to the most beautiful woman and said, “Come with me now my lovely mare!”

For above all Grigory Rasputin loved to degrade privileged and titled women sexually — and degradation was exactly
how he viewed his many sexual encounters with them.  And it turned out that for many upper class women, making love
with an unwashed peasant with a dirty beard and filthy hands was a new and thrilling sensation.  Grishka also made it easier
for the ladies to salve their consciousnesses by preaching his doctrine of redemption:  Redemption and salvation was
impossible unless sin was committed — and with Rasputin, you had all three steps in a single person!  He provided the sin,
then the redemption, then the salvation!  (Sort of the original ‘one-stop shop’!)  As Grishka often said to potential bedmates,
“You cannot find yourself until you become lost.  You must become evil in order to find goodness.  You must seek poverty
to achieve great wealth.  To be truly free you must become a slave.”

Thus did Grigory Efimovich Rasputin elevate sophistry to an art form.
For some, bestowal of this supreme honour was boasted about not only by the women, but also by their husbands!

Many men felt honoured that Grishka saw their wives as fit to receive his blessing!  Such was the personal power and
charisma possessed by Grigory Efimovich Rasputin.  Every day, droves of admiring women congregated in our apartment
to sip wine or tea, gossip, and listen to ‘the Father’s wisdom’.  Many who could not come phoned tearful apologies .  One
famous opera singer often phoned to sing to Grishka.  On these occasions, he would dance around the room as she sang.  He
was constantly stroking the arms and hair of various women and they would often sit in his lap.  Eventually, he would rise
before everyone, openly take the hand of his choice of the day — or sometimes the choice of the hour — and lead her into
the bedroom.  Said bedroom was often referred to by his adoring disciples as the ‘Holy of Holies’.  All of this went to
Grishka’s head and the further it went the further he tried to take it until it reached the point that he did not know where to
stop.  Grishka eventually even made a pass at Grand Duchess Olga, sister of the tsar!

One place that Rasputin did draw a line, though, was with the tsar’s daughters — but only because he knew that any
impropriety in that area would almost certainly revoke his free pass at Tsarskoe Selo.  However, such became his reputation
that his innocent visits to the imperial nursery tainted even the girls with scandal.  Rasputin would occasionally stay in the
girl’s bedrooms after the girls had changed into their nightgowns.  The girls’ governess was horrified to see a peasant leer-
ing at her charges and demanded that Grishka be barred.  The governess’s accusations infuriated Alexandra — at the gover-
ness.  Nicholas, though, seeing the impropriety, intervened in the quarrel and instructed Grishka to avoid the girls’ rooms.
The governess, though, was soon dismissed and she became the first in what became a long line of people who blamed their
downfall on Rasputin.  The governess returned to her home in Moscow where her family had important connections.
Among these connections were Alexandra’s sister Elizabeth, who as I mentioned earlier had been married to Grand Duke
Serge until Grand Duke Serge had been blown up.  The governess persuaded Elle to speak with Alexandra.  This she was
more than willing to do.  She had herself entered a religious retreat and considered Rasputin to be a blasphemous and
lascivious imposter.  Elizabeth’s exhortations to Alexandra had no effect except to open a breach between the sisters that
never healed...

Thus, Elle became the first in a long line of people whose personal relationship with the royal family was destroyed due
to Rasputin.
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By 1911, all of Peter was in uproar over Grishka and his activities.  While Grishka showed a proclivity for attracting
admirers, he showed an even greater proclivity for drawing detractors.  Many husbands were not honoured to have their
wives share Grishka’s bed, and many ladies did not enjoy having the buttons of their blouses unfastened.  His original
patrons, Grand Duchesses Militsa and Anastasia, closed their doors to him.  Anastasia’s husband, Grand Duke Nicholas,
(who would eventually become Commander-In-Chief of Russian forces during the Great War), swore “...never to see that
devil again!”  The two Montenegrin princesses even reported their ‘sad discovery’ to Alexandra, who received their infor-
mation with disdain.  Finally, the Church itself initiated the first official investigation of Rasputin and carried the first
official complaints to Nicholas.  Bishop Theophan himself, also one of Rasputin’s original patrons and a confessor to Alex-
andra, took his doubts to the empress.  As a result, Theophan was transferred from his prestigious position at the Theologi-
cal Academy to become a backwoods bishop in the Crimea.

Shortly after this transfer, I heard Rasputin gloat, “I have shut his trap!”
Next, the Metropolitan Anthony called upon Nicholas to discuss Rasputin.  Nicholas told Anthony that the private

affairs of the imperial family were no concern of the Church.
In 1909, Grishka and I had taken a trip to Pokrovskoye with a powerful monk named Iliodor.  During this trip, Grishka

boasted of his many sexual conquests, whereupon Iliodor expressed dismay.  Grishka laughed at Iliodor’s naïvety, and
mocked the man.  When Iliodor started accusing Grishka of ungodly acts, Grishka started boasting that he had had sexual
relations with the empress herself.  When Iliodor expressed doubts, Grishka produced several letters from Alexandra to
prove his contention.  The fact was, though, that Grishka’s boasts about the Tsaritsa were pure fabrication.  The letters,
while possibly authentic, were merely examples of Alexandra’s normal florid style of intimate expressions that she used in
all of her letters to all of those that she cared about, both male and female.  Two years later, when Iliodor and Rasputin
became bitter enemies, these letters appeared in public.  One of them read thus:  “...I kiss your hands and lean my head on
your shoulder.  Oh, how light, how light do I feel then!  I only wish one thing:  To fall asleep forever on your shoulders and
in your arms...  I love you forever!”

This letter’s publication caused widespread outrage directed toward both Rasputin and Alexandra.
Still, Iliodor and Rasputin remained allies in the two years after the trip to Pokrovskoye.  Their final break came in 1911

when Rasputin attempted to rape a nun.  Iliodor, an army officer named Rodionov, and Bishop Hermogen himself all
confronted Rasputin over this incident.  The bishop accused Rasputin of immorality.

Then he said, “I call upon you to never set foot again in the tsar’s court!”
Rasputin looked at Hermogen as if he were crazy. Then, to my amazement, Grishka said, “Why don’t you go fuck your

mother and leave me alone.  I do what I wish and go where I wish and you have no authority over me.  If you try to hamper
me I will make very short work of you.”

The bishop was outraged. No one had ever spoken to him in such a manner in his entire life — especially since he had
become a Bishop.  He cried, “So, you dirty scoundrel, you refuse to submit to my episcopal command and dare to threaten
me?  Then know that I, as a bishop, anathematize you!”

Then, I trembled as I saw Grishka go into ‘mad mode’.  He was an incredibly strong man, and when someone set him off
he literally went violently insane.  His face lost every trace of humanity and he was truly formidable when this happened.

With a growl, Grishka ran and leapt upon the bishop and began pummeling him!  Rodionov, afraid that Rasputin was
about to murder the bishop, drew his sword and, with the others, hastened to the rescue.  They managed to drag Rasputin
away with great difficulty. His bodily strength was such that he managed to wrench himself from their grasp, though, and
he began running away.  He was overtaken by a lay brother and a pilgrim who both punched him, but Grishka quickly
threw them off and ran away.11

Everyone expected that Rasputin would face dire consequences for this act.  However — the result of this confrontation
was that both Hermogen and Iliodor were ordered into seclusion by imperial order.  Iliodor, though, refused to submit and
instead started wandering around Russia bitterly denouncing Rasputin.  (This was when Alexandra’s letters to Rasputin

11 Editor’s Note: An ironic side note:  Bishop Hermogen ended up dying near Rasputin’s birthplace during the revolution.  In June
1918, retreating communist troops captured the bishop and drowned him in the Tura River just outside Pokrovskoye.
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were published.)  As a result, Iliodor’s brilliant career as an orator and prophet was destroyed.  He was eventually jailed and
defrocked.  He then became a radical revolutionary and plotted the assassinations of scores of high officials.  These plots,
though, were uncovered by the Okhrana and Iliodor became a fugitive.  As a fugitive, he helped form an organization of
women and girls wronged by Rasputin.  The fact that there were so many of these women that it was possible to form such
an organization is a very powerful statement in and of itself.

The sole aim of this organization was the castration of ‘Father Grigory’...

However, Rasputin’s influence with Alexandra became progressively greater until he literally became an obsession to
her.  She eventually viewed him as almost a Christ — and I once heard her speak of him as such.  She dismissed the small
army of detractors and their ever more outrageous allegations as competitors jealous of Rasputin’s influence.  “Saints are
always calumniated,” she said.  “He is hated because we love him.”  Eventually, Alexandra equated criticism of Rasputin
with treason and simply refused to believe that there was any truth in anything that was said about him.  Many of the stories
originated with the police and the entire Romanov family detested and distrusted the police — for good reason.  Rasputin
himself reinforced Alexandra’s belief in him by always acting in a proper and pious manner in her presence.  When Alex-
andra telephoned him in the middle of a drunken orgy, Grishka had an amazing talent for instantly becoming sober.  He also
shared Alexandra’s detestation of the nobility.  To Alexandra, Russia was the Russian people and she saw Rasputin as the
voice of those people...

During his career, Rasputin was often accused of being the tool of others.  This was absolutely untrue.  He was far too
clever to sell himself to anyone.  In addition, no one had anything to offer that he did not already have.  He had no need to
solicit presents for they were constantly showered upon him.  He had all the money he needed, and in fact he often gave
large amounts away to poor people.  (He relished his rôle of plundering the rich for the benefit of the poor.)  He was
immune to scandal due to Alexandra’s refusal to believe anything that cast him in an uncomplimentary light.  For the same
reason he was also immune to blackmail.

One concession to public opinion that was made, though, was that Grishka was no longer a frequent visitor to the Alex-
ander Palace at Tsarskoe Selo.  Instead, when he visited Tsarskoe Selo, he went to the little house of Anna Vyrubova.  This
was done because the palace police saw everything, and everything they saw was in the paper the next day.

In 1906, Prime Minister Stolypin’s children had been injured in a bomb blast meant for him.  (38 others were killed in
the blast.)  Nicholas offered Stolypin Rasputin’s services as a healer.  I was not there, but according to Stolypin Grishka
tried to hypnotize him, an experience that the sturdy sensible and strong willed man found repulsive.  By 1911, Rasputin
had become a great preoccupation of the ministers and Stolypin ordered an investigation.  This investigation provided
abundant evidence of Grishka’s iniquity and Stolypin evicted Rasputin from Peter — whereupon we took the opportunity to
make another pilgrimage to Jerusalem.

From that time onward, Alexandra hated Stolypin.
We eventually returned to Pokrovskoye.  Anna Vyrubova showed up and, on orders from Alexandra, escorted us to Kiev

where Nicholas and Alexandra were making a state visit.  While watching a parade, Rasputin, upon espial of Stolypin, said;
“Death is after him!  Death is driving behind him!”

He continued muttering similar imprecations through the rest of the night.
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The next day, Stolypin was assassinated in an intricate plot involving a policeman who was supposed to be protecting
him.

Grishka was so pleased with this turn of events that we spent the next three days partying in Kiev.  First, we paid 50
kopeks to bathe at the hot springs in the Lavra Convent.  For a few more kopeks, a crone who could easily have passed for
the faery-tale witch Baba Yaga came bearing a hand basket of huge, knobby, and ugly tree mushrooms.  With mortar and
pestle, she mashed them into the scalding hot pool.  After immersing ourselves, she then threw into the water an entire
anthill complete with its inhabitants.  The ants instantly perished.  The pool then turned brown-black and unpleasantly
pungent.  The crone explained that the formic acid in the multitude of ant corpses, plus the turpentine that they had
absorbed from living in a pine forest, was effective at relieving rheumatism, lumbago, muscle strain, and backache.  What-
ever. Four rubles later, we emerged feeling cleaner than we had in years.  Next, we visited the catacombs of Saint Antonio,
a series of caves up on a hill containing the mummified remains of seventy-three saints.  The mummies were old wrinkled
and dry, but they were dressed in liturgical finery.  In the middle of one cave the mitre-clad head of John the Long Suffering
was sticking up out of the floor.  It seems that John had determined to mortify himself to the greater glory of God by bury-
ing himself up to his neck, with just his head sticking up.  He lived like that for thirty years until he died — and he had died
over 700 years ago.

By the time that Vladimir Kokovstov replaced Stolypin as prime minister, the Rasputin scandal had burst into the public
arena.  Soon, the ‘Rasputin Question’ dominated discussion both on the streets and in the Duma.  Censorship of the press
had been abolished by the October Manifesto.  Thus, they began printing lurid stories of Grishka’s sexual adventures and of
his manipulations of the appointments of church and government officials.  They featured accusations and confessions from
Grishka’s victims and the anguished cries of devastated mothers.  This was also when Alexandra’s letters to Rasputin that
had been given to Iliodor were published.  While censorship was banned, authorities were at liberty to impose arbitrary
fines.  They began doing so to all papers that denounced Rasputin.

However, Grishka made too good copy for editors to worry about the fines; they gladly paid, and printed even more
sensational stories the next day.

Finally, Nicholas published an order forbidding any newspaper to write about Rasputin, thus breaking his own law.
However, the stories being passed mouth to mouth were even worse.  I myself overheard several men speaking in a

tavern.  They said that the empress and Anna Vyrubova shared Rasputin’s bed.  That Rasputin ordered Nicholas to remove
Rasputin’s boots and wash Rasputin’s feet before evicting him from the room so Rasputin could ravish Alexandra.  They
also said that Rasputin raped all of the grand duchesses and that he had turned the nurseries into a harem where the four
girls fought each other for his attention.  He became the subject of hundreds of profane rhymes.

Inevitably, a demand arose in the Duma for a debate on Rasputin’s rôle.  Under serious pressure from Michael
Rodzianko, the head of the Duma, Nicholas finally gave in and authorized Rodzianko himself to conduct an investigation of
Rasputin’s character and activities.  Rodzianko immediately demanded and received the report Stolypin had received.

The next day, an official of the Holy Synod, the organization that had actually written the report, asked for it back.  The
official explained that the demand came from a very exalted person.  Further questioning by Rodzianko revealed that this
‘exalted person’ was none other than the Empress Alexandra herself.  Rodzianko informed the official that he was working
under the direct orders of the tsar himself, and that the Tsaritsa was as much subject to the Tsar’s orders as he was himself.
He refused to return the report, and thus earned himself the undying enmity of Empress Alexandra.

Rodzianko then collected even more evidence and wrote his report.
However, when he asked for an audience with Nicholas to present the report, his request was denied.  (Nicholas finally

did read the report, but under pressure from Alexandra, he did nothing about it.)
Alexandra was initially enthusiastic about the new prime minister, whose name was Vladimir Kokovstov.  She told him,

“...both the tsar and I beg you to always be quite frank with us and to tell us the truth, not hesitating lest it be unpleasant for
us.”

However, Alexandra’s enthusiasm for hearing the truth evaporated when the subject became Rasputin.  When
Kokovstov wrote a report for the tsar that was highly critical of Grishka, he sealed his political fate.  He was dismissed from
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office soon after.  Shortly after his dismissal, Kokovstov reported that in a conversation with the Dowager Empress Marie,
she had said, “...I see that we are nearing some catastrophe and the tsar listens to no one but flatterers, not perceiving or
even suspecting what goes on all around him.”

Becoming the ‘power behind the throne’ was probably the last thing on Grishka’s mind when we first came to Peter.
Even after becoming the Imperial Confidante, he remained completely apolitical.  Grishka’s interests were almost solely
concerned with getting laid and partying.  However, when his own behaviour became a political issue and he found himself
under attack by the press, the Church, the Duma, and the Council of Ministers, he was forced to counter attack; and his only
weapon was his influence with Alexandra.

Thus, Grishka became a major political power purely out of self-defense.  When ministers attacked Rasputin, Alexandra
had them dismissed.  When the Duma and the press attacked, Alexandra demanded dissolution of the former and suppres-
sion of the latter.  However, Rasputin truly came into his own in 1912 when the Tsarevich Alexis almost died in Poland...

Whilst vacationing in Poland in 1912, Alexis fell while jumping into a boat and smashed his thigh into an oarlock.  The
doctor later examined Alexis and found a severe hemorrhage in the thigh and groin.  Several more doctors were dispatched
from Peter — but there was nothing they could do.  An enormous hematoma formed in Alexis’s leg, groin, and lower
abdomen.  It was the beginning of a nightmare.  Alexis suffered pain unimaginable.  The pains came in spasms every fifteen
minutes.  He ran a high fever that made him delirious night and day.  His screams pierced the lodge.  For eleven days Alex-
andra scarcely left his side.  His face was bloodless, his body contorted, his eyes had hollow black circles under them and
were rolled back into his head.  He constantly cried out to his mother to help him — and Alexandra had to endure his cries
knowing that there was absolutely nothing she could do.

During these eleven days, Alexandra’s hair turned gray.
Both parents thought that he was dying.  Alexis himself thought so, and in fact wished that he would.  He asked, “When

I am dead it will not hurt anymore, will it Mama?”  He also asked for a small stone monument to be built in the woods after
he was dead.  And incredibly enough, the public charade was continued by his parents even during this crisis!  By this time,
I was one of Alexis’s bodyguards/nurses, and I watched in amazement as the surface routines of the household went on
unchanged.  Nicholas continued to go hunting with Polish noblemen.  In the evenings, Alexandra would still briefly leave
the bedside to act as hostess.  They continued to hide not only the tsarevich’s illness but also their own deep anguish.  I saw
Alexandra with a terror-stricken look when she thought herself unobserved one minute, then gaily laughing and handing out
refreshments the next.  Due to this deception, the people in Peter heard inaccurate rumours rather than facts.  This forced
Nicholas to release an announcement that the Tsarevich was gravely ill.  He did not reveal what the illness was.  Alexis’s
condition continued to deteriorate to the point that the last sacrament was administered and an announcement of Alexis’s
death was prepared for release...

It was on this night — at the end of hope — that Alexandra finally asked Anna Vyrubova to telegraph Rasputin in
Pokrovskoye and beg him to pray for Alexis’s life.  Grishka immediately cabled back and said, “God has seen your tears
and heard your prayers.  Do not grieve.  The Little One will not die.  Do not allow the doctors to bother him too much.” 12

The next morning, Alexandra dismissed the doctors and announced that while Alexis was still showing no improvement,
she was no longer worried due to Rasputin’s assurance.  That day the hemorrhage stopped.

Those who believed in Rasputin swore and those who hated him all conceded that it was at least an eerie and mysterious
coincidence.

To Alexandra, though, there was no mystery at all.  After the best doctors in Russia had failed and after her own fervent
prayers had gone unanswered for eleven days, Rasputin had brought about divine intervention — and a miracle had taken
place.  Alexandra’s belief that Rasputin was an emissary of God was now cast in stone...

12 Editor’s Note: This last was excellent medical advice, as it is now known (though it was not known then) that emotional stress
can greatly worsen the results of hemophiliac effects.  Having four doctors constantly hovering over him could have done nothing but
to stress the boy.  Also, it is quite probable that the doctors’ constant prodding and poking were dislodging the delicate clots that were
trying to form.
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In June of 1914, Grishka and I took another trip to Pokrovskoye.
Upon departure from a church, a grossly disfigured woman named Khina Gusseva — who had followed us to

Pokrovskoye and was a member of Iliodor’s organization of women scorned by Grishka — suddenly appeared and gutted
Grishka with a knife.

He fell with his intestines literally coming unwound onto the platform.
After stabbing him, Ms. Gusseva cried, “I have killed the Antichrist!”  Upon discernment of the fact that Grishka was

not dead, she began chasing him.  Grishka ran down the street trying to hold his intestines in as Ms. Gusseva screamed
incoherently.  Grishka finally knocked her down with a shaft, whereupon a crowd surrounded her and began crying, “Let’s
kill her!”

Then, Ms. Gusseva attempted to stab herself.13

Had it been anyone besides Grishka, the wound surely would have killed him or her.  Even Grishka was at death’s door
for two weeks, and he had to convalesce in Tyumen for the rest of the summer.

Grishka had picked a fateful period of history to convalesce.  Shady political intrigues created a foreign policy fiasco
that eventually proved an instrumental part in the lead-up to the Great War.

Russian foreign minister Alexander Izvolsky made a secret deal with Austria-Hungary wherein in return for Austria-
Hungary joining Russia in demanding that the Ottomans open the Dardanelles to Russian warships, Russia would turn their
backs as Austria-Hungary annexed the Slavic Balkan provinces of Bosnia and Herzegovina.  Both of these actions were in
violation of treaties signed by all the great powers, and so — Izvolsky claimed — it was agreed that both moves should be
made simultaneously in order to present the world with a fait accompli.

This was necessary because these actions were not only illegal but involved Russia in betraying their fellow Slavs.

However, before Izvolsky could betray the Slavs he was himself betrayed by Austria-Hungary — Emperor Franz Joseph
announced Austria-Hungary’s annexation of Bosnia long before Izvolsky was prepared to press claims against the Otto-
mans.

Serbia mobilized and called upon Russia for aid.
Russian troops began to assemble on the Austria-Hungary frontier.  War seemed imminent.
However, Kaiser William in Germany said that if Russia attacked Austria-Hungary then Germany would attack Russia.

As William knew full well, (since he was largely responsible for the situation), Russia was still recovering from the Japa-
nese debacle and was unprepared for war.

And so, once again Russia experienced a spectacular humiliation at the hands of Germany.

However, Nicholas swore he would never forget or forgive either Germany or William for these brutal actions.
Diplomatic ties with France were strengthened and Russia’s military expenditures were increased to build up the army in

the Kiev district more quickly.

The kettle was boiling.

13 Editor’s Note: Khina Gusseva was eventually tried, found to be insane, and committed to a mental institution.  Iliodor himself
eventually slipped into Finland dressed as a woman.  Meanwhile, the orchestrator of his downfall walked feely in and out of the
palace, had the ear of the empress, and was able to move bishops, prophets, and eventually even prime ministers around like pawns
on a chessboard.  In 1918, Iliodor returned to Soviet Russia and offered his services to Lenin.  In 1922, he was deported for anti-Soviet
propagandizing and spent most of the remainder of his life in New York City.
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Part 4: The War

I watched with glee as your kings and queens
Fought for ten decades for the gods they made

I drove a tank, I held a general’s rank
As the blitzkrieg raged and the bodies stank

—From ‘Sympathy for the Devil’
The Rolling Stones

Trying to win a war is like trying to win an earthquake

—Jeanette Rankin

Beware of the leader who bangs the drums of war in order to whip the citizenry into a patriotic fervor, for
patriotism is indeed a double-edged sword.  It both emboldens the blood just as it narrows the mind.  And
when the drums of war have reached a fever pitch, the blood boils with hate, and the mind has closed, the
leader will have no need in seizing the rights of the citizenry.  Rather, the citizenry, infused with fear and

blinded by patriotism, will offer up all of their rights unto the leader, and gladly so.
How do I know this?  For this is what I have done.

—Julius Caesar

Behold a pale horse; and his name that sat on him was Death, and Hell followed with him...

—Christian Bible
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Chapter 8:  Cassus Belli
December, 1914
St. Petersburg, Russia

t is probably appropriate that we Slavs began our historical career with as much obscurity, controversy, and confusion
as typifies nearly all other aspects of our culture.  Almost every step in our early development — our original home-

land, our migrations, our tribal names, and our foreign contacts — has been attended by fierce disagreement by historians.
Some contend that random references to us were made by Herodotus, the ancient Greek ‘father of history’.  Precise infor-
mation does not precede the 6th Century CE and our effective political rôle did not begin until the 9th Century when we were
Christianized.

From some indefinite area probably centered on the Oder and Vistula rivers, the Slavic tribes fanned out in three direc-
tions.  These three groups are now referred to as the Eastern, Western, and Southern Slavs.  The southern branch settled in
the Balkans and formed the Bulgarian and Serbian empires.  The western branch formed Poland and Czechoslovakia.  The
eastern group formed around Kiev, and eventually became Russia.

Traditional accounts rightly or wrongly attribute foreign influence with uniting the various Slavic tribes, namely Samo
the ‘Frankish merchant’ from the west, and Ruirik, the Viking chieftain.  In addition, Sarmatians, Avars, and Bulgars are
credited with influencing the Slavs in central Europe and the Balkans while the Persians, Khazars, and Scandinavians are
credited with influencing Russia.  But all of this is very confused.  The Antes are called Sarmatians even though they spoke
a Slavic language, and the Rus are called Scandinavians even though they spoke a Slavic language.

So who was the chicken and who was the egg?
But no matter who did or was what or when they were whatever, eventually everywhere that we were Slavic customs

eventually overcame the foreign pattern imposed upon us and broke through to the surface.
If nothing else, we are survivors!
The first Bulgarian Empire was formed in 680 CE, collapsed in 1018, and then took advantage of the European Cru-

sader’s sack of Constantinople to reform in 1197.
In the mid 13th Century, the Mongol Horde came along and took everything from everyone.  In the mid 14th Century,

Tsar Stephen IV Dusan resurrected a Serbian Empire that was a fascinating hodge-podge of Byzantine/Latin culture based
upon Slavic foundations.

Then, the Ottomans came.  The Balkan states, decentralized and engaged in their never-ending quarrels amongst them-
selves, went down like a house of cards.  By 1463, the entire Balkan Peninsula was Turkish.  It would remain so for the
next four centuries.

Meanwhile, the Western Slavs formed a kingdom called Moravia.  The Magyars wiped them out in 906, but then they
rose from the ashes to create Poland, Bohemia, and Czechoslovakia.  The Western Slavs adopted the Latin tradition when
they were Christianized, and thus made a fundamental break with their eastern and southern cousins who remained in the
orbit of Byzantium/Greek Orthodoxy.  Poland’s fortunes then went on a roller coaster ride, being invaded once a generation
for centuries and ceasing to exist three different times — yet still managing to survive as a distinct culture.

Finally, although we were the last actors to enter the European stage, we Eastern Slavs in Rus became Russia, and
ultimately became the most powerful group of all.

Most historians think that the Slavs must have reached the Dnieper by the 1st Millennium, but as I say, considerable
controversy exists as to our early history.  Said controversy extends to the rôle that the Vikings played in the early
formation of the Russian state in the 9th Century.  It is known, though, that no matter who influenced whom and to what
extent, that the majority of the populations of the Dnieper Basin were Slavic and that we developed beyond a primitive level
of culture whilst we were tributary to the Khazar Empire.  Then, over several generations, we Eastern Slavs attacked the
Byzantines in Constantinople and other neighboring Slavs.  Slowly, and with many setbacks, we eventually formed a Rus-
sian empire based at Kiev, though Kiev was more like a senior partner in a conglomeration of independent city-states than
the capital of any kind of centralized government.  Of variable importance at different times, these included Chernigov and
Pereiaslav near Kiev; Novgorod and Smolensk in the north; Polotsk and Halicz, (Galacia), in the west; Tumutorakan far to
the south; Rostov the Great, Riazan, Suzoal, and Vladimir in the east.  Hence, a centrifugal tendency was an intrinsic part of
the early Russian political structure.  And of course, during this period we slowly transformed ourselves from an equalitar-

I
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ian clan society into a so-called ‘civilized’ culture consisting of a small handful of very rich people and vast hordes of
desperately poor people.  The poor did the work while the rich collected the profit.

Indeed, from the middle of the 17th Century to the middle of the 19th, Russian serfs were literally slaves who could be
bought and sold.  Families could be split up at the whim of the owner, and they had no civil rights whatsoever.  They could
be beaten and flogged with impunity.

In the ‘Great Schism’ of 1054 between the Latin church in Rome and the Orthodox church in Constantinople, Russia
was forced to take sides.  We religiously alienated ourselves from our western cousins by choosing the Orthodox church.
Being physically isolated from our southern cousins and Byzantium at this same time by an Asian invasion of southern
Russia by Polovtsy, we then withdrew into a separate sphere.

The Russian nobles then began a game of musical capitals, and their constant quarrelling finally led to a sack of Kiev in
1169, marking the end of Kievian dominance and the Mongol invasion of the 13th Century dealt the final death blow to
Kievian culture.

The Golden Horde dominated southern Russia for the next 250 years.  Cultural unity was shattered as well.  The White
Russian lands in the west were gradually absorbed by Lithuania and the Ukrainian territories of Galicia-Volynia, and they
slowly moved into the Latin orbit.  Eventually Volynia was absorbed by Lithuania and Galicia fused with Poland in 1387.

At about the same time a young man named Daniel, the youngest son of Alexander Nevski, established a dynasty in the
minour city-state of Moscow that successfully freed itself from the Mongols.  Eventually, Moscow extended its dominion
over all the Russian principalities.  This dominion was greatly enhanced by Dimitri Donskoy’s victory over the Golden
Horde at the Battle of Kulikovo in 1380 and became final with the reigns of Ivan III the Great [1462-1505] and his son
Vasili III [1505-1533].

Formal submission to the Mongols was repudiated in 1480, and Moscow’s last rivals bowed to her overlord-ship.
Moscow took back its lost territories and then under Ivan IV the Terrible [1533-1584], Moscow finally turned to imperial-
ism.

Peter the Great then made the autocracy complete, and Russia truly became Russia.

Now, it must be understood that without a strongly centralized administration Russia would never have become one of
the great European powers.  Russia is a wide-open country with no natural barriers or defenses.  We were constantly
surrounded by powerful forces whose armies devastated us on a regular basis.  Thus, it was the autocratic power with the
centralized administration as its necessary compliment that first created modern Russia and then saved her from dismem-
berment and political annihilation.  Whether this was a good thing, though, is open for debate.  One of the central paradoxes
of the Universe seems to be that good consequences seem so often to flow from evil circumstances, and vice versa; while
Russia became a great empire, we must not shut our eyes to the evil consequences that resulted from the unfortunate neces-
sities that made Russian imperialism possible and even necessary for self-defense.

And like the tsars before them, the Communists have carried this paradigm forward with a vengeance.  The Bolsheviks
are driven mainly by a profound sense of inferiority, and thus have a fierce determination to overcome Russia’s historic
backwardness.  Stalin said in 1934:

“To slacken the tempo would mean falling behind, and those who fall behind get beaten.  But we do not want to be
beaten.  We refuse to be beaten!  One feature of the history of old Russia was the continual beatings she suffered because
of her backwardness.  She was beaten by the Mongol khans.  She was beaten by the Turkish beys.  She was beaten by the
Swedish feudal lords.  She was beaten by the Polish and Lithuanian gentry.  She was beaten by the Japanese barons.  All
beat her because of her backwardness; military backwardness, cultural backwardness, political backwardness, industrial
backwardness, agricultural backwardness.  They beat her because to do so was profitable and could be done with impu-
nity.”

It is almost impossible to exaggerate the importance of this gnawing inferiority complex as a clue to Soviet relations
with the West.  Part of this manifests itself in the Russian penchant for pulling the wool over the eyes of foreigners.  It is a
national sport.  Deceit is compensation for weakness and for our feeling of inferiority before foreigners.  As a nation, we are
completely incapable of dealing with other nations as equals.  Either we are more powerful than they, or they are more
powerful than we, and in the latter case we compensate by deceiving them.  We are cold and gruff with foreigners, and even
with fellow Russians if they are strangers — but in private, within a trusted circle, we are the warmest, most cheerful and
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most generous people on earth.  This dichotomy of coldness and warmth springs in part from a deep duality of the Russian
soul and temperament forged by climate and history — and from insecurity.  This partly explains why we prefer strong and
autocratic leaders.  I laugh when I hear Western diplomats theorize that trading with Russia will eventually democratize us.
Hah!  Russians will always be willing to trade freedom for security.  Russians are appalled at the chaos of the democratic
process.  Rather than alter the centralized authoritarianism of rule by the tsars, the Bolsheviks have strengthened it and
made it even more pervasive and efficient.  Russians have always gloried in the very thing that foreigners always criticize
us for:  Blind and boundless devotion to the will of the monarch, even when his most insane flights he trampled underfoot
all of the laws of justice and humanity.  We are sheep always willing to be led to the slaughter.

And indeed, that is where we have always been led.

If there is one thing that Russians know how to do better than any other people it is how to die.

The mistake that the tsarist governments made was aiming at the realization of designs that its subjects did not under-
stand and with which they failed to sympathize.  This led to the government becoming separated from the nation itself.  Its
schemes became so incomprehensible that they finally aroused a spirit of violent opposition from the masses.  (Indeed, a
significant portion of the subjects of Peter the Great considered Peter to be the Antichrist!)  Thus, many Russian people
looked upon the series of reforming tsars as incarnations of evil, and the tsars in their turn looked upon the people as raw
material to advance their political designs.  This peculiar relationship between the governors and the governed formed an
important keynote to the whole system of administration, with the government viewing its subjects as a conquered and infe-
rior species.  Thus, in all matters in which state interests were supposedly involved, the rights of individuals were ruthlessly
sacrificed.  It can be safely said that the seeds of the Russian Revolution were planted in the 12th and 13th Centuries.

However, it must be simultaneously understood that the Russian autocracy in its origin was a genuine creation of
national needs, central among these being national defense.  As Stalin noted, first they had to repel the Tatars, who had
politically, socially, and economically dominated us for over 240 years.  Then, for centuries afterward we had to fight off
nearly annual invasions during which large numbers of peasants, including women and children, were dragged away into
slavery.  These events were central in shaping the paranoid character and social development of Russia.  During this period
every state function and every individual rôle became strictly defined to meet the nation’s military needs:  Priests were to
pray, the gentry were to lead the troops, the merchants were to pay, and the peasants were to till and provide the cannon
fodder.  It was a wholly artificial system of highly compartmentalized divisions that could not possibly survive in the end,
and it was a system that invited eventual class war.  Planted among the peasants were officials whose sole duty was fighting
in the non-stop and never-ending wars.  They were to lead the serfs into battle and they were to collect from them the taxes
to pay the costs of the war.  To accomplish these goals these officials received almost absolute authority.  He was master,
tax collector, recruiting officer, chief of police, and magistrate.

The system invited vicious abuse.

During the reigns of Alexander II and his son Alexander III, anything and everything was done to avoid military service.
The favourite method was to cut off one’s index finger on the right hand — which was the trigger finger.  As year followed
year the number of wretches who mutilated themselves in this manner increased even though they knew that it meant
imprisonment in a fortress or years of hard labour.  Departure for the army was seen by the villagers as a stage on a journey
to death.  Recruitment into the army was regarded as a natural catastrophe, a sort of disease that, like an epidemic, signified
divine punishment.  Many of the peasants had a shrewd and insightful intelligence, and these men were very aware of the
wrongs that were done to them.  The peasantry thus became geniuses in evading and circumventing the oppressive
restrictions that were placed upon them.  By the very nature of their conditions, they became masters of escape, evasion,
and survival, and flowed of themselves into the vast and uninhabited areas of Siberia and the other hinterlands where
government control was minimal.  It was they and they alone who created Siberian Russia, and they who created the
dreaded Cossacks, the famous frontier thieves, warriors, and traders.

Ironically, this same constant threat of foreign invasion that spawned Russia’s iniquitous social system has also made
Russians into the most patriotic people in the world.  If we can be convinced that Russia faces a threat from outsiders, any
internal dissentions are instantly forgotten.  The love of Mother Russia is a fierce flame that will make us endure any
suffering, privation, and sacrifice for her sake.
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Russia is impossible for most people to understand because Russia is a land of endless and highly contradictory para-
doxes.

By the last half of the 19th Century events were quickly leading up to the Great War — now called World War I.  While
the western powers harboured greedy colonial ambitions, as the beneficiaries of industrialism and machinery of the nation-
state, they stood to lose the most from war.  Thus, the decades leading up to the war were relatively peaceful.  England was
isolated, France was too weak, and Germany was satiated with what they had — and so they were committed to peace.
Ironically, the initiative for war lay with the three powers still surviving from the old pre-industrial world.  The Ottoman
Empire had long ago been reduced to the ‘Eastern Question’: What would happen to the holdings when ‘the sick man of
Europe’ died at last?  In Austria-Hungary, tension between the German and Magyar parts of the dual monarchy was exacer-
bated by the bitter quarrels of each of them with important minourities such as Czechs and Croats.  But whilst Austria-
Hungary was quickly making the transition from an empire into a ‘question’, she, like the Ottomans, was propped up
because the Western powers did not have anything better with which to replace them.

And finally, Russia, with massive infusions of mostly French capital, was showing signs of moving into the modern
industrial world.  However, the assassination in 1881 of Nicholas’s grandfather, Tsar Alexander II, led to the incompetent
rule of Alexander III, Nicholas, and their reactionary advisors.  Both Alexander and Nicholas ignored the ever-growing
desire for reform.

In the last years of his reign, Tsar Alexander II had been much exercised by the spread of Nihilist doctrines and the
increasing number of anarchist conspiracies.  For some time he had hesitated between strengthening the hands of the exec-
utive and making concessions to the widespread political aspirations of the educated classes.  Finally, he decided in favour
of the latter course, and on the very day of his death, he signed an ukaz, creating a number of consultative commissions that
might have been easily transformed into an assembly of notables.  The assassination convinced Nicholas’s father to adopt
the opposite policy.  (Remember that said assassination was personally witnessed by both Alexander and Nicholas.)  He at
once cancelled the ukaz before it was published, and in the manifesto announcing his accession to the throne he let it be
very clearly understood that he had no intention of limiting or weakening the autocratic power which he had inherited from
his ancestors.  Nor did he afterwards show any inclination to change his mind.  All the internal reforms that Alexander III
initiated were consciously intended to correct the liberal tendencies of his father.  In his opinion, Russia was to be saved
from anarchical disorders and revolutionary agitation not by the parliamentary institutions and so-called liberalism of West-
ern Europe, but by the three principles that the elder generation of reactionary Slavophiles recommended:  Nationalism,
Eastern Orthodoxy and autocracy.  His political ideal was a nation containing only one nationality, one language, one
religion and one form of administration.  He did his utmost to prepare for the realization of this ideal by imposing the Rus-
sian language and Russian schools on his German, Polish and Finnish subjects, by fostering Eastern Orthodoxy at the
expense of other confessions, by persecuting the Jews, and by destroying the remnants of German, Polish and Swedish
institutions in the outlying provinces.  In the other provinces he sought to counteract the excessive liberalism of his father's
reign by removing what little power the zemstvo had and placed the autonomous administration of the peasant communes
under the supervision of landed proprietors appointed by the government.  At the same time, he sought to strengthen and
centralize the imperial administration and to bring it more under his personal control.

Another result of the assassination of Alexander II was widespread anti-Jewish pogroms.  Massacres of Jews took place
immediately after the assassination and again in 1903 in the Bessarabian city of Chişinău.  After the failure of the Revolu-
tion of 1905, pogroms occurred in about 600 villages and cities; thousands of Jews were slaughtered, and the property of
many of the victims was looted and destroyed.  Ostensibly, these pogroms were spontaneous uprisings of Christians
outraged by alleged Jewish religious practices, especially the supposed ritual murder of Christian children in connection
with Passover.  Documentary evidence showed, however, that the pogroms were deliberately organized by the tsarist
government to divert the Russian workers’ and peasants’ discontent with political and economic conditions into channels of
religious bigotry and ethnic hatred.  (We can only hope that this action was mostly at the instigation of Nicholas’s advisors
and/or that Nicholas was convinced that they were necessary for the health of Russia...)  These reactionary actions greatly
exacerbated the situation.

Even our defeat by Japan in 1904 and the abortive revolution of 1905 failed to reveal the writing on the wall.
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Thus, thanks mostly to the influence of Rasputin and to the tunnel vision of Nicholas, Russia was destroyed by war and
revolution before making the transition from empire to either industrial powerhouse, or to a ‘question’.

The Ottomans, Austria-Hungary, and Russia all surrounded the Balkans.  Turkey was in retreat and Slavic nationalism
was rearing its head.  However, Austria-Hungary saw an outlet for commerce and capital and feared the formation of a
large southern Slav state, especially given Austria-Hungary’s troubles with Slav minourities at home.  As for Russia, we
had two steady concerns:  In the Balkans we wanted to erect a barrier against Austria-Hungarian aggression and to ensure
that the Straits of Constantinople remained in control of a power that, if not friendly, was at least weak.  Many high Russian
officials also wished to assume our old rôle as patron of our fellow Slavs and of the Orthodox Church.  Terrible massacres
in Bulgaria in 1875 eventually led to Russia declaring war on Turkey, and while Russia staggered to a semi-victory, we
gained no permanent advantages due to England’s support of Turkey and to the strengthening of the alliance between Ger-
many and Austria-Hungary.  A schism between England and France resulted from England’s unilateral occupation of Egypt
in 1882.  This greatly increased tensions and bolstered Germany’s confidence as well as strengthening ties between France
and Russia.  Another result of England’s occupation of Egypt, (along with their occupation of Cyprus in 1877), was that
England no longer needed Turkey thus leaving the Ottomans open to German penetration.

From 1905, tensions rose steadily. A revolution took place in Turkey in 1907, but the new rulers were just as incompe-
tent as the old ones were.  The revolution gave Austria-Hungary the chance to annex Bosnia and Herzegovina formally,
thus creating a hedge against the expected expansion of Serbia.  (This was the ‘Bosnian Crisis’ that I have already described
wherein Germany and Austria-Hungary thoroughly humiliated Russia.)  In 1912, the Ottomans and Italy went to war over
Italian designs in Libya; Serbia, Greece, Bulgaria, and Montenegro united against the Ottomans eventually reducing them to
sovereignty only over a tiny area around Constantinople.

Then, in 1913, the various members of the Balkan alliance once again fell upon each other.  Germany had dreams of a
Berlin-Baghdad railway.  They became a protectorate of Turkey and sent a military force there.  Russia, content to have the
Straits controlled by a weak Sultan, could not remain indifferent to German domination.  Russia also supported Serbia
against Austria-Hungarian aggression.

In 1913, Austria-Hungary conjured up an independent Albania to block Serbia’s access to the Adriatic.
Then, Archduke Francis Ferdinand, heir to the Austria-Hungarian throne, was assassinated in Sarajevo by a Serbian

nationalist.  Austria-Hungary declared war on Serbia; Russia declared on Austria-Hungary; Germany declared on Russia
and France; England declared on Germany and Austria-Hungary.  Each country mobilized in sequence like an orderly set of
engineered electrical relays.

Then, the lights went out all over Europe — and Hell was unleashed...

How naïve — how ignorant — how foolish everyone was in 1914!  No one had even the smallest beginning of the least
comprehension of what was about to happen.  It seems to me that throughout history humanity has always had the ability to
summon the storm but have been unable to control where the lightning would strike.  No one foresaw even the contours of
the disaster ahead and most welcomed the war as a great patriotic adventure.  We had experienced decades of relative peace
and we had forgotten what horror total war is — and the technology of war had meanwhile advanced greatly, thus multiply-
ing the horror exponentially.  Everyone expected a quick, clean, and decisive war.  No one had the slightest clue of what
was about to happen, least of all the Russians.  When the war actually started, it quickly lost whatever glory it had ever
possessed, and terrified men were butchered by the millions with terrible omnipotent machines that human reason had
devised but could no longer control.

And this terrible war also gave birth to a new leviathan:  The Modern State.  Except for Russia, the West had been
circumscribed by decades of liberal theory and practice.  This new monster — the Modern State — assumed power over
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realms hitherto deemed immune to its control.  By necessity, the State became a mobilizer of men and property, the
commander of economic life, the censor of men’s expressions, and the manipulator of men’s minds.  Dissent was
denounced as unpatriotic.  The State imposed rationing.  The State controlled prices.  The State allocated labour and
resources.  Parliament lost power to dictatorial executives.  Individual liberty was squashed.  It was assumed that these
measures were temporary, but the prewar balance between individual liberty and public authority would never be restored.

The enthusiasm of the masses soon turned to grim cynicism.  The government and the wealthy had to resort to propa-
ganda that was ever more vituperative in order to try to generate enthusiasm. Truth was destroyed.  Life was devalued.  The
propagandists poisoned minds with paroxysms of nationalism.  Vilification of the enemy mounted.  Soon, the theme of
‘love your country and defend it’ turned to ‘hate your enemy and kill him’.  The Germans were eating Belgian babies.  The
English were intentionally starving women and children.  ‘They shall not have died in vain’ became the monstrous slogan
used to justify sending millions more to their deaths.  The war fed upon itself and the various governments soon became
prisoners of their own propaganda.

Thus, by 1918, Woodrow Wilson and Vladimir Lenin faced each other at opposite ends of a devastated and prostrate
Europe.

Before starting the Great War, the major powers would have done well to heed a warning issued in 1887 by Engels who
said, “No war is possible for Prussia-Germany except a world war, and a world war indeed of an extent and violence hith-
erto undreamt of.  Eight to ten millions of soldiers will massacre one another and in doing so devour the whole of Europe
until they have stripped it barer than any swarm of locusts has ever done.  Famine, pestilence, and general descent into
savagery, ending in general bankruptcy; collapse of the old states and their traditional elíte wisdom to such an extent that
crowns will roll by the dozens on the pavements and there will be nobody to pick them up; absolute impossibility of fore-
seeing how it will all end and who will come out of the struggle as victor.”

So Rasputin was not the only prophet around!  Engels was completely accurate in every respect.  There was indeed
mass-slaughter on a scale unprecedented.  And, as usual, most of the dead had nothing to do with starting the war.  Also as
usual, they committed no crime other than obeying orders to kill others who had also committed no crime.  As usual, the
front lines were made up of the poor, the ignorant, the gullible, and the exploited.

However, such comprehensive, unplanned, and all-encompassing chaos often engulfs the rich as well as the poor...

The Great War was a complete and total disaster for all of Europe.  Besides the fall of the Romanov dynasty, both
Austria-Hungary and the Ottoman Empire ceased to exist.  Homes and factories were destroyed, national economies
devastated, currencies ruined by inflation and national debt that would have been unimaginable just a few years before.

Worst of all, Europe was knocked off its place at the pinnacle of the world.  As Europe bled, two new giants — the
United States and Japan — took Europe’s place.

And the true tragedy, of course, was the human cost.  More than 20 million Europeans died.  At least twice that number
had been wounded, many of them left to live their lives as cripples.  Thereafter, millions of mutilated men walked the
streets of Europe — that is, those who were still capable of walking.  France lost half its men between ages 20 to 32.  Other
countries suffered almost as much.

And these numbers fail to tell the full story.  The promise and flower of Europe’s youth, the potential leaders of the
1920s and 1930s, was devastated.  Thousands of men of recognized talent died alongside millions of others whose talents
and genius would forever remain undiscovered.  And of the millions that returned, their collective outlook and their moral
expectations had forever changed.  The war scorched the minds and character of a generation.  It was a discovery of
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savagery and violence that nothing in the genteel and repressed pre-1914 world had prepared them for.  The war not only
utterly destroyed the old order, but it weakened the forces that could have built a new order as well.

Thus, the end of the war did not even bring peace — in fact, quite the contrary.  It merely set the stage for an even
greater bloodbath twenty years later...

Chapter 9:  Cui Bono
December, 1914
St. Petersburg, Russia

ar is a racket.  It has been a racket ever since the first civilizations were formed.  It exists largely for the profits of
bankers, industrialists, and media elítes.  The rich take the profits; the poor pay the bills.  Profits are measured in

dollars; the cost is measured in lives.
War is not only financially profitable; it also expands the power of the state beyond any level to which times of peace

would accept.  Freedom is destroyed.  Dissent is criminalized.  Questioning the government is forbidden.  This is why
tyrants are so fond of it.

However — sometimes the deluge overtakes even those who sit safely at home raking in the profits...

In 1913, the fact that we stood one step away from the abyss wasn’t known to anyone.  On the contrary:  The European
aristocracy seemed to be at its zenith.  Had anyone predicted that within five years 20 million Europeans would be dead,
that three European empires would crumble, that three emperors would die or flee into exile, and that the ancient dynasties
of Hapsburg, Hohenzollern, and Romanov would cease to exist — that someone would have been thought insane.  With the
advantage of hindsight, though, the signs were there for all to see.  The gap between rich and poor was insane, and that gap
was becoming wider and wider.  And the wider it became, the more unrest and revolutionary activity increased.  The
wealthy, with their greed and their ignorance, were their own worst enemies.  Nowhere was there a greater contrast between
the effortless lives of the aristocracy and the dark, poverty-stricken masses than in Russia.  I will relate a conversation I
overheard during the war.  This conversation occurred at a dinner party in Peter attended by some nobles.  Some minour
duchess was complaining about the peasants.  “The lower classes are idle,” said this obese and bejeweled woman who had
never done a day’s work in her life.  “Workers drink so much beer during the day that they cannot work in the afternoon,”
she said as a servant poured her fifth glass of wine.  “The commoners all want to be molly-coddled,” she said as three foot-
men and two maids cleared away the third course and served the fourth.  “It is not the governments business to feed or
clothe the poor!  Poverty encourages the lower orders to be thrifty, and that is a virtue,” she said, ending a meal that would
have fed a working class family of ten for a week.  “People must learn to be self-reliant,” she pronounced as the butler
helped her rise from the table and walk into the drawing room.  As she was leaving she complained about the fact that the
man who used to dress her was now fighting on the front.

When I thought of this poor woman being forced to dress herself while her servants were goofing off and dining on rats
in the snowdrifts of France being mass-slaughtered by Germans — it just brought a lump to my throat!

Meanwhile, her husband sat in the smoking room with his cronies as they enthusiastically planned the upcoming war
that would kill and maim tens of millions of the sons of these lazy molly-coddled drunken dependent workers.  Their own
sons, of course, would sit safely on their estates enjoying the windfall profits derived from the family war-munitions facto-
ries...

These men were completely unaware of the fact that this time things were going to get out of hand.  They had no idea
that this war was going to sweep away their privileged world as well.  Had they known, I am sure they would have
displayed a good deal less enthusiasm in instigating it...

W
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Adding to all of this classism, there was also a vast gulf of ignorance between the nobility and the intelligentsia — a
group who might have been able to bridge the gap between the nobles and the peasants if given half a chance.  Instead,
there was also contempt and hatred between these two groups.  In fact, relations between the nobility and the intelligentsia
finally reached the point that each side considered the other side’s elimination to be necessary for Russia’s survival...

By the time that Nicholas assumed the throne there were many Romanovs everywhere.  Nicholas ruled over a huge clan
of cousins uncles aunts nieces and nephews.  This was a problem.  While Nicholas himself was a responsible and
honourable man, many of these relatives were not.  Though keenly aware and jealous of their names and ranks, they were
not so aware of the duties and responsibilities that their names and ranks conferred.  They traveled in luxury all over Europe
in private railway coaches.  They went from glitzy hotels in Biarritz to villas on the Riviera.  Many of the Romanovs lived
in an insulated world of self-interest where little mattered except self-gratification of personal desires and ambitions.
Worldly, empty, and bored, they viewed Nicholas as naïve and Alexandra with her religious fervour to be provincial and
obsolete.  However, all of the Romanovs were lumped together in the public mind and his family’s hedonistic irresponsibil-
ity greatly eroded the prestige of the crown.  Meanwhile, unrest among the workers and peasants grew. In April of 1912,
this unrest exploded in the Lena goldfields of Siberia.  While striking miners were approaching the offices of the Anglo-
Russian Lena Goldfield Mining Company, a drunken police officer ordered his men to open fire on the non-violent march-
ers killing over 200 of them.  In the press and in the Duma the event was labeled as a ‘second Bloody Sunday’.  As Russia
exploded in anger, the Duma sent a commission to investigate.  At the head of this commission was a young firebrand
named Alexander Kerensky.  Kerensky, who was from the same village as Lenin —whose father was in fact one of Lenin’s
childhood teachers — had made a name for himself defending political prisoners all across Russia.  Kerensky’s report on
the Lena Goldfield Massacre bitterly castigated the police and soon brought about the resignation of the Minister of the
Interior.  From the goldfields, Kerensky went straight to the Volga where he was elected to the 4th Duma as a critic of the
government.  Under parliamentary inviolability, he spent the next two years traveling across Russia making speeches,
holding meetings, and organizing revolutionary works.  The work of Kerensky and others like him had an effect.  By 1913,
700,000 Russian workers were on strike, and by January 1914 the number had grown to a million; by July it was 1½
million.  In Peter, strikers were smashing windows and erecting barricades.

The German ambassador assured Kaiser William that Russia was helpless in these chaotic conditions.
This encouraged Germany to deal with Russia in an aggressive manner.
And thus was the stage set for the great final storm that would sweep the old world away...

In the spring of 1914, the nine-year-old Alexis had almost fully recovered from the attack in Poland.  Nicholas, Alexis,
Gilliard, and I took an all-male vacation to Livadia to celebrate.  At one point, the train stopped to allow the Tsarevich to
play in the snow, which he did with joyous abandon, much to the delight of his father.

At that same time, talk of marriage began to surround Nicholas’s oldest daughter, the Grand Duchess Olga.  A match
with Edward, the Prince of Wales was discussed.  However, nothing came of it and Edward remained unmarried until 1936
when he gave up the throne amidst major scandal in order to marry an American commoner.  The Crown Prince Carol of
Rumania pressed suit for Olga’s hand, but Olga’s fervent desire to remain in Russia nixed that.

Immediately after this vacation, I joined Grishka for our ill-fated journey to Pokrovskoye and our meeting with the
knife-wielding Khina Gusseva.  The Romanov family boarded the imperial yacht for their annual cruise along the coast of
Finland.  They were thus at sea when they received word of an event that would become known in European history as
‘Sarajevo’.
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Archduke Franz Ferdinand, heir to the throne of Austria-Hungary, went to the Balkans to try to quell the rising tide of
Serbian nationalism that was threatening to tear the Austria-Hungary Empire apart.  Three-fifths of Austria-Hungary’s
citizens were Slavs — yet they were ruled by the non-Slavic Austrians and Magyars of Hungary.  Franz Ferdinand was
trying to appease the Slavs by including them in the governing of Austria-Hungary, but his efforts were strongly resisted by
reactionaries in the government and by his father, the aging Emperor Franz Joseph.  As a gesture of friendship and goodwill
on his visit to Sarajevo, Ferdinand asked that the troops that normally lined the streets be dispensed with to allow the Ser-
bian citizens free access to the heir. As the procession approached city hall, a young man tried to throw a bomb into Ferdi-
nand’s car, but quick action by the chauffer caused the bomb to fall instead to the street where it wounded two officers.  It
was decided to return by a different route. However, the chauffer became confused and took a wrong turn.  The car paused
to start to back up, and during this pause, a 19-year-old boy named Gavrilo Princip stepped forward and fired a pistol two
times killing both Ferdinand and his wife.

At the time, it was far from obvious that this event would lead to a worldwide conflagration.  Rasputin had been
preaching the whole time that the Balkans were not worth fighting for saying, “Fear, fear war!”  And in fact, a reactionary
paper had credited Rasputin with preserving the peace.  However, after Ferdinand’s assassination, Austria-Hungary,
assuming Serbian government complicity in the murder, delivered an outrageous ultimatum to Serbia basically transforming
Serbia into a colony of Austria-Hungary.  Predictably, Serbia desperately appealed to Russia for assistance.  Russian
foreign minister S.D. Sazonov tried several methods of peaceful resolution.  All of them were rejected by Austria-Hungary
until it became obvious that they meant to invade Serbia no matter what.  Sazonov unsuccessfully attempted to obtain Ger-
man intervention.  The Germans insisted that the quarrel was strictly between Serbia and Austria-Hungary — and it was
upon this contention that the war started.  Germany and Austria-Hungary were both aware that Russia was in no way
prepared for war, and so they assumed that Russian wishes could be safely discounted.  As is usual in affairs of state, their
calculations were wrong.  And as is also usual in affairs of state, these mistakes were destined to cost millions of the lives of
innocent citizens who had nothing to do with these decisions.

Anyway, this was when Austria-Hungary declared war on Serbia.  Russia mobilized as a result of Austria-Hungary’s
action, and Germany mobilized as a result of Russia’s action, and so forth.  Everyone then declared war upon everyone else,
and it was on.

Kaiser William did not want a war with Russia.  With Russia in chaos, he had assumed that we would back down.  This
assumption showed the Kaiser’s complete ignorance of the fact that regardless of their opinion of the government at any
given time, Russians will always instantly drop any internal dissention when faced with an external threat.  The Kaiser had
also misjudged his nephew Nicholas’s resentment over the bullying Russia endured during the previous Balkan crisis.

As soon as the call went out, huge masses of Russians instantly reported for service and the mobilization was conducted
with astonishing rapidity.  Throughout the empire, crowds filled the streets in wild excitement.  They sang, cheered,
laughed, and wept.  Overnight, an irresistible tide of patriotism swept over Russia.  They were not fighting for the govern-
ment.  They were fighting for Russia! Without thought, workers exchanged the red flags of revolution for the icons of Holy
Russia and portraits of the tsar.  The strikers went back to work.  The universities were emptied as students rushed to enlist.

Thus, to the Kaiser’s surprise, the Russian juggernaut was soon ready to be unleashed.  Once again, the vast, endless,
faceless hordes of Russian peasants marched forth ready and willing to die in their millions...

Chapter 10:  Misanthropy’s Apotheosis
December, 1914
St. Petersburg, Russia

t was also while on the imperial yacht off the coast of Finland that the imperial family learned of the attempted assas-
sination of Rasputin by Khina Gusseva — that, in fact, Rasputin had been stabbed the day before Ferdinand had been

shot...

I
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Considering the events that were to follow, I cannot help but speculate how the 20th Century would have turned out had
Ferdinand survived that day and Rasputin succumbed to his wound.  It is quite possible that the Great War, the Russian
Revolution, and even World War II would have never happened.  (As Alexander Kerensky noted: “Without Rasputin, there
could have been no Lenin.”)

Another aspect of the attempt on Rasputin’s life was that his personal influence was absent as the tsar made his deci-
sions.  Grishka was opposed to all wars on principal, and he had claimed, not without some justification, to have been
personally responsible for averting wars in both 1909 and 1912 during the previous Balkans’ crisis when he had said that
the Balkans were not worth fighting for.

Even so, he tried to exert what influence he could from his sick bed.  Once again displaying his incredible gift of presci-
ence, he telegraphed Nicholas saying:  “Let Papa not plan war; for with war will come the end of Russia and of yourselves,
and you will lose to the last man.”

Nicholas reportedly received Grishka’s telegram with great vexation, but he was already committed beyond the ability to
pull back by this time, and mobilization continued.

As for me personally, there was nothing I could do for Grishka as Praskovie was taking care of him and so I returned to
Peter — whereupon I went on a weeklong drunk.

I should mention here:  Those who have never personally witnessed Russian drinking have no appreciation of how
drinking is truly done.  Visitors to Russia, astonished by it, have remarked upon it for centuries.  We are not relaxed social
imbibers.  When it comes to vodka, we know no moderation.  Once a bottle is uncorked, it must be finished.  There is no
such thing a putting it back on the shelf — a notion that Russians find highly amusing whenever Westerners mention the
idea.  Russians drink strictly for the purpose of obliterating themselves.  We eagerly embrace the escapism that it offers.  I
have heard that even the Bolsheviks — with their chronic shortages of nearly everything — never allow the vodka to run
dry.

Sometime later, out of my mind and in a near stupor — and having no idea what I was getting myself into — I asked the
tsar to be relieved of my duties as the tsarevich’s companion and bodyguard in order to join my fellow peasantry on the
front lines.

Much to my later regret, the tsar reluctantly granted my request.

One of the most dangerous strategies that governments use is to try to convince the populace that ‘God’ is on their side.
This is problematic because it encourages the populace to equate national interest with divine intent, thus allowing the
government to offer justification for whatever atrocities they believe are necessary to commit.  This is exactly what Hitler
did.  Germans found the Versailles Treaty to be so insulting and vindictive that resentment nearly overwhelmed them.
When the economy collapsed in 1929 — a collapse that hit in Germany harder than anywhere else — this provided Adolf
Hitler, the ex-housepainter from Austria, his opportunity to play upon German frustration and anger like the demagogic
maestro that he was.  A simplistic analysis of Germany’s problems combined with effective mob oratory propelled Hitler’s
Nazis into the mainstream, gaining 107 seats in the Reichstag in 1930, and 230 in 1932, making them the largest political
party in Germany.  Field Marshal von Hindenburg installed Hitler as chancellor on January 30, 1933.  Hitler asked for and
received new elections that, utilizing systematic terrorist tactics, gave him a bare majority.  He used that majority to
suspend the constitution, and the rest is well-known history.

Thus, after twenty years of truce, there came what was basically a continuation of the Great War.  And it was fought
over the same key-issue, i.e. Germany’s attempt to dominate the world. As in WWI, German military performance was
impressive, but also as in WWI, a prompt victory eluded her and the greater resources of the Allies eventually wore her
down.

But not before over 16 million people were killed and unspeakable atrocities were committed by both sides...
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In sheer numbers and size, the Russian army was a colossus.  Already numbering 1.4 million before the war, the mobili-
zation immediately added another 3.1 million — and behind this original mass stood many millions more.

In every other respect, though, Russia was unprepared.  Russian industry was relatively primitive.  Munitions were few
and there were no means to manufacture more.  Russia had few railroads while Germany was criss-crossed with them.
German reserves moving to the front only had to travel 200 to 300 kilometers while Russians had to travel an average of
1,300.  Russia had all of her enemies in between her and her allies while the Central Powers were all in a concentrated
mass.  Germany easily blockaded the Baltic and the Ottomans barred the Dardanelles.  Russian imports dropped 95% while
exports dropped 98%.  Almost twice as many ships called on British ports weekly than entered Russian ports annually.

Also hampering Russian war efforts was a man who soon proved to be the most valuable man in the German war effort:
The Russian War Minister Vladimir Sukhomlinov.  It was Sukhomlinov’s job to organize and equip the Russian army.
However, he showed much more concern about his party schedule and his lavish spending on his 37-year-old wife.
(Sukhomlinov was nearly 70.)  He enjoyed his pleasures and disliked work.  Another factor was that Sukhomlinov hated
Grand Duke Nicholas, who was field commander of the army.  Sukhomlinov was completely ignorant of modern war
having not been in the field himself since 1878, and he thought that rapid-fire artillery and machine guns were unworthy of
brave men.  Combined with the shallowness of his thought — he treated complicated military questions with astonishing
levity — this served to create disaster.  However, those not familiar with the incredible complication of modern warfare
thought that Sukhomlinov’s insouciance was a sign that he handled these problems well and that he was a quick decision
maker.  Combined with the fact that he could be enormously charming, and that he very thoroughly brown-nosed the tsar,
he was, as a result, highly thought of by the monarch.  Sukhomlinov was hoping to command the army himself.  When the
legendary and highly competent Grand Duke Nicholas Nicolaievich was appointed instead, the jealous war minister did
everything in his power to undercut the grand duke — up to and including withholding vital military supplies.  This resulted
in tens of thousands of unnecessary Russian deaths and in a threat to the very war effort itself.

When the chief of artillery eventually came to Sukhomlinov, literally in tears, to say that Russia would be forced to sue
for peace due to a lack of shells, Sukhomlinov said, “Go to the Devil and shut up.”

I marched with the troops of General Samsonov into East Prussia.  For the three days prior to our first battle we had
nothing to eat.

Just before the battle, I found myself sharing a fire with two pleasant and jocular soldiers named Ivan and Volodya.
Ivan said to Volodya, “What will you do when you return to Moscow and see a pussy?”
“I will salute it!”
“There are many beautiful women in Moscow!”
“Then I will be doing a lot of saluting!”
Ivan then said, “I have protected my handsome face, but now I have a scar!  A handsome face is not a gift to be taken

lightly!”
To which Volodya replied, “But unlike me, you were never incredibly handsome — merely well featured.  Had you been

blessed with the miraculous good looks that I possess, your scar would have been true tragedy!”
“Yes, that is true.  Your handsomeness is probably nature’s way of compensating for your unfortunate shortness of stat-

ure.”
“Short!  I am almost as tall as you!”
“Ah, but of what significance is ‘almost’?  Can someone be ‘almost’ alive, or ‘almost’ talented?  The reality is that I am

taller than you, though I concede there is not a handsomer short man in our division.”
We all laughed.  Then turning to me, Volodya said, “Have you noticed that when Moschev removes his helm then I am

taller than he?”
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Evidently, our plan was to attack the rear of the German army that was facing the Russian troops of General
Rennenkampf.  Both our army and General Rennenkampf’s army were individually larger than the German army was.
However, due to the incompetence of both Russian generals, miscommunications, and to the German’s overwhelming supe-
riority in artillery, we lost the battle of Tannenberg.  The Germans removed the entire force facing Rennenkampf without
anyone knowing it and then attacked us.  Due to mistaken orders, our army was split up.  The Germans poured into these
gaps, encircled our center, and smashed our army.

Simply to write those words, though, fails to describe the horror and insanity of actually being there.  Explosion after
explosion thundering through the thick forest, bullets whizzing, men screaming with legs and/or arms missing, men dying
by having their bodies torn to shreds — bodies piling up so high that we began using them for breastworks.  I can put the
words down, but it is utterly and completely impossible to convey what it is like in any manner that anyone can understand
who was not there.  You had to see/ smell/feel it.

Most of General Samsonov’s army was killed or captured.  I only escaped capture by literally burying myself under a
pile of my dead compatriots — including the bodies of Ivan and Volodya, who would not be saluting any pussy in Moscow.
I had taken a bullet in the arm, and that arm has been almost useless to this day.

I managed to hang on to my sanity in the aftermath of Tannenberg until I found a dog on the battlefield that had been
killed — and for some reason the dead dog finally drove me over the edge.  In the midst of hundreds of thousands of dead
men who had been killed in a thoroughly grotesque manner, and surrounded by dead horses, smoke, fire, and mangled
equipment — I began crying hysterically over the death of a dog.  (It is said that Hitler loved animals and could not stand to
see them hurt.  I understand that feeling now.)

After the battle, General Samsonov evidently said, “The enemy has luck one day, we will have luck another.”
Then he rode off alone into the forest and shot himself.

I have learned that in wartime, all military commanders must become inured to the concept of ‘acceptable losses’ if they
wish to continue functioning.  A human being cannot accept “acceptable losses” and still maintain his humanity.  Thus, in
the military, it is impossible for human beings to rise in the ranks.  Also, one does not receive promotions in the military
based upon military ability.  You receive promotions based upon your ability to attract the attention of superior officers.  To
do this, you must be liked, and you must fit in.  You must look like, act like, and talk like everyone else.  You must think in
ways with which they are comfortable.  The result of this paradigm is that you end up with a command structure that is top-
heavy with people who look good in a uniform, and who talk and act well enough not to embarrass themselves.  The ones
who quietly and efficiently do their jobs — and who regularly bail out their superiors — are usually blamed for errors that
they advised against and they are eventually left by the wayside.

In other words, the scum tends to rise to the top.
The ‘scum rising to the top’ phenomenon also applies to the civilian leadership.  In any large political system — be it

democracy, empire, or dictatorship — what rises to the top are the bureaucratic infighters, assassins, demagogues, and
warmongers.  It is funny, because the foot soldiers in most armies generally represent the bravest and most honourable
people in a society.  However, almost invariably these men risk all to promote the interests of a bunch of sociopathic scum-
bag cowards who have no honour.

There was one consolation to our loss at Tannenberg though:  The Germans had been poised to take Paris.  Our offen-
sive forced the Germans to redeploy much of their army from France to come deal with us.  Two army corps and one
division of cavalry arrived too late to fight us at Tannenberg, and they were unable to return to France in time for the Battle
of the Marne — so though we lost the battle, we still prevented a German victory in France.

Yippee yi yay.
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The fall and winter saw several more Russian losses (leaving literally millions of dead peasants lying blown to bits) and
the Russian forces were driven out of Prussia — but very little further.

As with so many times before in Russian history, our sorely battered army still stood its ground facing the enemy.
Meanwhile, St. Petersburg was renamed Petrograd on August 31st in the great wave of anti-German feeling sweeping

Russia.  Alexandra suffered much criticism and mistrust due to her German background, but this was completely misplaced.
The tsaritsa loved her adopted country with all her heart, and she set a striking example of personal service when she, Olga,
and Tatiana all took nursing courses.  On August 23rd, they began performing thoroughly repulsive duties dressing war
wounds in a hospital that Alexandra had opened.

A major scandal broke when a friend of War Minister Sukhomlinov, a man named Myasoyedov, was discovered to be a
German spy.

He was hanged as a traitor.
Sukhomlinov still maintained his position, though.

The now recovered Grishka was in regular contact with the royal family all through this period.  Due to the large number
of scandals surrounding Grishka, these meetings were now made in the home of Anna Vyrubova.  Vyrubova herself now
owed her life to Rasputin due to a railway accident in which Vyrubova suffered skull and spine injuries as well as a crushed
right leg and a broken left leg.  The doctors at the hospital pronounced that she was dying.

The Holy Communion was administered.
Nicholas, Alexandra, myself, and several others were watching by her when Rasputin burst in without announcement or

leave or word to any of the bystanders.  He rushed to Vyrubova’s side, took her hand, and said, “Annushka, wake up!”
Look at me!”

Vyrubova opened her eyes and murmured, “Grigory!  That’s you!  Thank God!”
Grishka then turned to the rest of us and said, “She will recover, but she will remain a cripple.”  Then he stumbled out of

the room and fainted in the hallway.
Alexandra credited Rasputin with yet another miracle.  Grishka himself often thereafter spoke of when he ‘resurrected’

Anna.
On January 19th, a troika being driven at a very high rate of speed barely missed running Rasputin down.  The occupants

later admitted that they were from Tsaritsyn, which was the fortress of Iliodor, the same ex-compatriot turned bitter enemy
who had unleashed the knife-wielding Khina Gusseva upon Rasputin the year before.

On March 12th, Nicholas was preparing to visit the troops at the front and he received a blessing from Rasputin, an act
that Nicholas attributed to his peace of mind during the trip.

While he was gone, Rasputin and I decided to go to Moscow and party...

Navigating Moscow can be a challenge.  It would have been laid out in concentric circles except that a bend of the
Moskvá River intruded.  As a result, the main city could be likened to a giant cookie with a bite taken out of it.  Occupying
Moscow’s highest hill in its entirety sprawls the Kremlin — a city-unto-itself made up of palaces, churches, a monastery, a
convent, the Court of Justice, an arsenal and barracks, and numerous other buildings, almost all of which are topped with
domes, turrets, or onion-bulbed spires.  The entire complex is contained within a triangle of twenty-metre-high walls of
crenellated and whitewashed stone running close alongside that previously mentioned bend in the river.  The Kremlin is the
center of the city’s concentric partial circles, and it towers over them all.  A local proverb states that ‘there is nothing above
Moscow except the Kremlin, and nothing above the Kremlin except Heaven’.
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The next partial circle outside the Kremlin is called simply Górod, or ‘the City’, and it is also surrounded by a white-
washed wall.  This area represents the business district, and consists of offices, trading concerns, the university, banks, and
so on.

Outside the walls of Górod lies the ‘White City’ of imperial, royal, and noble palaces.  Here are the mansions of most of
the rich families.  ‘White City’ also contains museums, theatres, grand churches, and the Imperial Foundlings Hospital.

The next circle is the ‘Earth City’, so called because of the now-crumbling earth-works around it that was once the
outermost ramparts of the city.  Earth City consists of less grand residences, hotels, taverns, and market squares.

But Moscow long ago sprawled beyond the ramparts of Earth City, and in fact, three-fourths of the city’s area now lies
in the outermost ring called the Okréstnosti, or ‘the Suburbs’.  This is a typically bland Russian euphemism for what actu-
ally consists of an industrial belt of factories, mills, forges, foundries, and the pitiful shacks of the virtual slaves who work
there.  The Okréstnosti is as dirty, drab, and mean as any industrial city anywhere, with its pall of smoke, soot, and noxious
smells.

Moscow had stagnated since Tsar Peter the Great moved the capital to St. Petersburg.  (Moscow is now about the same
size as Kiev.)  The last few years, though, Moscow has aspired to become the industrial and transport center of Russia; thus
the ugliness, overcrowding, noise, dirt, and odours of the Okréstnosti.

However, in stark contrast to the dowdy Okréstnosti stands the Kremlin itself.  Having been the capital of Russia prior to
Peter, the Kremlin is still the holy place where the tsar must be crowned.

When Grishka and I toured the Kremlin, we saw the palace museums, the public rooms of the tsar’s Great Kremlin
Palace, and the Cathedral of the Assumption where every tsar had been crowned since Ivan the Terrible.  We finished our
tour benumbed by the sheer numbers and richness of the building’s contents — gold, silver, and gem-encrusted medallions,
diadems, necklaces, and tableware; ancient crowns and crown jewels; banners from long-ago battles; antique arms and
armour; luxurious old coaches and sleighs, all gold-leaf and fur upholstery.

Directly across the river from the Kremlin is the Neskuchniy Sad, the ‘Non-Boring Garden’.  It is the best-tended and
most beautiful park in the city, even in deep winter.  Its well-sculptured topiary, bushy groves hiding lover’s lanes, a small
lake covered with ice-skaters, and delicate pavilions.

Another relic of Ivan the Terrible is St. Basil’s Cathedral, with its exterior straight out of a faery tale about gingerbread-
and-candy castles.  It is located at the south end of the vast Krasny’s Square, and consists of a dozen clustered high domes
and spires, no two even remotely similar.  Some are onion shaped, some saw-toothed, some faceted, some studded with
pimply knobs, and some are scaled like fish.  All are gilded with gold leaf, tiled, or painted in at least two colours each —
no two anywhere coloured with the same hues — in bands, stripes, or spirals.  The archway and window shapes are of
infinite variety:  Some round, some square, some rectangular, some oblong, and two side by side were framed and painted
to resemble the eyes of an owl.

We eventually found our way to an infamous tavern called the Yar.  Grishka, who had been growing bolder and bolder
as time went on, followed his usual policy of going way too far and eventually arranged his clothes so as to expose his
private parts to the other patrons.  When several of them expressed dismay, Grishka growled, “If I can do this with the
imperial family, I can do it here!”

As the police drug him away, he was snarling and vowing vengeance.
When news of this latest atrocity reached Peter, it was assumed that Rasputin was finished.  The Petrograd Prefect of

Police, Dzhunskovsky, boldly reported to Nicholas about the incident.  Dzhunskovsky had seen Rasputin’s influence
increasing in political appointments and considered Rasputin’s interventions to be a danger not only to Russia, but also to
the tsar and his dignity.  Nicholas simply asked for a written report — but when Dzhunskovsky asked permission to
continue an investigation of Rasputin’s activities, his request was granted.

Thus, our apartment at 64 Gorokhovaya Street came under 24-hour surveillance and the now famous police reports of
Grishka’s activities from 1914-1916 were written.  On days that he had not been drinking late the night before, Grishka got
up early and went to mass.  By the time he returned, the petitioners were already lining up.  Grishka’s influence in court
brought a wide variety of people up our stairwell — actresses, adventurers, bankers, bishops, officers, peasant girls, society
girls, old women, speculators, and on and on.  Many traveled kilometers just to receive his blessing.  There were so many of
them that they often had to wait in line on the stairwell.  Outside, the automobiles of important people often lined the curb
as they waited to see him.

If Grishka liked a petitioner and decided to grant their wish, he would write them a note to give to the proper person.
These scraps of paper were usually all that was needed for the bearer to win a promotion or to obtain a position, delay a
transfer, or to confirm a contract.  Some of these notes went straight to Alexandra, who forwarded them to the tsar.
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In return for his notes, Rasputin received sexual favours or bundles of money.  The money he simply stuffed into a
drawer without even counting it.  If the next petitioner happened to be a person in need, Grishka might pull out the entire
bundle he had just received and give it to them.  Rasputin had little need of money.  Our apartment was in a working class
neighborhood and came cheaply.  Most of our food, wine, and vodka came as gifts.  Most of the money he kept was
earmarked as a dowry for his daughter Maria, who was living with us and going to school at the time.

A woman named Olga Lokhtina invited him to stay in her home.  She became a lifelong devotee, transforming from a
witty, intelligent socialite into a crazed eccentric in the process.  On one occasion, I saw Grishka violently beating her while
she held on to his penis shouting: ‘I am your ewe, and you are Christ.’  Many of the female petitioners ended up at the
police station immediately after claiming that Grishka tried to rape them.  The details of her complaint were duly noted.
Father Grigory was never punished.

Meanwhile, our private police force recorded our daily activities in great detail:  ‘Anastasia Shapovalenkova, the wife of
a doctor, has given Rasputin a carpet...an unknown clergyman brought fish for Rasputin...Councilor von Kok brought Ras-
putin a case of wine...’  the police tried to question all of our visitors as they left to learn what had happened.  ‘November
2nd:  An unknown woman asked Rasputin to prevent her husband, a lieutenant, from being transferred from Petrograd...
[she said] “A servant opened the door to me and showed me to a room where Rasputin, whom I had never seen before,
appeared immediately.  He told me at once to take off my clothes.  I complied with his wish and went with him into an
adjoining room.  He hardly listened to my request; but kept on touching my face and breasts and asking me to kiss him.
Then, he wrote a note but did not give it to me saying that he was displeased with me and bidding me to come back the next
day.”’  ‘December 3rd:  Madame Likart visited Rasputin...to ask him to intervene on her husband’s behalf.  Rasputin
proposed that she should kiss him; she refused, however, and departed.’

They also kept track of Grishka’s evening companions:  ‘Maria Gill, the wife of a captain in the 145 th Regiment, slept at
Rasputin’s...about 1 AM Rasputin brought an unknown woman back to the house; she spent the night with him...Rasputin
brought a prostitute back to the flat and locked her in his room...Vararova, the actress, slept at Rasputin’s.’

In addition to reporting on Rasputin, the police were also there to protect his life.  One night two gentlemen with drawn
revolvers dashed up the stairs stating that their wives were spending the night with the starets and that they sought revenge.
One group of officers detained the cuckolds whilst another group rushed up the stairs to issue a warning.  Grishka managed
to bustle the ladies in question down the back stairs just before the husbands burst into the front door.

On and on went the reports:  ‘October 14th:  Rasputin came home drunk and insulted the concierge’s wife...  November
6th:  Rasputin came back drunk.  As he went up to his flat he inquired if there were any visitors for him.  On hearing that
there were two ladies, he asked, “Are they pretty?  Very pretty?  That is good, I need pretty ones.”  January 14 th:  Rasputin
came home at 7 AM.  He was dead drunk.  He smashed a pane of glass in the house door; apparently he had had one fall
already for his nose was swollen.’

Day after day these reports piled up on the desks of the police, where they were passed on to someone whose duty it was
to read them — and to many unauthorized others as well who paid handsomely to read them out of prurient curiosity.
Merchants, stockbrokers, ministers, court official, titled aristocrats, and foreign ambassadors all pored over them until they
became the talk of Petrograd.

The only person who received an offer to read them and refused was the Empress Alexandra.  She viewed the ‘staircase
notes’ as the result of a conspiracy by the police to discredit the starets.  Her blind and stubborn refusal to see the truth
remained extant even after Rasputin’s death.  This blinkered view on Alexandra’s part was largely due to Grishka’s
charisma and to his shameful yet brilliant abilities as an actor.  His physical presence was enhanced by his incredible
strength and stamina.  He could carouse night and day at a pace that would kill a normal man.  In addition to his inhuman
strength and stamina, Rasputin also had lightning reflexes.  I once saw him knock a glass of vodka off a table with the back
of his hand and then catch it without spilling a drop. Plus, he had already shown how difficult it was to kill him.  The
wounds inflicted by Khina Gusseva would surely have killed almost anyone else.  As a result of all this, his presence
seduced not only women but also prime ministers, princesses, bishops, and grand dukes — though many were just as
violently repelled when their relationships to him turned sour.  And by this point, he directed most of his extraordinary
abilities to convincing Alexandra that he was a son of the peasantry and a devoted man of God, pure as the driven snow.
Alexandra never saw anything else.  She had personally witnessed Rasputin performing bona-fide miracles in curing Alexis
and Anna Vyrubova after the finest doctors in Russia had given them both up for dead.  Whenever Rasputin felt himself
threatened, he played Alexandra’s fears and religious feelings like a prodigy.  More than once I heard Rasputin tell Alexan-
dra that if he was not there to protect them that she would lose both her son and her crown in a very short while.  After
Alexandra became directly involved in politics, Rasputin’s advice was carefully crafted to mirror and reinforce the
Empress’ own policies.  As the war continued, Rasputin, like Lenin, saw that — other than the war itself — the predomi-
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nant concern of the people was bread.  He saw that this problem was mainly one of distribution and he repeatedly urged
Alexandra to improve the railways.  Had he restricted himself to railways, Rasputin would have been fine.  However, he
began his most destructive influence when he began appointing and dismissing ministers.  When Alexandra began admin-
istration of the government after Nicholas left for the front, she based her appointments almost exclusively upon whether or
not Rasputin approved of them.  This became highly problematic because Grishka granted his approval based solely on
whether or not they allowed him free reign to indulge in his debauchery.  Since responsible and effective men could hardly
approve of Rasputin’s lifestyle, the government soon fell into the hands of highly incompetent and corrupt men whose only
qualification was that they sucked up to Rasputin.  Again:  Grishka had no desire whatsoever to rule Russia; his only moti-
vation was to be left free to conduct his dissolute life.  When powerful ministers opposed him, Rasputin simply wanted
them out of his hair.  When nearly every official in the entire government eventually owed their position to Rasputin, he
insured not that he could rule Russia, but that he would simply be left alone.  Many of these appointments, needless to say,
would have been hilarious had not the results been so grim.  One night at the nightclub Villa Rodé, Grishka encouraged a
drunken chamberlain named A.N. Khvostov to sing with the gypsy chorus.  Grishka was so delighted with the result that
shortly thereafter Khvostov unexpectedly found himself appointed as the powerful Minister of the Interior.  Rasputin also
reinforced Alexandra’s fervent belief in the autocracy and battled against the Duma and others in their efforts to form a
responsible government, for he knew that probably the very first act of such a government would be to eliminate him.

Alexandra’s intransigence on this point was destined to create dire consequences.
Another reason for Rasputin’s mistrust toward the Duma was that by this point the Duma was made up almost

completely of the landed gentry; the very men most directly responsible for oppressing the peasants for centuries.  Up until
the formation of the Duma, representatives of the peasants traditionally had direct access to the tsar, albeit unofficial.  The
Duma now stood between the peasants and their tsar.

While Nicholas was not as enamoured of Rasputin as his wife was, he knew very well how much his wife depended
upon Rasputin’s presence — thus, especially after he left for the front, Nicholas regularly deferred to Alexandra’s sugges-
tions in the appointment of ministers.

More than any other single factor, this unwise policy was what eventually cost Nicholas his throne.

At the outbreak of war, Nicholas’s first impulse was to take personal command of the army.  Since he knew absolutely
nothing about commanding an army, his advisors wisely and unanimously dissuaded him.  However, in the winter of 1914-
1915 and through the summer of 1915, Russian forces suffered the long series of disastrous defeats that I have already
described.  In the first ten months of 1915 Russia lost approximately 3.8 million soldiers killed, wounded, or captured —
and we lost Galicia and most of Poland in the process.  Thus, against the advice of all of his advisors, Nicholas took
command of the army in the autumn of 1915.  Surprisingly, he had Alexandra’s support in this.  Alexandra hated and feared
Grand Duke Nicholas because (why else?)  Grand Duke Nicholas loathed Rasputin.  Also surprisingly, Nicholas took the
Tsarevich Alexis with him.  This was highly questionable, especially considering Alexis’s medical condition.  However,
Nicholas had suffered through his entire reign because his own father had completely failed to prepare Nicholas for the
duties of being tsar, and Nicholas determined that he would not make the same mistake with Alexis.  A few months later, I
had had more than enough of fighting on the front lines (in January, I had found a frozen dead body wearing fur boots.  In
order to remove the boots I had to cut the man’s feet off so I could thaw them next to a fire) and so I asked Nicholas to be
relieved of military service.  I then reassumed my rôle as Alexis’s companion and accompanied them back to the front —
though far from the fighting this time.  Pierre Gilliard also joined us.  Late in October, we took a month-long trip the length
of the battlefront.  We made a surprise visit to a dressing station so that Nicholas could show Alexis firsthand that war was
a horrid nightmare, and not at all a game of toy soldiers.  Moving from bed to bed, Nicholas spoke with the mutilated, torn
up men.  Most of them had trouble believing that this was the tsar himself.  Alexis, with is sensitivity to suffering and pain,
was very deeply moved.  Inevitably, in December Alexis suffered a severe nosebleed.  Nosebleeds pose a serious danger to
hemophiliacs because unlike external bleeding, nosebleeds are not treatable with pressure, and once started they are almost
impossible to stop.  It was the worst bleeding incident since Spala, and eventually Alexis returned to Tsarskoe Selo and
Rasputin was sent for.  Grishka came into the room, made the sign of the cross, and staring intently at Alexis, quietly said,
“Don’t be alarmed.  Nothing will happen.”  Then, without another word, he left the palace.  That was it.

The next day, the bleeding had stopped.
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Sadly leaving his son behind Nicholas returned to the front.  The Tsarevich remained at Tsarskoe Selo the rest of the
winter, returning to HQ in May of 1916.  His last visit to HQ was December 1916, whereupon he returned to Tsarskoe Selo
for the winter.

After the devastation of the Russian army in 1915, the Germans figured that they had broken the back of the Russian war
machine.  Thus, they transferred a major portion of their own war machine back to the Western Front to finish the French at
Verdun.  However, as has been done over and over throughout history, Russia’s enemies underestimated her.  To the aston-
ishment and dismay of the German generals, the Russians launched yet another major offensive in May 1916.  The Ger-
mans were once again forced to abandon their assault on Verdun and once again they were forced to march their armies east
to deal with the Russians.  However, once again the cost was horrific:  1.2 million more Russian peasants lost their lives.
By this point, Russia had suffered 7.9 million men as casualties or captured.  This was over half of the 15.5 million origi-
nally mobilized.  The German general Hindenburg said:

“...sometimes in our battles with the Russians, we had to remove mounds of enemy corpses from before our trenches in
order to get a clear field of fire against fresh assaulting waves.  Imagination may try to reconstruct the figure of their
losses, but an accurate calculation will remain forever a vain thing.”

Unfortunately for the Germans, Russia had an almost limitless supply of expendable serfs...
Many do not realize that up until 1861, Russian serfs were quite literally slaves in every sense of the word.  Nobles and

landowners could buy them, hire them out, starve them, lash them, imprison them, and take their goods, animals, and
women.  Many people find it hard to believe that just eighty years ago white Europeans could be flogged, knouted (some-
thing infinitely worse than flogging), or banished to Siberia at their landlord’s whim.  (The landlord was only responsible
for the cost of transport.)  They could be made to wear spiked collars, the women could be kept in harems, the men could be
sent off to the army so that the owners could steal their wives.  The children of the serfs could even be sold off.  And for all
this, they were expected to be grateful to their lords!  They literally crawled in front of them calling them ‘father’, touching
their heads on the ground, and kissing their boots.  Traditionally, they had bits of land to work for their own benefit.  They
were supposed to be able to work three days a week on their own patch, and three days on that of their master’s.  In reality,
they almost invariably had six days on their master’s and one on their own — if they were lucky.

Then, when they were ‘freed’ in 1861, their plight greatly worsened for as slaves their masters at least had a financial
incentive to keep them alive.  As freemen, this incentive no longer existed — plus, the abolition of slavery upset the
economic balance and widespread starvation ensued.  The aristocracy finally figured out that wage-slaves were actually
cheaper than actual slaves were.  Actual slaves cost a lot of money, both to purchase and to maintain.  If a slave died from
starvation or poor medical care, there was a large financial loss.  So why go to the expense of buying and enslaving people
when it was much cheaper to simply hire them and then pay a substandard wage?  As long as you assure a labour force that
is much larger than actually needed, you can pay them almost nothing and still have them lining up to work for you!

The official doctrine stated that workers are merely consumables to be used up and discarded.  Thus, slaves were of
much more value to them because the elíte had an actual investment in their development.  After the serfs were ‘freed’,
though, there was no longer any financial incentive to take care of them.  And since there were so many of them, they were
completely expendable.  Thus, for most of Russian history, our land has been ruled by a very small landed aristocracy with
their feet on the necks of vast herds of human animals.  They had Cossack devils to keep order when required — which
understandably was quite often.

To quote Faust:
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In all countries where the denseness of the population has reduced it to a matter of perfect certainty, that labour can
be obtained whenever wanted, and that the labourer can be forced by sheer necessity to hire for the smallest pittance that
will keep soul and body together and rags upon his back while in actual employment — in all such countries it is found
cheaper to pay this pittance than to clothe, feed, nurse, support through childhood, and pension in old age, a race of
slaves.

One danger that is easy to fall into once you begin dehumanizing people is that it becomes easier to expand your list of
who falls into the category of ‘sub-human’.  The elítes began including women, children, and the elderly in their list of
those who could be oppressed with impunity.  The game was rigged so that the serfs could not win.  The elítes made it
illegal to teach the serfs anything and then called them stupid.  They forced the serfs to live in filth and then called them
dirty.  They forced them to ask for permission for any act and then called them un-enterprising and un-motivated.  Serfs
were damned if they did, and damned if they didn’t.

There were a few advantages to being a serf.  Since they had nothing that could be stolen, exploited, or mortgaged, the
moneyed interests in St. Petersburg generally only bothered them when they needed canon-fodder.  (Among the never
ending mass of uneducated and superstitious peasants were never ending droves of gullible, malleable, and pusillanimous
folk ever eager to swallow any outrageous institutional lie to march forward to meaningless death; and even those who did
have an inkling of what they were getting into probably figured that anything was an improvement over their current state
of affairs…) Otherwise, the serfs were pretty much left alone by the national government as long as they stayed ‘in their
place’.  However, since the rulers and their Cossack whores were so vastly outnumbered by the serfs, the ruling elítes lived
in constant fear of them and went to extraordinary lengths to keep them ignorant and afraid.  Anything in the least bit
educational or progressive was strictly forbidden to serfs.  Even expansion of the railroads was feared as a tool of revolu-
tion.  The secret police were everywhere and were known as the ‘white terror’.  The entire population was ‘on the books’
and everyone had to have his ‘billet’, (his ‘ticket to live’), for without it, you were no one — you simply didn’t exist.  And
all of this must be understood in the context of the Russian steppes, where most of our population lives.  The steppes seem
to go on forever and ever.  They completely dwarf the American plains — and in fact you could fit the entire area of the
lower 48 states within the confines of the Russian Steppes.  On the steppes, there is no sky; there is simply a vast emptiness
overhead.  There is no horizon; only a distant haze, and endless kilometers of grass that is sun-scorched in the summer, and
hard frozen in the winter.  The few scattered hamlets only serve to emphasize the loneliness of that huge plain, imprisoning
by its very emptiness.  While these hamlets cumulatively house countless millions, they are so spread out over such a vast
area that it doesn’t matter.  There are no hills to climb, no trees to sit under, no wonder to catch the imagination, or bind the
inhabitants to the land.

Russia is a brutal and inhumane land — and the brutality all the worse because it is not even recognized as such by
Russians.  To us, it is just normal, everyday reality, and most of us literally know nothing else.

My father once told me of being dinner guests at the home of the mayor of Pokrovskoye, who was a minor noble.  His
family was not a notably cruel or callous family — yet while relaxing after dinner, the maid and housekeeper entered the
room.  The maid, a serf girl, then kneeled by the card table and the housekeeper carefully sheared off her long red hair with
a pair of scissors.

The daughter of the house had not even noticed what was happening until the housekeeper handed her the red tresses.
“Oh, how pretty!” she exclaimed.  “Shall I keep them, or sell them?  They are worth thirty rubles in Peter or Moscow.”

Then, regarding her now bald maid, she asked her father for fifty rubles to buy a new maid since her old one was now so
ugly.  (Evidently, a maid’s hair was worth thirty rubles, while the maid herself was worth only fifty.)  And the daughter was
not being consciously cruel; she simply didn’t view her maid as human.  If you had suggested to the mayor’s family that
they were cruel they would have said you were crazy.  The mayor would have argued that his serfs loved and respected him
because he gave them strict justice under the law, thus preventing them from devolving into dissolution and laziness — and
many of the serfs did indeed feel this way because this reality had been drilled into their heads since childhood.

To this day, the serfs live in filthy one-room log huts called isbas. They are foul, verminous hovels, and this is where
the vast majority of Russia’s entire population lives.  Their food is equally vile — one delicacy ‘enjoyed’ by Russian peas-
antry is called shchi. It consists of leathery slabs of salt fish, unadorned boiled potatoes, black rye bread like tree bark, and
raw onions.

Their drink, (an absolute necessity in Russia), is even worse.  It is called qvass, which is made by pouring water and
honey over barley or stale rye bread.  Then, you allow it to ferment until it is thoroughly rotten, whereupon the liquid is
poured off.  It is just as pleasant as it sounds.  It is said of qvass:  “It’s black, it’s thick, and it makes you drunk.”
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On rare special occasions, vodka, (which is quite simply poison), was available.  And while many of them heard whis-
pered legends of a substance called ‘brandy’, most had no direct experience.  Generally, though, a peasant’s diet consists,
day after day, of buckwheat porridge, boiled cabbage, black rye bread, salted cucumber, tea — and the ubiquitous qvass.
That is it — at least if you are one of the more fortunate.  During bad years, literally millions starved.

Their fanciest jewelry consists of ‘Tula diamonds’ i.e. a piece of steel cut into sharp edged facets and polished to bright-
ness in the steel-mill city of Tula.

Meanwhile, the upper classes dined on black, red, and golden caviar, cold sturgeon in aspic, cheeses, pickles, pâte, and
of course, vodka, which is always drunk in the traditional Russian manner, i.e. tossed down so fast that it flashes past the
glottis directly to the stomach, thence to the brain.  Foreigners have compared this to hitting oneself on the head with a
mallet.  The next serving would consist of borscht, herring, and beet salad, elk steaks both grilled and tartare, steamed
sausages, morels, and a great variety of vegetables and condiments, strong green Crimean wine, bilberry pie, tea, and cran-
berry liqueur.  In addition to the squalor of their everyday lives, peasants also spent almost every day at backbreaking
labour in either stifling heat or bone-numbing cold.  To many, it would seem that even a people as dull, ignorant, and super-
stitious as the Russian serf would not endure such a baleful existence — and indeed, Russian history is replete with
hundreds of recorded slave-revolts.  Often they were so large as to require the military to suppress them — or, rather, the
Cossacks did the suppressing as the regular military were made up almost entirely of serfs, and slaves make lousy soldiers.
The Cossacks, on the other hand, were free and independent tribesmen who owned land and paid little tax.  (Serfs were
even required to pay what was called a ‘soul tax’ on every member of the family, including children; i.e., a tax for simply
being alive.)  Cossacks had their own tribal laws, and they usually served the tsar from fifteen years old to fifty, most of that
time being spent drinking themselves stupid.  They loved riding, fighting, and pillaging, and a free pass to mass-murder
revolting serfs was a bonus.

The laws governing serfdom were just as senseless and idiotic as the institution itself.  If they could run away for ten
years, they were free.  Some serfs cold make their own money as long as a percentage of it went to master.  Some of these
serfs became much wealthier than their masters, and some even became fabulously rich — but they still could not buy their
freedom unless the master agreed.  Some serfs even owned serfs of their own.

It was a system ripe for chaos and anarchy.  By the end of the 19th Century no place on earth was as ripe for violent and
bloody revolution as Russia...
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Part 5:  The Revolution

I hung around St. Petersburg
When I noticed it was time for a change

I killed the tsar and his ministers
Anastasia screamed in vain

—From ‘Sympathy for the Devil’
The Rolling Stones

Death solves all problems — no man, no problem

—Stalin

I have digged a pit for mine enemies, and am fallen into it myself

—Christian Bible

And the Lord said to Satan, “Whence comest thou?”
Then Satan said to the Lord, “From going to and fro in the Earth, and from walking up and down in it.

—Christian Bible
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Chapter 11:  Bête Noir
December 1917
Tsarskoe Selo, Russia

hen Nicholas went to the front, he was thus hundreds of kilometers from the seat of government.  He gave up
nearly all of his supervisory control over the affairs of state, and the rôle of running the government was assumed

by Alexandra.  In the previous twenty-one years of their marriage, Alexandra had never shown any interest in personal
power or in governing.  The only time she even mentioned affairs of state was when she defended Rasputin — and when
she did this her power was formidable.  When she took the reins of government during her husband’s absence, she exhibited
the same narrow stubbornness as she did when defending Rasputin or her son.  Since Russia was her son’s inheritance, she
viewed saving Russia and maintaining the autocracy as synonymous.  She was a mother bear defending her cub.

And ever at her shoulder stood Rasputin...

The tsar and the tsar alone chose his ministers — and this choice often depended either upon caprice or upon circum-
stances.  The tsar chose them one by one.  He had no real prime minister in the strict sense of the term.  Each minister was
responsible directly to the tsar and to him alone.  Moreover, they were not allowed to resign.  This would have implied that
they had a personal opinion or a will of their own in contradiction with the service that they owed to the tsar.  The conse-
quence was that in the absence of ‘cabinet solidarity’, the ministers fought against each other and often no government
policy was ever developed.  Expenditure was undertaken without informing the Minister of Finance, and the Minister of
Justice did not know what his colleague the Minister of the Interior was up to.  Consequently, there could be no consistent
direction in government — or rather, there were several different directions that were followed simultaneously.

While running the government in Nicholas’s absence, Alexandra relied almost exclusively upon the advice of Grigory
Efimovich Rasputin.  He was not only her principle advisor, but he was the man who kept her son alive.  He was a channel
between her and the simple and wise instincts of the Russian peasantry.  Rasputin was constantly rambling around the
countryside and he regularly brought back reports to Alexandra of the thought and feeling of the peasants.  To Alexandra,
this was the true voice of the Russian people.  She did not consider the chatterers of the Duma to be Russian.  Alexandra
also relied almost exclusively upon Rasputin concerning judgment in measuring other men.  ‘Good’ men respected the
‘Man of God’ and listened to his advice.  ‘Bad’ men hated Rasputin and made up disgusting stories about him.  ‘Good’ men
were advanced to high office while ‘bad’ men were driven from office.  Alexandra did not care whether someone was
effective or talented — in fact, since these were usually the very men who loathed Rasputin, they were usually the men who
were the victims of her axe.  Any ministers who disagreed with the tsar on any matter whatsoever were also subject to deep
suspicion — and since Alexandra considered the Duma to be anathema, anytime any minister dared to cooperate with the
Duma she became frantic.

Very soon, eight of the thirteen ministers attempted to resign in protest over Alexandra’s policies.  The tsar refused to
allow it.  However, Alexandra was so outraged that she began a concerted campaign to drive all eight of the ministers who
signed the letter out of office.  In the next sixteen months, Russia had four different prime ministers, five ministers of the
interior, four ministers of agriculture, and three ministers of war.  Thus, an efficient and talented cabinet was reduced to an
incompetent and foolish group of Rasputin sycophants.  The original Minister of War, Polivanov, (who had replaced the
inept Sukhomlinov), had brought about a miraculous turnabout in the army in training and equipment, and his efforts were
largely responsible for the successful Russian offensive of 1916.  (This was in marked contrast to the disastrous offensive of
1915 for which Sukhomlinov had been largely responsible.)  However, Polivanov not only refused to have anything to do
with Rasputin but he insisted upon working closely with the Duma.

On March 25th, Polivanov fell.  As with most of Alexandra’s actions, everyone was appalled.
Replacing the venerable Goremykin as the prime minister was Boris Stürmer, who had previously been an obscure

bureaucrat.  In addition to being a non-entity and completely unknown, Stürmer was mean-spirited, a liar, a petty intriguer,
a third rate intellect, and just generally of very low character.

However, he was a favourite of Rasputin.  He was in.
Another disaster was that the well-respected foreign minister Serge Sazonov was also replaced by the slimy Boris

Stürmer.  This meant that Stürmer was now both the foreign minister and the prime minister.
Russia’s allies were as horrified as the Russians were.  George Buchanan, the English ambassador, wrote to London:

W
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“I can never hope to have confidential relations with a man on whose word no reliance can be placed.”

An equally shocked Paléologue, the French ambassador, wrote in his diary:

“His look... is the very expression of hypocrisy.  ...in his affected politeness, he is low, intriguing, and treacherous.”

However, the key at this time was the Minister of the Interior.  Under this office came the police, the Okhrana, and
counter-espionage; the most vital resources to an unpopular regime — and under Alexandra the regime became unpopular
indeed.

Alexandra appointed Rasputin’s old friend Alexander Protopopov as Minister of the Interior.  This appointment became
the biggest disaster of all, especially when, again at Rasputin’s insistence, Protopopov was given responsibility for the most
critical problem facing Russia:  The organization of the food supplies.  Thus, as the critical winter of 1916-1917
approached, both the police and the food supplies were in the shaking and ineffectual hands of Alexander Protopopov.

Alexandra had now accomplished her goals.  All of the ministers who had signed the letter were gone.  Under Stürmer
and Protopopov, the entire cabinet was now made up of Rasputin sycophants.  Everyone except the royal family recognized
the character of Rasputin.  The soldiers in the army took it for granted that Rasputin had sexual ties with Alexandra.  Both
the country and the government began deteriorating very quickly.

In September, Nicholas dissolved the Duma, which action was immediately met with a strike in every factory in Petro-
grad.  Prices increased dramatically while the availability of goods decreased dramatically.  The spirits of the people plum-
meted.  Depression and defeatism grew apace.  Rasputin recognized this as a serious problem and lobbied the tsar to attend
to it, predicting great riots if it were not.  In October 1916, major strikes broke out all over Russia.  Law and order was
maintained only through official violence.  In one instance, soldiers at a factory gate refused to fire on strikers.  150 of these
soldiers were shot for mutiny.  The Bolsheviks claimed that the Russian government was killing more Russians at home
than the Germans were.  Lenin, writing from Switzerland, warned of the dangers of a pseudo-democracy and relying on the
ballot box when people’s minds and votes were controlled by the bourgeois newspapers, schools, colleges, churches, and
employers.

As usual, the bourgeois were their own worst enemies in this situation.  In their pursuit of personal pleasure and gratifi-
cation, high society was showing scandalous indifference to the war and to the suffering of the peasants, workers, and
soldiers.  The crowds drinking in the glittering ballrooms included many officers who should have been at the front — but
there was no longer any disgrace attached to taking extended leaves and avoiding the trenches.

Plots to murder Rasputin were hatched by a high official named Hvostov.  Another official tried to bribe Rasputin to
withdraw his support of Protopopov.  The bribe consisted of a house in Petrograd, all living expenses, a bodyguard, and the
equivalent of $95,000.  Rasputin, already wielding unimaginable power and having no use for money, laughed in his face.
It was assumed by many that both Rasputin and Alexandra were German spies sabotaging the country.  While this was
completely untrue, it was very easy to see where this assumption came from.  Alexandra could hardly have done more than
she did to disrupt the government, however innocent and well meaning her actions were.  As for Rasputin, the accusation
was ridiculous for the same reasons that he had rejected the bribe:  No foreigner could offer him anything that he did not
already have in overabundance.  In addition, Rasputin hated foreigners — especially Germans.  At most, German spies may
have infiltrated Rasputin’s social circle — an easy task to accomplish — and acquired information in this manner.  Grishka
hated the war and welcomed others who expressed anti-war feelings.  Grishka was always loud and he was constantly
boasting.  All a German agent would have required in order to gather information was to join the large mass of sycophants
who constantly surrounded Rasputin and listen.  Also, every Wednesday night Rasputin dined with a Petrograd banker
named Manus.  At these soirees, beautiful women were always abundant, and both the vodka and Grishka’s mouth always
flowed freely.  The French ambassador Paléologue believed that Manus was the leading German agent in Russia...

The evidence against Alexandra was far flimsier, but her unquestioned support of Rasputin seemed to confirm the worst.
After Hvostov’s plot to kill Rasputin was revealed, Grishka seriously began to fear for his life.  Three attempts had

already been made, and anonymous threatening letters were being received by Anna Vyrubova.

Meanwhile, affairs of state resembled a runaway train without brakes plunging down a mountainside toward a bridge
that was out.
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Due to the primitive state of Russia’s railroads and to Petrograd’s geographic isolation, food was running out.  Rents in
Petrograd rose to 200% of pre-war levels.  In the countryside, conditions were even worse.  Revolutionary rhetoric that had
been suspended at the outbreak of the war was now resumed with even greater vigour.  Pamphlets written by Lenin in Swit-
zerland were distributed freely throughout Russia.  Alexander Kerensky’s influence was growing.  Strikes once again
became regular and widespread.

Rasputin constantly applied pressure to end the war prophesying (again accurately) “...the soldiers will return like wild
beasts.”

In October, there was another ominous omen:  Police were called in to quell a railroad strike.  Two regiments of the
Petrograd garrison were summoned to help the police — and when the soldiers arrived, they opened fire upon the police.

In November, the Duma sat again.  Stürmer attempted to dissolve it once more.  This attempt instead resulted in
Stürmer’s dismissal.

Then a representative named Purishkovich delivered a stinging rebuke of Rasputin on the floor of the Duma.  He
eloquently and convincingly painted the starets as the greatest danger facing Russia.

Listening to Purishkovich’s denunciation was a wealthy young prince named Felix Yusupov...

During this period, a Jewish jeweler named Aaron Simanovich, a friend of Rasputin, received an extraordinary letter
from Grishka.  Simanovich forwarded the letter to Alexandra.  It was headed, “The Spirit of Grigory Efimovich Rasputin —
Novykh of the Village of Pokrovskoye.”

It read:

I write and leave behind me this letter at St. Petersburg.  I feel that I shall leave this life before January 1st. [OS]  I wish to
make known to the Russian people, to Papa, to the Russian Mother, and to the children, to the land of Russia, what they
must understand.  If I am killed by common assassins, and especially by my brothers the Russian peasants, you, the Tsar of
Russia, have nothing to fear, remain on your throne and govern, and you, Russian Tsar, will have nothing to fear for your
children.  They will reign for hundreds of years in Russia.  But if I am murdered by boyars, nobles, and if they shed my
blood, their hands will remain soiled with by blood, for 25 years they will not wash their hands from my blood.  They will
leave Russia.  Brothers will kill brothers and they will kill each other and hate each other, and for 25 years there will be no
nobles in the country.  Tsar of the land of Russia, if you hear the sound of the bell which will tell you that Grigory has been
killed, you must know this:  If it was your relations who have wrought my death then no one of your family, that is to say
none of your children or relations, will remain alive for more than two years.  They will be killed by the Russian people.  I go
and I feel in me the divine command to tell the Russian Tsar how he must live if I have disappeared.  You must reflect and
act prudently.  Think of your safety and tell your relations that I have paid for them with my blood.  I shall be killed.  I am
no longer among the living.  Pray, pray, be strong and think of your blessed family.

Grigory.
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By the end of 1916, it was widely accepted that some kind of major change at the top was inevitable.  Many hoped for
peaceful change.  Others advocated a brutal purge.

Other members of the imperial family clearly saw the danger.  Grand Duke Paul, Nicholas’s only surviving uncle by this
point, begged Nicholas to adopt a constitution.  Nicholas refused saying he had sworn at his coronation to deliver his auto-
cratic power in tact to his son.  Grand Duke Paul also attacked Rasputin.  Nicholas remained silent as Alexandra earnestly
defended the starets. Grand Duchess Elizabeth, widow of Grand Duke Serge and Alexandra’s sister, traveled from
Moscow to speak with Alexandra about Rasputin.  Alexandra eventually cut off the conversation and summoned a carriage
to take her elder sister back to the station.  The two sisters never met again.  They were destined to die within a day of each
other.

On one matter and one matter alone were all the grand dukes, grand duchesses, generals, and members of the Duma
agreed upon:

Rasputin had to go.

Prince Felix Yusupov was often an item in the society news.  He was also a regular visitor to our Petrograd apartment.
He was the sole heir to the largest fortune in Russia and he was married to Nicholas’s niece Irina.  Yusupov’s mother had
been a confidante of Alexandra until she began criticizing Rasputin.  Yusupov was a fervent monarchist — as were nearly
all of the ultra-rich.  He strongly believed that Rasputin was destroying the monarchy, which was true.  He also believed
that Rasputin was a German agent and that he was drugging the tsar, which was not true but widely believed nonetheless.
Directly after Purishkovich’s speech on December 2nd, Yusupov sought a meeting with him to put forth the notion of killing
Rasputin.  Purishkovich, also a fervent monarchist who felt that Rasputin was destroying the monarchy, revealed that the
murder of Rasputin had long been his own dream.  They began planning the deed.  Since Rasputin was basically an
honourary member of the Romanov family, they wished to avoid anyone thinking of their act as revolutionary.  With this
goal in mind, Purishkovich suggested including the tsar’s favourite cousin, Grand Duke Dmitry Pavlovich, in the conspir-
acy.  That way, they could not be accused of being revolutionaries.  Also included in the plot was an officer named
Sukhotin, a member of Petrograd society, and a doctor named Lazavert who was recommended by Purishkovich because
his services might be useful.

They decided that Yusupov would invite Rasputin to his palace, whereupon they would poison him and then toss his
body into the Neva...

During this period, Grishka was constantly thinking of death.  He came home one night and said that he saw the Neva
River full of the blood of grand dukes.  He was certain that he was to die soon and that great misfortunes would follow.  On
a visit to Nicholas, Grishka told him, “Today, you will bless me!”

Yusupov, showing deep insight into Grishka’s character, came up with a perfect way to lure Grishka into his palace:  He
told him that Yusupov’s beautiful wife — Princess Irina, daughter Nicholas’s sister Xenia — wished to meet him.

As Yusupov well knew, this was an offer that Grishka couldn’t refuse!
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Mrs. Yusupov was actually in the Crimea at the time — and Alexandra knew this.  Anna Vyrubova tried to dissuade
Grishka from going to Yusupov’s palace.  Grishka mysteriously replied, “All that you needed from me you have already
received.”

Protopopov also paid a visit.  He was alarmed upon finding that Grishka had dismissed the usual triple guard at the door
of our flat. Protopopov had heard rumours that foul play was planned, (Purishkovich was telling everyone in town of their
plan), but Protopopov was also unsuccessful in trying to dissuade Rasputin from going to Yusupov’s palace.

Since I was on duty with Alexis that night I did not accompany Grishka.  I sometimes wonder what would have
happened if I had accompanied him.  Since I was not there, I must rely on the questionable accounts of Yusupov and
Purishkovich as to what happened...

Yusupov picked Grishka up at our flat.  They went to Yusupov’s palace, whereupon Yusupov took Grishka alone to the
cellar.  There Grishka drank freely of poisoned wine.  Yusupov claimed that each glass contained enough poison to kill a
horse.  Yusupov claimed that Grishka gave him a look of hatred after his first sip.  The poison had no effect.  Rather than
falling dead, Grishka asked Yusupov to play songs on his guitar.  As Yusupov sang, Grishka sang, danced, and laughed as
he drank several more glasses of the poisoned wine.  The poison still produced no apparent effect.

Upstairs, the other conspirators anxiously waited.  According to Purishkovich, Yusupov came upstairs three times to
report that the poison was having no visible effect, though Yusupov himself said he only went up once.  Dr. Lazavert
became so upset that he went outside and fainted in the snow.  Dmitry Pavlovich suggested calling it all off.  Purishkovich
vetoed this idea.

After a nervous council, Yusupov volunteered to take Pavlovich’s revolver and finish the job.  Upon Yusupov’s return to
the cellar, Grishka called for more wine — and suggested with a wink that they pay a visit to the Gypsies at Villa Rodé
“...with God in thought, but mankind in flesh!”  Yusupov led him to an ornate cabinet for which Grishka had already
expressed admiration.  Yusupov removed a crucifix and suggested that Rasputin say a prayer before it.  (Yusupov claimed
to be in terror of Rasputin’s supernatural powers and had decided that the devil in Rasputin would be more easily subdued
whilst Rasputin was in prayer — or in other words, Yusupov invoked murder with a call for the blessing of God.)

As Grishka stood looking at the crucifix, Yusupov fired a bullet near his heart.  With a roar, Grishka fell backwards onto
a white bearskin rug.  The other conspirators then rushed into the cellar.  Dr. Lazavert declared Rasputin dead.  Sukhotin,
dressed in Grishka’s fur coat, left in a car with Pavlovich making their way to the Gergins, where Pavlovich lived.
Yusupov and Purishkovich remained talking in the upper room.  Yusupov, still fearing Grishka’s powers, felt compelled to
go back downstairs and cheque on the corpse.

To his horror, Grishka’s face twitched and his left eye opened, quickly followed by the right one!  “Then I saw,” said
Yusupov, “both eyes — the green eyes of a viper — staring at me with a look of diabolical hatred.”

As Yusupov stared in shock and horror, the daemon Rasputin, wild eyes blazing in demonic fury and foaming at the
mouth, leaped to his feet, seized Yusupov, tore an epaulette from his shoulder — and then fell again.  Since he no longer
had Pavlovich’s revolver, Yusupov ran back up the stairs in abject terror.  He rushed into his study and locked his door,
praying the locked door would protect him.  He heard Grishka roaring as he ascended the stairs and then listened as an
outside door was smashed open.  Yusupov looked out a window to see Grishka lurching across the courtyard roaring in fury
as he made his way toward the street.

Purishkovich, who now had the revolver, rushed outside.  He did not believe what he saw until he heard Rasputin cry
out, “Felix!  Felix!  I will tell everything to the empress!”

Purishkovich fired twice, missing both times.  He then fired two more times hitting Grishka in the shoulder and the head.
Once again he fell.  Purishkovich ran up and kicked him in the temple.  Grishka tried to rise, but was unable to.  Yusupov
reappeared and beat him with a club until he stopped moving.  Purishkovich then rushed through the house and said to two
guards, “I have killed Grishka Rasputin, the enemy of Russia and the tsar!”  Swearing silence, the two guards then assisted
in dragging Grishka’s body back into the house.  After being violently ill, Yusupov then further battered Grishka’s body
with a steel press to make absolutely sure that he was dead.  He continued beating him until Purishkovich and the two
soldiers forcibly removed the hysterical young prince to another room, where, half-unconscious, he was handed over to the
care of one of his servants.
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Purishkovich and Lazavert then bundled Rasputin into a car, carved a hole in the ice of the Neva, and threw him in.

Three days later, when his body was found, Rasputin’s lungs were filled with water.  Grigory Rasputin — his blood-
stream filled with poison, his body punctured with three bullets after having been seriously and repeatedly beaten for a
lengthy period of time with a variety of blunt instruments — had died from drowning.

He had also managed to free his hands.

In addition, he had been frozen into position with one arm raised and the other horizontal across his waist.

Grigory Efimovich Rasputin’s last gesture had been to give the sign of benediction...

In all the wide sweep of history, Grigory Efimovich Rasputin was unique.  He had no peers.  He was arguably the most
extravagant and original person ever to have lived.

And, probably more than in any other single life, Grigory Rasputin personified the ancient and atavistic struggle of
humanity with good and evil...

Many called him a monster.  This description, while true as far as it goes, does not go far enough.  Grigory Efimovich
Rasputin never took a single human life.  He schemed against his enemies and brought a large number of them to ruin, but
many another revered and highly respected men in history engaged in similar acts to a much greater extent than Grishka
did.  An unlike most of these other men, once Rasputin’s enemies were out of the way he sought no further revenge upon
them.  As long as you left him alone, he would leave you alone.  Grigory Rasputin attacked only in self-defense.

As for his relations with women; most of his sexual encounters were with the full consent of the women involved — and
as for the encounters that weren’t, well, first of all, many of these stories were greatly exaggerated by rumours.  Second of
all, Grishka’s reputation was well known.  As Josef Stalin said a few years later:  “If you are afraid of wolves, then stay out
of the forest.”

Grishka was not a politician.  He had no devious dark hidden political agenda.  He was probably the most bluntly,
brutally, and blatantly honest-in-your-face-up-front human with whom I ever interacted.  (That is, bluntly honest with
everyone except the imperial family.)

As far as Grishka’s ‘crimes’ are concerned:  I personally think his worst one was his deliberate deception of the Empress
Alexandra.  He went to extraordinary lengths to convince her that he was a holy Man of God while convincingly hiding his
other side from the prudish and reverent empress.  Since his debauchery was so blatant and obvious to everyone else, no
one believed that Alexandra was unaware of it.  Her unquestioning acceptance of Rasputin was universally interpreted as
acceptance of his behaviour.  While Alexandra’s blindness can be attributed to ignorance and weakness, Rasputin’s deliber-
ate and systematic exploitation of a desperate mother’s vulnerabilities was unforgivable and monstrous.

Still, ultimately, the result of Grishka’s assassination was counterproductive to the wishes of his assassins.  This was
expressed best by the Dowager Empress Maria when she said, “His [Rasputin’s] death came too late to change the course of
events.  His dreadful name had become too thoroughly a symbol of disaster.  The daring of those who killed him to save
their country was miscalculated.  All of the participants in the plot, with the exception of Prince Yusupov later understood
that in raising their hands to preserve the old regime they struck it, in reality, its final blow.”
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Chapter 12: Quis Custodiet Ipsos Custodes?
June, 1918
Yekaterinburg, Russia

till, in Petrograd, news of Rasputin’s demise was a cause for wild celebration and rejoicing.  Yusupov, Purishkovich,
and Grand Duke Dmitry were hailed as heroes.

In the far-off provinces, though, where the peasants knew only that one of their own had become powerful in the court
of the tsar, Rasputin became a martyr and a legend.  He had defended the people against the aristocrats, and so the aristo-
crats had killed him.  More grist for the revolutionary mill.

As for the official reaction, Alexandra tried to have Yusupov and Grand Duke Dmitry placed under house arrest.
However, such an order concerning members of the imperial family could only be given by the tsar himself, and Alexan-
dra’s action infuriated the rest of the Romanovs. All of the grand dukes, in a joint letter, asked Nicholas to pardon Dmitry
Pavlovich.

Nicholas replied:  “A murder is always a murder.”
Thus, Pavlovich was exiled to Persia — an act which, considering subsequent events, almost surely saved his life.
Felix Yusupov was banished to one of his estates in central Russia.  A year later, he and his wife left Russia taking with

them only an infinitesimal fraction of the family fortune.  The breach between the imperial couple and the rest of the
Romanov family was now complete.

As for Purishkovich, his part in the murder had greatly increased his prestige and by this point it was impossible for even
the tsar to strike down a member of the Duma.  Purishkovich went free.

Nicholas had returned from the front, but he had given up governing.  Most decisions were now left to his wife.  She and
Protopopov systematically purged the Cabinet of all remaining anti-Rasputin members and replaced them with men who
had been recommended by Rasputin.

Even after death Grishka wielded his power.
Alexandra was now thoroughly hated in nearly every sector of Russian society.  Still — she and Protopopov continued

their ruinous policies.  Not only that, but they now instituted these policies with a cabinet consisting of persons unknown,
inept, and without any administrative experience — and all this during a time of war and major social upheaval.

Then came 1917...

In early January, Paléologue, the French ambassador, tried to warn Nicholas that his policies were leading to disaster.
His warning was rejected.

On January 12th, the ambassador from England, Sir George Buchanan, had an extraordinary meeting with Nicholas.
Buchanan asked permission to speak frankly, and then said in part:  “The ambassadors never know whether the ministers of
today will still be the ministers of tomorrow, or whether the decisions of the Conference will be respected by their succes-
sors.  Your Prime Minister, [Protopopov] if Your Majesty will forgive me saying so, is bringing Russia to the verge of ruin.

“Your Majesty must remember that the people and the army are but one, and that in the event of revolution, only a small
portion of the army can be counted on to defend the dynasty.  An ambassador, I am well aware, has no right to hold the
language that I have held to Your Majesty, and I had to take my courage in both hands before speaking as I have done.  I
can but plead as my excuse the fact that I have throughout been inspired by my feelings of devotion to Your Majesty and
the Empress.  If I were to see a friend walking through a wood on a dark night along a path that I know ended in a precipice,
would it not be my duty, Sir, to warn him of his danger?  And is it not equally my duty to warn Your Majesty of the abyss
that lies ahead of you?  You have come, Sir, to the parting of the ways and you have now to choose between the two paths.
The one path will lead you to victory and a glorious peace — the other path will lead to revolution and disaster...”

Buchanan felt forced to make this unprecedented appeal because his position, as with the positions of all the foreign
ambassadors in Russia, had become untenable.  The emperor was basically at war with his own people, yet the ambassadors
were accredited to the emperor.

S
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Alexandra and Protopopov greatly resented Buchanan’s speech, and it was said that Alexandra attempted to persuade
Nicholas to recall him.

The last of what are now called the ‘Great Warnings’ was delivered on January 30 th, appropriately enough, by
Rodzianko, the head of the Duma.  This warning basically fell in line with all the others, i.e. that Russia was on the verge of
a violent upheaval and that it was absolutely necessary to appoint “...a responsible premier invested with the confidence of
the nation.  ...the nation realizes that you have banished from the government all those in whom the Duma and the people
trusted and replaced them by unworthy and incompetent men... as if purposely, everything is being done to the detriment of
Russia and the advantage of her enemies...  It is an open secret that the Empress issues orders without your knowledge, that
the ministers report to her on matters of state, and that by her wish those whom she views with disfavor lose their parts and
are replaced by incompetent and inexperienced persons...  Your Majesty, do not compel the people to choose between you
and the good of the country.”

Incredibly, Rodzianko reported that the Emperor pressed his head between his hands and said, “Is it possible that for
twenty-two years I have tried to act for the best and that for twenty-two years it was all a mistake?”

Rodzianko was astonished.  Though it was completely beyond the bounds of propriety for Rodzianko to presume to
answer such a question, he realized that the tsar had asked the question honestly.  And so, summoning his courage,
Rodzianko replied, “Yes, Your Majesty.  For twenty-two years you followed a wrong course.”

Early in March, Nicholas decided to return to the front to reassume his purely ceremonial rôle there.  Everyone was
aghast.  Even the blinkered Protopopov was now aware of imminent disaster.  Nicholas, shaken by Protopopov’s concern,
agreed that if possible he would shorten his visit from a month to a week.  Protopopov ordered four cavalry regiments to
leave the front and proceed to Petrograd to deal with anticipated civil unrest.  In an ominous foretaste of what was to come,
the commanding general of these forces, disgusted at the prospect of fighting his own people, countermanded the order and
the cavalry never came.

On the eve of his departure, the tsar summoned several of his ministers, including Prince Golitsyn, the latest man to
occupy the musical prime minister’s chair.  The tsar announced that the next day he planned to go to the Duma and person-
ally announce the appointment of a responsible government.

The ministers were nearly overcome with joy.

However, later that same night Golitsyn was once again summoned to the palace and told that Nicholas had once again
changed his mind and that he was instead heading for the front.  This conversation occurred on March 7th.  Five days later,
on March 12th, the Imperial Government in Petrograd collapsed.

When Nicholas left for the front, there were in existence several plots by several groups of people in several different
social classes.  All of these plotters, though, shared the same ultimate goal:  The removal of Nicholas Romanov II as the
Tsar of Russia.

One of these plots involved Nicholas’s own family.  Grand Duchess Maria Pavlovna (not to be confused with the much
younger sister of Grand Duke Dmitry Pavlovich who had the same name) was the widow of Grand Duke Vladimir, who had
been the eldest of Nicholas’s uncles.  Had Alexander III had no children, she would have been the Empress of Russia.  As it
stood, she was the third ranking lady of the empire behind Nicholas’s mother and Alexandra.  Maria Pavlovna was every-
thing that Alexandra was not:  She was personable, charming, energetic, educated, and devoted to the gossip and intrigues
that so disgusted Alexandra.  Maria Pavlovna lived in a grand palace on the Neva that far outshone Tsarskoe Selo and was
the scene of lively dinner parties and soirees.  She was also very ambitious for her sons.  Alexandra detested Maria and her
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sons, especially Grand Duke Boris, who had once sought Grand Duchess Olga’s hand in marriage; a proposal that was
rudely rejected.  Thus, the detestation was mutual, and the Vladimir Palace soon became a center of plots to remove Nich-
olas from the throne.

The Constantine branch of the Romanov family also plotted Nicholas’s removal, though they wished to replace him with
Alexis and appoint Nicholas’s brother Grand Duke Michael as the regent.

In the military, General Alexeyev entered into a plot with Prince George Lvov.  As part of this plot, it was planned that
Alexandra would be arrested, and then a demand made to Nicholas that she be sent to Livadia in the Crimea for the rest of
the war.  If he refused, he would be asked to abdicate in favour of his son.  This plot failed due to illness on the part of
General Alexeyev and due to the fact that both Nicholas and Alexandra learned of it.

Alexandra unsuccessfully tried to have Prince Lvov exiled to Siberia.
These plots were largely ineffectual.  Of much more import were plots by the Progressive Bloc of the Duma.  They also

wished to replace Nicholas with his son and they also wished Grand Duke Michael to serve as regent.
The Cadets were lobbying for a constitutional monarchy.
The Bloc prepared a future cabinet — and in fact, with a few alterations, this cabinet was destined eventually to come to

power as the Provisional Government after the revolution.
As for the socialists, they were highly disorganized.  The fact of the matter was that Russia was made up of a vast horde

of illiterate peasants and workers.  Politically, they were still too immature to give any practical shape to their wishes.
Socialist leaders, most of whom were highly educated, were no more a part of the masses than the aristocracy was.  Even in
1917, the main revolutionary parties were estimated by Alexander Kerensky to number no more than 35,000 registered
members, of which no more than 15,000 belonged to the Bolshevik faction.  The majority belonged to the more moderate
Menshevik faction.  The leaders of both factions — Plekhanov of the Mensheviks and Lenin of the Bolsheviks — were still
abroad.  Trotsky, who was still a Menshevik at this point, was in the United States.

However, the masses were seething and roiling in discontent and they felt alienated from the existing system.  While the
Progressive Bloc preached patriotism and war, (albeit without Nicholas), the masses dreamed of peace and bread — the
very words that Lenin was to later emblazon on the banners of Bolshevik progressions.  The Cabinet was constantly
discussing the food problem, but the man directly responsible, Protopopov, was usually absent due to the fact that the rest of
the Cabinet loathed him.

In February, Protopopov characteristically threw kerosene on the fire and arrested the workers’ section of the Central
War Industry Committee.  This was the one legal organization through which the workers could express themselves.  These
arrests were conducted in response to a series of strikes and in spite of the fact that the CWIC was working enthusiastically
to support the war effort and served to focus patriotic labour opinion.

These arrests were based upon a speech given by a man named Abrosimov who advocated an armed uprising.  However,
it was soon learned that Abrosimov was a police agent provocateur hired by Protopopov.  More grist for the revolutionary
mill...

During this period, I visited an isolated village that was an insignificant speck on the endless flat plain in the middle of
nowhere in Siberia.  This visit was destined to illustrate very vividly to me the dire nature of the situation in the country-
side.  I was there as an imperial official.  Protopopov thought that the local official was corrupt and cheating the crown out
of the local taxes.  He wanted me to look into the matter since almost everyone else was on the front being slaughtered by
that time.  I discovered that the local official was indeed involved in corruption up to his teeth.  It was a very easy fact to
discern since the man did not even bother to hide it.

The fact that he did not bother to hide it had disturbing implications.
There happened to be an Okhrana man in town.  I approached him in case he had any more evidence I could use against

the official — though I did not really need any more as I already had more than enough to make a case.
The Okhrana man was borderline rude and I soon suspected — correctly it turned out — that he was involved in the

corruptions of the local official.  In addition, the Okhrana man obviously held a very low opinion of imperial officials.
Shortly after I met him, he gave me a wicked grin and said, “You are lucky.  We are executing a thief today, and you are
just in time to witness the tsar’s justice being done.”
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The man’s voice was almost literally dripping with sarcasm.
I did not like him.
I had once seen a peasant whipped in Pokrovskoye, and I had no desire to see it again.  During my previous experience, I

had seen an upright stake with stocks to which a shirtless man was fastened, his arms pinned to the stock openings and
tightly roped to stretch all the muscles of his bare back into prominence.  Several black-robed judges were standing about
along with much of the population of the village.  Near the stake stood a giant Kazhák soldier, also shirtless, twisting a stout
whip in his hands.  Beside him, some iron tools were stuck in a brazier of glowing coals.  I learned that the unfortunate who
was confined in the stock was an ‘utterer’, or a counterfeiter, and that he was to receive 199 strokes of the whip, then tavró,
then shchitsiki.

In the unlikely event that he survived all that, he would then be drug to the city limits and banished.
And so, the whip wielding Kazhák backed off about five metres from the stake.  Then, he took several firm steps

forward, sprang high into the air, and brought the whip down with a loud crack as he descended.  The stroke made a short
cut across the victims back from the nape of his neck to his left armpit and it wrung from him a loud scream.  The whip-
master backed off again and repeated the process, laying the second stroke exactly a centimetre below the first and parallel
to it.  Thereafter, each stroke was placed a centimetre below the previous until he had striped the shrieking man’s back with
twenty-five raw, red gashes.  The Kazhák then transferred the whip into his other hand and just as accurately laid on twenty-
five more stripes from left to right, crisscrossing the others.  Then, switching hands again, he laid a series perpendicular to
the others — then laid a series horizontally.  I felt a morbid fascination and admiration for the talent of the whip-master —
and then shuddered as I thought of how much practice such artistry must have required to attain such a masterful level of
competence.

By this time, the victim was no longer screaming, and his back was no longer blood red, but a black pulp.  During the
final ninety-nine strokes, the whip-master tried merely to hit any previously unbroken bit of skin remaining in the cross-
hatchings, and the victim merely hung apparently lifeless from the stocks.

But then a Kapitán managed to wake the unfortunate counterfeiter and to elicit yet more screams by bringing a red-hot
branding iron from the brazier and stamping a letter ‘O’ — for otvyérzjeniy or outcast — on each cheek and his forehead.
Then, the whip-master took a pair of glowing pincers from the brazier and used them to rip away each of the man’s nostrils,
leaving a small protrusion of red-grey gristle in the middle of the man’s face.  Upon proving that he was still alive by utter-
ing a piteous, wavering scream as his nostrils were removed, he was released from the stock, drug to the edge of the village,
and unceremoniously dumped naked at the side of the road.

I really did not want to watch this, but I received a distinct impression that it might be dangerous to refuse to do so.  The
only officials attending this time were the corrupt local official and the Okhrana man.  There were no judges.  A fairly small
gaggle of empty-eyed peasants were there as witnesses, but there were none of the officials and none of the normal para-
phernalia.  No panoply of the normal tools of execution were in evidence either.

This was beginning to feel more like a simple murder than an execution.
I determined that upon return to Peter I was going to suggest to the tsar in a very compelling and forceful manner that

this Okhrana man should be watched very carefully...
A poor doomed serf was brought forth wearing the normal serf expression of dimwitted unconcern.  That expression

instantly changed to desperate panic when two Cossacks brought out a curious bench, somewhat like a vaulting horse with
short legs and a flat top.  The shrieking serf tried to run, but his Cossack escorts grabbed him and drug him to the table.
Tearing off his clothes, they bound the serf face down with thongs at his ankles, knees, waist, and neck.  He was thus naked
and vulnerable, but screaming at the top of his lungs.

Then — the Okhrana man unfurled a monstrous shiny black whip twelve feet long, and as thick as an arm at its base,
gradually tapering to a tip.  “Catch,” he said as he tossed a portion of the whip into my hands — it was incredibly heavy.  It
was much heavier, longer, and thicker than the whip that the Kazhák had used in Pokrovskoye.

The Okhrana man then said, “You will have heard of this.  It is called a ‘knout’.  Its use is illegal.  Watch.”
Evidently this man did not fear breaking the law in front of an imperial official.
This fact also had disturbing implications.
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The Cossack stood opposite the bench, took the knout in both hands, swept it back over his shoulder — then struck!
The vile thing cut through the air with a loud shriek, moving so fast that you couldn’t see it; then there was a crack like a

pistol, followed by a scream of agony.  I saw that the poor man’s buttocks had been laid open as if they had been struck by
a sabre.  Blood was pouring out.

The Okhrana man said, “That is called a ‘drawing stroke’.”  Then to the Cossack, he said, “Proceed.”
Five more explosive cracks followed, and five more razor gashes appeared across the man’s back.  Blood poured out

onto the ground.  This evil knout was utterly devastating compared to a standard whip.
“Now,” said the Okhrana man, “observe the effect of a flat blow.”
The Cossack struck a seventh time, but this time he didn’t snap the knout, but let it fall smack across the serf’s spine.

This time, the serf made no cry and just hung limp.  The Cossack escort unstrapped the serf and lifted his bleeding and torn
body.  It was obvious that from the way his body was bent in the middle that his spine had been severed.

“That last is called the ‘killing stroke’,” said the Okhrana man.  “It is debatable how many drawing blows a healthy man
can endure, but the flat stroke is invariably fatal.”  Then, indicating a nondescript isbas two doors down, the Okhrana man
said, “Come inside.”

This was said abruptly and brusquely.  The man was giving me an order rather than making a respectful request of
someone who far out-ranked him.

Yes, I know:  This fact also had disturbing implications.
After dropping sprawling into a chair, the Okhrana man said, “That was a demonstration for your benefit.  You will now

tell us everything you know about the personal lives of the Romanovs and of Rasputin, without hesitation, or what you have
just seen will happen to you.”

The Okhrana man eventually let me go.  I assumed throughout the ordeal that he planned to kill me when he was done
no matter what I may say.  I told him a mixture of fact and fiction that was surely useless to anyone.  I did not believe the
man could possibly let me live after what he had just had done.

But evidently he did not even fear me enough to bother with killing me — which meant that he did not fear the power
that I represented as a representative of the tsar enough to bother with killing me.

Yes, yes, yes, don’t tell me:  This fact also had disturbing implications...

Meanwhile, measles had broken out at Tsarskoe Selo on the very day that Nicholas left for the front.  First Olga, then
Alexis and Tatiana succumbed.  Anna Vyrubova also broke out.

Simultaneously, Petrograd exploded.  Armed crowds of workers began roaming the streets and looting bakeries.  The
Cossacks were brought in, but their loyalties seemed to be with the workers.  Kerensky stood up in the Duma and advocated
removal of the tsar.  Protopopov began proceedings to strip Kerensky of parliamentary immunity so that he could be prose-
cuted for treason.  However, Rodzianko privately told Kerensky, “Be sure we shall never give you up to them.”

In the mood that lay over the capital, Kerensky’s treasonous talk did not even seem abnormal.
On Saturday March 10th, most of the workers in Petrograd again went on strike.  Trains, cabs, and trolley cars stopped

running.  Huge crowds surged through the streets shouting, “Down with the German woman!  Down with Protopopov!
Down with the war!”

The Cabinet begged Nicholas to return, and except for Protopopov, they volunteered en-masse to resign, urging the tsar
to appoint a new ministry acceptable to the Duma.

Nicholas refused.  Misinformed by Protopopov as to the seriousness of the situation in Petrograd, Nicholas instead
ordered the Military Governor of Petrograd to end the strikes — meaning to clear the streets with troops.  The success of
this plan depended upon the quality and loyalty of the troops.  However, since the entire Russian army had been demolished
three times over by this point, the only loyal troops were all on the front.  The garrisons in Petrograd were manned by the
dregs.  The governor placed posters all over Petrograd stating that all assemblies and public meetings were forbidden and
would be dispersed by force.  All strikers not reporting for work would be drafted and sent to the front.  The next day, the
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posters were completely ignored.  Huge crowds swarmed into the city.  Soldiers were dispatched and over 200 people died
that day.  Some of the units, though, refused their orders.

One unit shot their commanding officer.
Rodzianko begged the tsar for relief.  Nicholas wrote off Rodzianko’s plea as hysteria.  Instead of relief, Nicholas sent

reinforcements and suspended the Duma yet once again.

That night, a large number of Russian aristocrats had a party at the Radziwill mansion.  Grand Duke Boris, son of Maria
Pavlovna was among the attendees.  They were literally fiddling as Petrograd burned.

The keystone to the swift collapse of the government was the defection of the Petrograd soldiery.  The long awaited
revolution came about without any help whatsoever from the revolutionaries.  Indeed, in a meeting in Kerensky’s study
Sunday night, it was the general consensus that the uprising had failed.

However — early Monday morning a sergeant killed a captain in the Volnysky Regiment.  The rest of the officers fled.

And that was it.

With a band playing, the Volnysky Regiment marched out to join the revolution...

At 1:30 PM, a large crowd of soldiers and workers descended upon the Duma to offer support and ask for instructions.
After a brief hesitation, Rodzianko assured the crowd that the Duma would now assume the responsibilities of government.
That same day, though, a second rival assembly, the Soviet of Soldiers and Workers Deputies, was formed.  Later that
night, after much confused insanity, the Soviet was, incredibly, sitting with the Duma.  This was due to the efforts of Alex-
ander Kerensky, who came to the fore in these critical hours.  He recognized that the Duma needed representatives of the
rebel populace in order to have any legitimacy and any hope of restoring order.  The Tauride Palace, built in the 18th

Century by Catherine the Great, became the seat of government.  In one wing sat the Duma representing the ruling classes;
in the other sat the Soviet representing Labour.  Although Rodzianko assumed chairmanship, from the very first Kerensky
became the central figure.  A whole parade of notables — including Stürmer, Prince Golitsyn, and all the ministers of the
Cabinet — surrendered as prisoners under the protection of the Duma.  All of these men owed their lives to Kerensky, who
later justifiably took credit for averting a massacre.  Toward midnight, even Protopopov snuck in under disguise and
surrendered to Kerensky.  By Tuesday morning, March 13th, the entire city was in the hands of the revolution with the lone
exception of the Winter Palace, which was still defended by 1,500 troops under General Khabalov.  Later that afternoon
these troops also gave up...

Meanwhile, in the highly insulated world of Tsarskoe Selo, the events in Petrograd went unnoticed due to a personal and
health crisis.  From Protopopov and others, Alexandra had heard of the disturbances in Petrograd.  However, disturbances
in Petrograd were far from unusual and Protopopov soothingly assured Alexandra that everything was under control.

I had just returned from my brush with death in Siberia, but my report about the knout wielding Okhrana man did not
receive anywhere near the concern that I felt it was due.  (The story did have disturbing implications after all...)  However,
not only was Russia in a political meltdown, but as I said, a personal and health crisis had descended on the imperial family
in the form of measles.  Olga, Tatiana, Alexis, and Anna Vyrubova all had the disease.14

Alexandra did not care about some sinister Okhrana man halfway around the world.  Her plate was already pretty full.

14 Editor’s Note: Measles was often a fatal disease at that time.
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When the children got sick, Alexandra stepped into her rôle of nurse with a passion.  Since she was trying to isolate
Maria and Anastasia to prevent their becoming sick I ended up becoming Alexandra’s main assistant in these endeavours.

Despite her efforts, though, the patients worsened.  By Monday — the day of the revolution — Anna and Alexis had
temperatures of 104˚, Olga was at 103˚, and Tatiana’s stood at 102˚.  Alexandra’s friend Lili Dehn visited from Petrograd
that day, and from Lili Alexandra learned that the Petrograd soldiery had joined the mob.  While Lili and I stayed with the
ill children, Alexandra went downstairs to speak with two officers of the Palace Guard.  She learned that both the Volnysky
and Litovsky regiments had murdered their officers and mutinied.  She returned visibly upset.

As the day wore on, the news got worse.  Alexandra tried to phone Nicholas but she could not get through.  Instead, she
wired him and he replied that he would return on Wednesday the 14th.

Then, Anna’s father arrived saying that the mob now controlled Petrograd and that they were stopping all cars.  They
had commandeered his car, thus forcing him to walk the 25 kilometers to Tsarskoe Selo.

Alexandra gave thanks that the Palace Guard were personal friends and thus sure to remain loyal to the family.
Lili Dehn decided to spend the night rather than try to return to Petrograd, and so Lili, Marie, Anastasia, and I spent the

night laughing and joking as we assembled jigsaw puzzles.
That same night, Rodzianko tried to send a message to Alexandra warning her that she and her family were in danger

and that they should leave Tsarskoe Selo immediately.  However, this message was intercepted by a man named Count
Benckendorff, and on his own initiative, he withheld the message.  He instead cabled Nicholas for instructions.  Nicholas
replied that a train should be made ready for his family, but that Alexandra should not be told until the following morning.

However, the dawn of the following morning brought a major blizzard with it.  As the empress and I drank coffee in the
sickroom with Olga and Tatiana, Benckendorff informed us of Rodzianko’s message and of Nicholas’s command that a
train be prepared.  By this point, though, obtaining a train was problematic.  Workers were very unlikely to roll out a train
for members of the imperial family — and in any case, Alexandra refused to leave while her children were sick.

Later, we learned that the entire network of railways around Petrograd was in the hands of the revolutionaries.  Not only
were we unable to leave, but Nicholas now had no way to reach us...

Later that day a truckload of mutinous soldiers decided to come to Tsarskoe Selo to seize ‘the German woman’ and her
son and bring them back to Petrograd.  Once they arrived, though, they instead started looting wine shops and getting
drunk.  Alexandra came and told Lili and I that a hostile crowd of 300,000 were marching on Tsarskoe Selo.  “We shall not
be, must not be afraid.  Everything is in the hands of God.  Tomorrow the emperor is sure to come, and when he does, all
will be well.”

1,500 reinforcements came to the palace to beef up the guard.  Marie and Anastasia were delighted by the presence of
the solders, many of whom were personally known to them.  “It is just like being on the yacht again,” they enthused.

Thus, we awaited the inevitable attack.  At 9 PM, a telephone call advised us that the mob was en-route.  A few moments
later, a sentry was shot barely ¼ of a mile away.  Through the trees surrounding the palace, the sound of firing grew steadily
closer.  Alexandra and I were watching from a window when Alexandra decided to go speak with the soldiers.  Accompa-
nied by Marie, Count Benckendorff and myself, she walked out into the frozen night.

The troops were lined up in battle order, the front row kneeling, the others standing behind.  Walking from man to man,
Alexandra told them that she trusted them and that the life of the heir was in their hands.

She seemed unaware of the fact that many gave her surly looks.
Alexandra’s faith in ‘the people’ was unshakable.  “They are our friends,” she said.  “They are devoted to us.”
Alexandra invited several of the soldiers into the palace for hot tea.
Among the attackers, though, rumours began flying that the palace was guarded by a huge force, and that the roof was

saturated with machine guns.
They withdrew.
The next morning, Wednesday March 14th, Alexandra was up early in anticipation of Nicholas’s arrival.  She was told

that the train was late.  “The train is never late,” she said to Lili Dehn.  “Oh, if only Papa would come quickly!”
At 8 AM, Alexandra learned that Nicholas’s train had been stopped.  She sent a telegram.  She received no reply.  She

sent several more.  All were returned marked ‘Address Unknown’.
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During the day, the loyalty of the troops around the palace began to deteriorate.  We noticed that many of the troops had
tied white handkerchiefs to their wrists.  Then we learned that the handkerchiefs were part of a Duma inspired truce wherein
troops promised not to intervene against mutineers in the village as long as the mutineers did not attack the palace.

The next morning, Thursday March 15th, we awoke to discover that the troops had deserted.
It was done on orders of Grand Duke Cyril, the son of Maria Pavlovna.
Grand Duke Cyril had joined the revolutionaries.15

Alexandra was in shock.  “My sailors — my own sailors!  I can’t believe it,” she cried!
By this point, Alexis had recovered from the measles but Marie and Anastasia had now become sick.  Electricity and

water to the palace had been cut off.

And though we did not know it until later, this was the day that the tsar abdicated his throne...

On Friday March 16th, yet another blizzard descended.  Through the new drifts, upsetting rumours continued to arrive.
Leaflets announcing the tsar’s abdication were circulated in Petrograd.  Alexandra refused to believe it.  Then at 5 PM,
printed sheets announcing Nicholas’s abdication, the renunciation of the throne by his brother Grand Duke Michael, and the
establishment of a provisional government arrived at the palace. At 7 PM, Nicholas’s uncle Grand Duke Paul arrived and
confirmed that it was all true.  Alexandra finally broke down in tears lamenting the fact that Nicholas was all alone and that
she was not there to console him.

On March 18th, we learned that Alexander Guchkov, the new Minister of War, and General Kornilov, now in command
of the Petrograd garrison, were on their way to Tsarskoe Selo.  Since Guchkov was an avowed enemy — having been one
of Rasputin’s many victims — we feared that this indicated imminent arrest.  However, they offered the protection of the
Provisional Government to the empress and her children.  Alexandra thanked them and asked them to look into supplies for
the numerous hospitals around Tsarskoe Selo.  She also asked that that order be maintained around the palace for her chil-
dren’s sake.  Guchkov promised to attend to both matters.

However, five days later, General Kornilov returned to place Alexandra under arrest, though he explained that the action
was a purely precautionary measure due to the hostile Soviet and the revolutionary soldiery.  He also informed us that
Nicholas was now under arrest for the same reasons and that he would be returned to Tsarskoe Selo the next day.  Kornilov
said that it was planned that the entire family would be transported to Murmansk where a British ship would take them to
England.

A man named Colonel Kotzebue was assigned as palace commander, and General Kornilov stated that everyone in the
palace must submit absolutely to his authority.

Thus, the regular guard was dismissed.  They were replaced by a motley and drunken mob who roamed the palace freely
abusing and insulting the household staff.

The abdication at least temporarily improved our situation as communication with the ex-tsar was no longer considered
a threat to the revolution and Nicholas was allowed to phone Alexandra.

Our travails were mild in comparison to what Nicholas suffered during this period.  After he finally realized the fighting
in Petrograd was more than just normal civil unrest, he set out for Tsarskoe Selo by an indirect route to avoid displacing
troop and supply trains.  As he traveled, the telegrams became more and more alarming.  At 2 AM on the morning of the

15 Editor’s Note: Grand Duke Cyril was the brother of Boris, who had been rudely rejected for marriage by Grand Duchess Olga.  His
family stood to gain the throne if all the members of Nicholas’s family somehow disappeared...
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14th, he reached Malaya Vishera, just 150 kilometers south of the capital.  Here he was informed that rebels with machine
guns and artillery were just up the track.  They decided to go west to Pskov, where General Ruzsky was in charge of the
Northern Group of Armies and would be competent to deal with problems.  Upon arrival in Pskov, Nicholas learned of
Cyril’s defection with all of the Tsarskoe Selo Regiment.  A general named Ivanov had been sent ahead with troops to
restore order at Tsarskoe Selo, but upon arrival the trains carrying his troops had been surrounded by revolutionary troops
who called upon Ivanov’s troops to join them.  Ivanov was falsely advised by General Alexiev that order had been restored
in Petrograd and that if there was no further bloodshed, then the monarchy might be saved.  Ivanov thus withdrew.

The report that his personal guard had defected hit Nicholas like a hammer blow.  It meant that he had no support at all
left in Petrograd and Ivanov’s humiliation demonstrated the futility of sending any more troops from the front.

Finally, now that it was entirely too late to do so, Nicholas offered Rodzianko what had been refused for so long:  A
ministry acceptable to the Duma with a prime minister (presumably Rodzianko) who would have full power over internal
affairs.  Rodzianko, amidst the anarchic chaos that was Petrograd at that moment, replied, “I am hanging by a thread
myself.  Power is slipping from my hands.  The measures you propose are too late.  The time for them is gone.  It is too
late.”

And so it was...

Indeed, Rodzianko spoke truly, especially about his own waning position.  The Soviet would not agree to Rodzianko
becoming prime minister.  That position instead fell to Prince George Lvov.  Rodzianko continued in the discussions, but
his influence, like that of the Duma itself, quickly faded as the Soviet sun began waxing.  However, both the Duma and the
Soviet had already agreed that Nicholas must abdicate in favour of Alexis with Nicholas’s brother Michael as regent.  Even
the staunch monarchists agreed that if the throne was to be saved at all then Nicholas had to go.  The members of the Provi-
sional Government had already spoken to the military in the form of General Alexiev himself — and even Alexiev agreed
that abdication was the only solution.  The entire General Staff unanimously agreed, including even the ever-loyal Grand
Duke Nicholas.  On the morning of March 15th, Nicholas received telegrams informing him of the opinions of his generals.

This was the point at which Nicholas finally realized that this was the end.  With the political leaders and his generals all
in agreement, there was nothing left to do.  Even if he could still find troops loyal to him — a problematic proposition — a
major civil war would erupt causing many deaths, Russians killing Russians as the hated Germans watched; and his family
in Tsarskoe Selo would be in serious danger since they were already in the hands of the Provisional Government.  Nicholas
decided to abdicate in favour of his son Alexis.  And so, at age twelve, His Imperial Majesty Tsar Alexis II became
Emperor of Russia.  Briefly.

Six hours later, Nicholas changed his mind after learning that he and Alexandra would be exiled and forced to leave
Alexis behind.  Especially considering Alexis’s medical condition, the father Nicholas decided that this was unacceptable.
By the time Guchkov and Shulgin arrived in Pskov that evening, Nicholas informed them that he had decided to abdicate in
favour of his brother Grand Duke Michael.  And so, at age 39, His Imperial Majesty Tsar Michael II became Emperor of
Russia.  Briefly.16

The news that he was suddenly the tsar rocked Michael’s world.  Michael met with the government to discuss the situa-
tion.  The Soviet decided that replacing one tsar with another was unacceptable to them.  They wanted a republic.  Monar-
chists argued that the throne was the one unifying force in Russia and that without it Russia would be destroyed.  Kerensky
and Rodzianko argued that if a new tsar took the throne against the will of the people, a new wave of violence would erupt.
They predicted that the first victim would be Michael himself.  Upon hearing this prediction, Michael decided to abdicate.
He said that he would accept the throne only if invited by a constituent assembly.

Such an invitation was not forthcoming.

16 Editor’s Note: Some noted the Russian legend that when Tsar Michael II sat on the throne, then the ancient goal of gaining
Constantinople would be realized.  Britain and France, which had always previously blocked Russian moves to the south, now
promised Constantinople as a prize of only Russia would stay in the war.
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Thus, after 304 years, the Romanov Dynasty ended.

And thus, after a few days, the Russian Revolution ended.

Briefly...

Also in March 1917, Josef Stalin escaped from his Siberian exile in the Turuhansk region and made his way to Petro-
grad.  Shortly thereafter, Lenin — with German cooperation — traveled through the heart of Germany on a ‘sealed train’.
He then traveled through Sweden and Finland before joining Stalin in Petrograd.

Lenin’s train was met in Petrograd by large and cheering crowds.
Thus, using the ‘sealed train’ like a hypodermic syringe, the Germans successfully injected the deadly bacillus of Lenin

deep into the heart of Mother Russia...

Chapter 13:  The Iconoclast’s Apotheosis
December, 1922
Paris, France

find it truly ironic that so many revolutions which are ostensibly fought to gain ‘freedom’ often become more totali-
tarian than whatever it is that they are replacing — and this paradigm was probably truer in Russia than anywhere else.

Revolution is an act, after all, wherein one part of the population imposes its will upon another part by means of armed
force.

It is often said that the ends justify the means.  This is especially true of successful violent revolutions, for the victorious
party must maintain its rule by means of the terror that its arms inspire in reactionaries.  However, my experience has
shown that the ends generally end up closely resembling the means.  The smoke had not even cleared from the American
Revolution before the new government was passing repressive anti-sedition laws and George Washington was leading
expeditionary forces against American citizens.  The excesses of the French Revolution are well documented and widely
known. I have since done some investigations originally inspired by my curiosity about the fact that the Bolsheviks were so
well financed.  Where did the money come from?  Imagine my surprise when I learned that the Bolshevik Revolution was
financed by international bankers in Germany, Britain, and the United States.  Imagine my surprise when I learned that
Leon Trotsky, the great socialist radical, defender of the working class, and avowed enemy of Capitalism enjoyed the
pleasures of tearooms and chauffeurs whilst in New York as a guest of Jacob Schiff, head of Kuhn, Loeb & Company.  Or
when I learned that many of the ‘revolutionaries’ were trained in New York to distribute propaganda, which Schiff paid for,
in order to indoctrinate Russian dissidents into rebellion.  Or that Trotsky’s mass rallies in New York were paid for by
Schiff.  Or that when Trotsky was arrested by the English, Woodrow Wilson ordered his release and then provided Trotsky
with an American passport to enable him to return to Russia.

And let us not fail to mention John D. Rockefeller’s Standard Oil of New Jersey’s rôle in this.  Standard Oil enjoyed an
oil monopoly until Russia began drilling the Great Baku fields of the Caspian Sea.  With backing from the Rothschild
banking cartel, Russia was producing and selling more oil than Standard Oil by 1888, leading to an unprecedented period of
huge economic growth for Russia.  Thus, the 1917 revolution was largely instigated by American and European oil interests
to wrest control of the Russian oilfields from the Rothschild-Nobel faction; this in spite of the fact that this was a disaster
for their own countries militarily.

So why would capitalist elítes finance a socialist revolution?  Lenin understood Wall Street’s motives even as he
accepted their terms.  As he explained:  “The capitalists, in pursuit of conquest of the Soviet market, will close their eyes to
the indicated higher reality and thus will turn into deaf, mute, blind men.  They will extend credits and give us the materials
and technology we lack.  They will restore our military industry, indispensable for our future victorious attack on our
suppliers.  In other words, they will labour for the preparation of their own suicide.”

I
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The tone of the Russian Revolution was made clear to Nicholas the day after his return to Tsarskoe Selo when he went
to take a walk.  Watching from a window, Alexandra, Lili and I watched as, before he had taken but a few steps, Nicholas
had his progress blocked by a soldier who stepped in front of him.  Obviously surprised, Nicholas made a gesture with his
hand and attempted to walk in a different direction only to have another soldier appear and order him back.  A moment
later, Nicholas found himself surrounded by six armed soldiers who began taunting and verbally abusing him.  Then, using
fists and gun butts, they began physically pushing him back and forth.  Finally, displaying great dignity, Nicholas turned
around and returned to the palace.

At dusk, three armoured cars full of soldiers burst through the palace gates announcing that the Soviet had resolved to
have Nicholas removed to a cell in the fortress of Peter and Paul; this detachment had come to seize him.  The palace guard
made no move to stop them, but several officers assembled to defend the former tsar and backed the invaders off, where-
upon the rebels agreed not to take Nicholas as long as they were allowed to see him.  Nicholas showed himself through a
window and the soldiers left.

Even Alexis was subjected to cruel betrayal:  Derevenko, who like me had been a companion/babysitter/protector of
Alexis for several years, evidently now saw a chance to escape a life he had secretly detested the entire time.  I passed the
open door of Alexis’s room and saw Derevenko insolently bawling at the child to bring him this or that, and to perform
various menial services.  Dazed and apparently only half-conscious of the degradation to which he was being subjected, the
boy, who was still sick, moved about trying to obey. Derevenko then immediately left the palace.  Nagorny, the other
attendant to Alexis, was outraged by the betrayal and stayed.

Nagorny, in fact, was destined to give his life in defense of Alexis.
All of us spent five months in Tsarskoe Selo under these conditions.  All letters coming and going were read.  All tele-

phone lines were cut except one in the guardroom.  Off-duty soldiers wandered freely through the palace, entering even the
bedrooms of the Grand Duchesses.  Baroness Buxhoeveden awoke one night to find a soldier in her bedroom pocketing
gold and silver trinkets.

In Petrograd, meanwhile, anti-Romanov feeling grew.  Newspapers, now freed of all restraint, printed descriptions of
orgies involving Alexandra and Rasputin.  ‘Secret lovers’ of OTMA wrote ‘exposés’ of the Grand duchesses lurid love
lives.  Stories of the Romanovs gorging themselves on ‘caviar, lobster soup, roast goose, veal cutlets, rice pudding, fresh
pineapple, and sturgeon’ were read by the starving hordes of Petrograd.

In April, Anna Vyrubova and Lili Dehn were arrested.  Lili was released the next day, but Anna was to spend five
chilling months in a cell at the Fortress of Peter and Paul.

During this same period yet another of Rasputin’s prophecies was fulfilled:  Rasputin’s body was stolen from his tomb
and taken to the woods to be burned.

The Romanovs expected to be sent into exile soon.  Guchkov, Kornilov, and even Kerensky had all promised this.  And
in fact, unknown to any of us, an overriding concern of the Provisional Government was doing just that.  The main hope
was that the family could be sent to England, especially since Nicholas and King George V were cousins and Alexandra
was also related to the English royal family.

The Soviet, though, was strongly opposed to removing the tsar from Russia.  The Soviet did not have the power to
penetrate the Alexander Palace and seize the family against the wishes of the Provisional Government and the Provisional
Government did not have the power to transport the family to Murmansk through the Soviet controlled railroads.  An
impasse ensued.

No child can be understood without knowing the parents; no colony can be understood without knowing the mother
country; no revolution can be understood without knowing the ancien régime...

Though there were rival socialist thinkers at the time, (notably the Frenchman Pierre Joseph Proudhon, the German
Ferdinand Lassalle, and the Russian Mikhail Bakunin), Marx’s theories came to dominate the Bolshevik philosophy.  All of
these competing theories were a direct result of the inhumanity and blatant unfairness of the Capitalist system, though.  In
the late 19th Century, Socialism found large numbers of adherents in all of the European countries except England, where
the success of the trade-union movement meant that the worker was able to wrench a fairer share of the wealth than else-
where.  In addition, there was a proliferation in England of competing organizations of progressive social thought.  Russia
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was the only European country where the Communists actually gained control, though, and it would have been impossible
even in Russia to dislodge the power structure had not both The Great War and Lenin happened.  Due to a massive propa-
ganda campaign instituted by the Bolsheviks after they took power, there are many misconceptions about Lenin.  For one,
he did not rise to power on a mighty revolutionary upsurge directed by the Bolsheviks.  His victory was achieved by a
remarkably circuitous route that included many forces over which Lenin had no control.  Russia, in the autumn of 1917,
was breaking apart and a sense of emptiness permeated the atmosphere.  The counter-image of a carefully planned and
skillfully executed coup d'état is also false.  The overthrow of the Provisional Government was neither well planned nor
well executed.  On the eve of the seizure, Lenin was not even sure of the intentions of his own people.  Most of Peter’s
population did not even know that another revolution had occurred.  After the overthrow of the Provisional Government,
the Great Myth of the Bolshevik Revolution was implemented almost immediately.  The ‘storming of the Winter Palace’
has a grandiose sound — but it was actually only a minour skirmish.  One man died and four were injured — and all of
those were Bolsheviks.  In the two days of the Bolshevik revolution, the death toll on both sides was less than fifteen.  Most
of the soldiers stayed in their barracks. Workers went to work, worked, and then went home.  There were lines at the movie
theatres, which were open and full.  Lenin’s nephew complained to him, “You had your revolution at last, Uncle Volodya,
and I was in the classroom all through it!  We have our revolution, and not even a day’s holiday!”  Yet, through a combina-
tion of governmental weakness, Bolshevik strength among the workers and troops in St. Petersburg, and Lenin’s demonic
will to revolution, the Bolsheviks came to power.  And it was obvious from the start that the Bolsheviks were not going to
be subservient to anyone; nor were they going to share power in any coalition with other radical parties.  The Bolsheviks
merely replaced the tsar as autocratic rulers — though this was a process that took several years.  The seizure of power in
St. Petersburg first had to be extended over all Russia and this occupied the remainder of Lenin’s lifetime.  Though they
quickly won control of the most important cities, it took them three years of bitter civil war to subdue the broad reaches of
Russia.  The first White Guards had already formed on the Don River under Kornilov and Denikin, their ranks made up of
an assortment of monarchists, former army officers, vengeful anti-socialists, landowners, and plain adventurers.  The
Cossacks of Orenburg were mustering around their Ataman for action against the Bolsheviks.  French, British, Americans,
and Canadians had landed at Murmansk, and advance elements of Japanese armies had come ashore at Vladivostok.  The
word was that Trotsky was in Moscow desperately trying to scrape together a ragtag army of Red Guards.  At first, things
looked very bleak for the Bolsheviks.  Ataman of the Don Cossacks had 200,000 cavalrymen.  Kolchak, who was captured
by the Bolsheviks in February of 1920, had 663 million gold rubles on him at the time.  Denikin held the Don coal region
until 1921, and Pilsudski commanded his French-armed Polish army.  General Wrangel in Turkey had 80,000 troops, and in
1921, the Kronstadt Fortress in St. Petersburg, one of the Bolshevik’s strongest supporters during the revolution, went into
revolt against them.  Over 30,000 died in suppressing it.  Indeed, while casualties in the 1917 revolution had been light, the
civil war exacted a fearful toll:  Battles without prisoners — battles with organized terror and unorganized marauding.  It
was Red against White, village against city, nationality against nationality.  Entire towns were depopulated and widespread
famine followed.  During the four years of the civil war, 10 million Russians died of typhus, a rickettsial disease usually
carried by lice.  Seven to ten days after infection the victim is stricken by a headache and fever.  There is a rash that covers
the body accompanied by gangrene on the fingertips, toes, and other extremities.  This is followed by delirium and death in
40% of cases.  More Russians were killed by typhus than were killed by bullets.  We almost defeated them in both 1918 and
1919, but the Bolsheviks enjoyed several advantages and profited from several bits of good luck.  They moved their capital
to Moscow in 1918 and thus could defend interior lines in the heart of Muscovy whereas we had to operate in Russia’s vast
periphery.  All of the attacks against the Bolsheviks came in sequence and they never had to battle all of their enemies at
once.  The French, British, Americans, and Japanese were in remote areas.  Their efforts were half-hearted, ill coordinated,
and frequently at cross-purposes.  Our own domestic anti-Bolsheviks forces were never united and we frequently fought
with each other.  And finally — the Bolsheviks proved to be a thoroughly nasty and utterly ruthless group of people who
literally stopped at nothing.  Sir Winston Churchill called Lenin “a bloodstained monster on a throne of skulls.”  (While
Churchill’s description is accurate as far as it goes, it is ironic that such an epitaph should originate with Sir Winston.
While repressing the Irish, Churchill praised the brutal murder squads, encouraging and authorizing their savage reprisals
against civilians.  He proposed that meetings composed of men, women, and children should be bombed and machine-
gunned with airplanes.  In the Mid-East and India, he said, quote:  “I am strongly in favour of using poison gas against
uncivilized tribes.”  He advocated gassing Turks during the Dardanelles campaign in 1915, and later begged to be allowed
to use it against the Egyptians and Afghans.  Later, he said, “I should very much like the Bolsheviks to have it.”  And in
fact, after the war was over, Britain dropped five-hundred gas bombs on the Red Army in Archangel.  This would have
been a war crime — except that it happened in a time of peace.)
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Lenin, like most politicians — including Sir Winston Churchill — had no qualms about lubricating his political ambi-
tions with the blood of innocent people.  He was a true fanatic, and fanaticism is the most dangerous thing that there is.  It is
the darkest madness of all:  The absolute belief in the rightness of one’s religion, political dogma, or personal destiny.  It is
this absolute faith that creates both saints and demons; that inspires both the martyr and the mass-murdering bigot; that
gives a man the power to destroy others because he is willing to risk his own destruction in its name.

When Lenin died in 1924, the Soviet Union went into the loving hands of yet another sociopathic monster that went on
to become the greatest mass-murderer in all history.  Stalin killed an estimated 30 to 60 million Russians — more Russians
than any foreign army from Napoleon to Hitler ever did.  Most of these died during the Great Purges of 1934-1938.  Tens of
millions were caught up in this nightmare of arrest, torture, slave labour camps, and execution.  These purges displayed
neither objective nor subjective rationality.  I find it amazing that so much misery and suffering could result from the para-
noid delusions of a single man.  Stalin saw enemies everywhere, and doom descended upon any individual, group, or even
nationality that came under his suspicion.  And it was not only the astronomical numbers of those killed, but also the fact
that both Lenin and Stalin intentionally targeted the best people that Russia had to offer.  What many in the West fail to
understand is that Lenin and Stalin killed everyone in the Soviet Union who had any skill in governing and managing.
Lenin either killed or drove out the entire governing class, including all the Mensheviks, radicals, and any revolutionary
intelligentsia who dared to question Soviet policies.  After Stalin took over, he proceeded to eliminate the best minds of his
own Bolsheviks.  In 1917, most of the population consisted of the most backward peasantry of Europe — they were slaves
in fact, if not in name.  By 1928, the Soviet government consisted of these same peasants ruling a country of peasants — all
of whom had been brutalized by civil war and revolution.  The men Stalin chose to replace those he murdered were the
most brutal and ruthless of these peasants and factory workers, i.e. those who managed to survive this vicious school of
pitiless civil strife.  They had no education, and they despised culture.  They were motivated solely by a lust for power.
They had to become Russia all over again, and knowing nothing of the outside world, they had no one to look to for guid-
ance.  As a result, they basically resurrected the same old institutions and policies of tsarist Russia in their crudest forms
without the support of even a shadow of Russia’s former cultural achievements.

As a result, they created an ugly, grey, inhumane, and callous nightmare with no redeeming grace of any kind.

In early 1918, I left on another secret errand for the family.  (The details of this mission are irrelevant, so I will not
burden you with them.)  This time I was no longer one of the tsar’s officials.  I was gone for four months.  By the time I
returned, the Romanovs had been moved.  I soon learned that they were being held in the town of Tobolsk, which is just
130 kilometers northeast of Pokrovskoye.  Since I had absolutely no idea of where to go or what to do and since I would
surely be executed by the Bolsheviks if they ever found out who I was, I literally had nothing to lose.  I set out for Tobolsk
with a vague and Quixotic idea of trying to free Nicholas and his family.  I fully realized that this goal was almost surely
impossible.  I fully realized that any attempt was very likely to expose me to execution.  I did not know that several unsuc-
cessful plots to achieve the freedom of the family had already been attempted by several people who were much more
powerful and resourceful than I was.  I also did not know that Nicholas and his family were being guarded by literally
hundreds of soldiers, most of whom were Bolshevik fanatics.

With the mass-insanity that had engulfed Russia, it took me six months to get to Tobolsk.  By the time I got there, I
discovered that the family had been moved to Yekaterinburg, which is 370 kilometers west of Pokrovskoye.

Yekaterinburg is on the Iset River.  It is located on the eastern slope of the Ural Mountains in a mineral-rich region.
Yekaterinburg is a major industrial center and a station on the Trans-Siberian Railroad.  The city was founded in 1721 by
Peter the Great as an ironworking center and was named Yekaterinburg for his wife, who was later proclaimed Empress
Catherine I.  Industrial development was spurred by the construction of the Great Siberian Highway in the late 18th century
and the Trans-Siberian Railroad in the late 19th century.
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On my journey from Tobolsk to Yekaterinburg, I decided to detour in order to avoid Pokrovskoye as I greatly feared
being recognized.17 Rather than following the Tura River, I instead headed straight south in order to connect with the
Omsk-Tyumen road, thus bypassing Pokrovskoye.  This detour turned out to be providential, for as I made my way through
the burning bloody dangerous insane chaos of a major civil war where everyone was fighting everyone else and people
often did not know whose side anyone else was on upon any given day and where survival often depended upon instantly
guessing exactly what to say to whatever gang of heavily armed psychopaths you might encounter at any given time in the
countryside — I ended up joining a crack Czech division under the command of a General Gajda.  These were former
Austro-Hungarian prisoners of war who had been stranded in Russia at the end of hostilities.  They had been given permis-
sion by Trotsky to make their way to Vladivostok with the understanding that they were on the Bolshevik’s side.  However,
faced with the general disorder and with the ill will and mistrust of the local more-or-less Bolshevik soviets, the Czechoslo-
vaks had seized Omsk with the help of the anti-Bolshevik railway workers.

Gradually, this Czechoslovak force became the only properly organized army in the western part of Siberia.  They had
already taken over much of the trans-Siberian railway and they were swiftly moving on Yekaterinburg when I joined them.
Thus, I suddenly found myself with an entire army willing to help me in the impossible endeavour of freeing the imperial
family!  This seemed truly miraculous.  I wondered if maybe God was now on my side...

I also learned that the Allies were invading Russia from several directions at once.  In my ignorance — and in my blind
hatred for the Soviets — I was pleased by this intervention.  One thing I admired about the Americans was their Constitu-
tion, and especially their Second Amendment.  I personally feel that the number one responsibility of any man is to protect
his family, and an unarmed man is incapable of carrying out this responsibility — thus, he is being derelict in his duty.  If
one man is armed and the other isn’t, there is simply no comparison.  The armed man has complete and total control of the
situation, and he can do anything that he wishes.  Who is going to protect a man’s family if he is unarmed?  The police?
The government?  Ha!  One of the very first moves a government takes when about to install a police state is to disarm the
citizenry.  A people never have an enemy more dangerous than their own government.  A people should not fear their
government, a government should fear its people.  An armed man is a citizen.  An unarmed man is a subject.  The Ameri-
cans did not adopt the Second Amendment to protect the rights of hunters or target shooters; they did it so that the people
could defend themselves against their own government — for a government never has an enemy more dangerous than its
own citizens.

And yet in many ways the Americans were the ultimate hypocrites.  They condemned the Soviet Union for being
‘socialist’, meaning that the risks and the rewards were at least theoretically, if not in actual practice, shared by the public .
In the United States, on the other hand, they have what I call ‘corporate socialism’, which means that the costs and risks are
all assumed by the public, but the profits are privatized into the hands of the rich.  Though this was also the reality under the
Communists, at least it was not supposed to be that way.  The Allied intervention in 1918 was, according to Woodrow
Wilson, inspired ‘above all else’ to ‘secure self-determination in Russia.’  This meant, of course, that Allied intervention in
1918 was inspired above all else to destroy self-determination in Russia by destroying the government put in place by the
Russian people and forcefully installing rulers selected by the Western powers. Since I was viewing the situation from a
purely subjective standpoint, though, I preferred the rulers selected by the Western powers.  Thus, in spite of all facts, I was
pleased to learn of this intervention.

17 Editor’s Note: In yet another ironic twist, Nicholas and his family had passed through Pokrovskoye on their way from Tobolsk to
Yekaterinburg.  Rasputin’s wife Praskovie had waved to them and made the sign of the cross.  As with so many other events, the
presence of the imperial family in Pokrovskoye had been predicted by Rasputin:  Just before his own death Rasputin had written,
“You’ll be at my birthplace, but you will be there without me…”
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Part 6:  Sympathy

For The Devil

So if you meet me show some sympathy,
Some courtesy, and some taste —

You’d best use your well-learned politesse,
Or I will lay your soul to waste

—From ‘Sympathy for the Devil’
The Rolling Stones

There are only two powers in the world:  The spirit and the sword.
In the long run, the sword will always be conquered by the spirit.

—Napoleon Bonaparte

…the good does not lose its value because it may be linked with the bad, or mingled with it, for to be thus
associated with badness is both its condition and necessity, and the wisdom of nature is found in this fact.

—Georg Friedrich Wilhelm Hegel
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Chapter 14:  Hostis Humani Generis
December, 1948
Oymyakon, Siberia

pon arrival in Yekaterinburg, we soon found vestiges of burnt clothes and some other blood-soaked personal
belongings of the Romanovs in the woods a few kilometers outside town — indicating that one or more of them had

come to a bad end.
At this same time, we intercepted a message conveying a public statement that Lenin had made.  The statement said,

“Nicholas Romanov has been executed.  His wife and children have been sent to a safe place.”
We soon learned that this was a lie.  Actually all seven of the Romanovs had been murdered.  Father, mother, four teen-

age girls, and adolescent boy — as well as two lackeys, their doctor, and the maid, who evidently ran around in circles
screaming as she was slowly stabbed to death.  Nagorny had already been killed several weeks previously defending Alexis.

Nicholas, Alexandra, Olga, Tatiana, Marie, Anastasia, and Alexi.
Even the dog was shot!
Not only that, but after they were murdered their bodies were cut into little pieces — including the dog’s — and then

thrown into an abandoned mine shaft...

I don’t care who you are, no one deserves to be treated in such a degrading manner, especially someone who —
misguided as he may have been — was at heart a good man who tried to do the right thing.  For his place in history alone
Nicholas deserved at least honour and respect — even in a situation wherein he could not retain life itself.

But the children! The maid!
Cut up into little pieces!

And why the damned dog!

I fought the Bolsheviks in Russia for the next three years.  I hated them and wanted to wipe them from the face of the
Earth.  I both directly and indirectly fought them for the rest of my life.  When it finally became obvious that we were going
to lose the civil war, I escaped Russia so that I could fight them from somewhere else.  I left with the Americans of G
Company, 27th Infantry, Siberian Expeditionary Force, who went from Siberia to the Philippines in 1920.  I eventually
made my way to Paris.

Christians insist upon dividing all people and their actions into camps of ‘good’ and ‘evil’.  Their belief is that ‘good’
and ‘evil’ are constantly at war with each other, and that ‘good’ must triumph.  (I wish to point out, however, that Christians
have a nasty habit of employing tactics that are often much more heinous than those of whatever ‘evil’ that they are trying
to destroy.  The atrocities committed by pious Christians during the Inquisition make the Nazi’s seem positively benign —
but that is beside the point that I wish to make here.)  Personally, I relate much more easily to the Buddhist concept of ‘yin’
and ‘yang’, which states that ‘good’ and ‘evil’, as ephemeral as those concepts may be, are opposite sides of the same coin,
and that there cannot be one without the other — that they both complement each other in a bizarre and ironic way.  This
theory also explains that both are necessary for our spiritual growth.  (Rasputin was not completely wrong about all of
this...)  Buddhist belief states that there must be a balance attained between the two forces — and in fact, the symbol is
emblematic of that balance.  The same may be said for God and the Devil, who are, after all, merely human created personi-
fications of ‘good’ and ‘evil’.  This is not, of course, to say that they are the same thing.  They are, in fact, opposite forces.
For instance, you can lie to God, but you cannot lie to Satan.  Lies may disappoint God or exasperate Him, but ultimately

U
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His compassion dissolves them and cancels them out.  Satan, though, grows fat on our lies. The more you lie to Him, the
better He likes it.  It is an investment in His firm.  Fostering the practice of lying increases the value of the Satan’s stock.
Only truth can hurt Him.  That is why honesty has been banished from almost every existing modern institution, especially
corporations, religions, and governments.  Truth can be dangerously liberating, and liberation is exactly what these institu-
tions seek to suppress.

Satan’s most useful tool is, ironically, religion.  Again, as in no other area, we see the good/evil dichotomy once more
reinforcing each other.  Religion has offered peace and strength to untold millions and it is the most effective   proponent of
moral behaviour that humanity has.  Religiously inclined people feed the hungry, help the helpless, succor those in pain,
and provide hope to the hopeless — whilst simultaneously bringing about more death, pain, and suffering than any other
single cause.  The Crusades, the Inquisition, Muslim-Hindu violence in India, Protestant-Catholic violence in Ireland —
religious differences were even responsible for the Taiping Rebellion in China that killed over twenty-million in the 1850’s.
And it goes on and on.  Nothing inspires people into murderous rages better than religion.  They will gleefully butcher
babies and destroy civilizations in the name of some twisted and perverted god.

Another reflection on ‘good’ vs. ‘evil’:  There were two twin princesses at Tsarskoe Selo named Ivana and Morischka.
They both lived in dread of ‘undeserved’ suffering. However, Ivana was concerned for the sufferer and tried to take the
suffering into herself whereas Morischka sought the underlying source of the suffering so that she could attack it at its root.
Ivana instantly loved everyone that she met, and cared more for their joy than for her own.  Morischka, on the other hand,
disliked and distrusted almost everyone and was harshly judgmental.  Many said that Ivana was the light and Morischka
was the dark — but while almost everyone loved Ivana more than they loved Morischka, they ultimately respected
Morischka more than they did Ivana because Morischka was able to discern the truth.

When the revolution erupted, Morischka saw what was coming and escaped Russia in time to elude the wrath of the
Bolsheviks.  Ivana refused to believe that anyone could wish her harm, and was thus captured and executed.

People like Lenin and Stalin were simply beyond the ability of someone like Ivana to comprehend.  Even if she could
have intellectually understood what they were capable of, Lenin’s and Stalin’s reality was so diametrically opposed and so
utterly alien to Ivana’s reality that she simply would have refused to believe what she knew even if she did know it.  Many
made this same error.  Both Lenin’s and especially Stalin’s principal weapon was their capacity to astonish.  Almost no one
could believe that men who single-handedly ruled such a large portion of the planet’s surface could be such over-the-edge-
paranoid-mass-murdering psychopaths until it was entirely too late to do anything about it...

Many made this same error.  Both Lenin’s and especially Stalin’s principal weapon was their capacity to astonish.
Almost no one could believe that men who ruled a large portion of the planet’s surface could be such over-the-edge-para-
noid-mass-murdering psychopaths until it was too late...

Considering Stalin’s personal relationships with his own family begins to give some insight into his character:  After his
first wife died his oldest son Yakov tried to shoot himself when he was twenty-one.  He only succeeded in seriously injur-
ing himself.  (According to Stalin’s daughter Svetlana, upon learning of his son’s failed attempt Stalin laughed and said,
“Hah!  Missed!  He couldn’t even shoot straight!)  During the war Yakov was captured by the Germans, and after Stalin
refused a prisoner exchange Yakov finally succeeded in killing himself by hurling himself at the electrified fence of his
prison camp.

Stalin’s other son, Vasily, died of alcoholism at age forty-one.
Stalin’s second wife Nadezhda shot herself through the heart at age thirty-one.  (Or perhaps she was shot by someone,

for no suicide note was ever found.)  Nadezhda’s older brother Pavel was murdered by Stalin during the purges; the death
certificate recorded a ‘heart attack’. Nadezhda’s younger brother Fyodor was driven insane when a friend of Stalin’s, an
Armenian bank robber named Kamo, handed him a freshly gouged-out human heart.  Nadezhda’s sister Anna was arrested
on Stalin’s orders and sentenced to ten years in solitary confinement.  When she came out, she could no longer even recog-
nize her own children.

That was one set of Stalin’s relatives.  And what of the other set?  Well, there was Aleksandr Svanidze, the brother of
Stalin’s first wife, who was arrested in ’37 and shot in ’41.  Then there was Svaindze’s wife Maria who was shot in ’42.
Their surviving child, Ivan, Stalin’s nephew, was sent into exile at a ghastly state orphanage for the children of ‘enemies of
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the state’.  When he emerged nearly twenty years later, he had severe psychological damage.  And there was Stalin’s sister-
in-law Maria, who was also arrested in that deadly year of 1937, and died mysteriously in prison.

Since he has made it a point to murder almost everyone who might have been in a position to tell us what he is like, all
we know of Stalin is what we can decipher by what he has done, by what he reads, and — somewhat more problematically
— by what he writes for public consumption.  We can see the death lists he signed.  For instance, we know that on Decem-
ber 8th, 1938, he signed thirty death lists containing a total of 5,000 names.  Many of these names belonged to so-called
‘friends’.  Later that same evening he went to the movie theatre to watch an American comedy called Happy Guys.

So between the killing and the laughter, what else is there?
I find it amazing that Western people now demonize Hitler — justifiably so, to be sure — yet they almost completely

ignore Stalin.  In my mind, this fact alone makes Stalin a much more alarming figure than Hitler was.  Don’t people realize
that, unlike Hitler, Stalin stands in a long historic Russian tradition of rule by terror that existed before him and will likely
be carried on after his death?  Don’t people realize that Stalin is much more of a psychopath than Hitler could have ever
dreamed of being?

And even when Stalin is criticized by the West, it is for the wrong things!  For instance, Stalin’s mass murder of his own
people is rarely mentioned, but he is criticized by the West for installing a Soviet dominated government in Poland that did
not reflect the wishes of the Polish people!  Good lord!  Stalin could see no difference between his Polish policy and that of
the West’s policies toward many Latin American nations.  He could see no difference because there was no difference.
Stalin saw sinister motives behind Western insistence upon Polish sovereignty.  He saw accurately.

I am convinced that Hitler honestly felt that he was doing the right thing.  Correction:  I am convinced that Hitler knew
without a doubt — as only a fanatic can know — that he was doing the right thing.  It is plain from reading his writings that
Hitler thought his actions would greatly benefit humanity in the end.  Stalin, on the other hand, simply does not care.  Stalin
could give a shit about humanity.  Do you wish to keep score by the number of state-sanctioned murders of civilians?
Hitler’s people killed 10-million civilians, and most of these were not Germans.  Stalin was directly responsible for killing
between 30- and 60-million civilians — and virtually all of them were Russians.18 Stalin is by far the largest mass-
murderer in all history, and yet everyone holds Hitler to be the ultimate boogey man!19

Chapter 15:  Satan’s Apotheosis
December, 1949
Oymyakon, Siberia

ne thing I have learned in my life is that Satan is real, and that He has a very important job.  In order for humanity to
advance and achieve its potential, it is necessary for individuals to be free.  Freedom is chaotic.  Security and order lead

to stagnation.  Anarchy and chaos inspires us to adapt and to change.  It forcefully ejects us from our safe little hidey-holes
and forces us to great endeavours.  Universal law is and has always been constant change, and what survives is what has the
ability to change with it.  Thus, in the twisted way so characteristic of Satan, Stalin and Hitler contributed to freedom by
going so far the other way.  They gave us very important lessons in how murderous tyrants gain power — and what happens
when they do.  It is also now easier to discern when someone else is trying to do the same thing.  Anytime some wanna-be
tyrant tries to impose his tyrannical ways we can now point to him and say, ‘You are doing exactly what Stalin and Hitler
did!’

Unfortunately, when this is overused its power is significantly reduced.
Still, Stalin and Hitler provide us a physical personification of evil at which we can point.  We are adapting to our envi-

ronment.
And the further that Satan goes, the more outrageous His atrocities, the more He inspires His enemies to fight His influ-

ence.

18 Editor’s note:  This figure does not include the 30 million Soviets who died in World War II.  To put this loss into context:  The
Russian Federation today has a population of roughly 150 million.  Assuming that the ravages of Communism had never occurred and
assuming normal demographic trends, the current population of the Russian Federation should have been around 300 million by now.
Yet in the 1996 elections, the Communists garnered forty percent of the vote and Stalin garnered a sixty percent approval rating in a
recent poll from the populace of the Russian Federation.  Go figure.

19 Editor’s note:  Stalin’s record was later surpassed by Mao Tse Tung.

O
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They say that people who survive the camps all look the same; because once a man’s skeleton has been exposed, it
doesn’t matter how well padded his flesh subsequently becomes, or how carefully he dresses:  The bones will always poke
through.

Recently there was a man in the camp that I knew before the revolution.  He is dead now.  In his previous life he had
been a proud and arrogant man who often lectured on ethics and morality.  Ethics and morality are fine for well-fed people
who live a safe existence — indeed; they are the only ones who can afford them.  Ethics and morals have more to do with
food and warmth than they do with religion.  By the time he arrived in the camp, this man was utterly defeated and forced
to ask assistance from people whom he previously would not have given the time of day.  He was incapable of adapting to
this new reality.  He was in his late fifties and all of the ostentatious vacuity of the previous lectures that he had delivered
gave no replies in the current context.  In the camp, he was lost, rudderless, defeated and helpless.

It is a terrible thing to see a man’s belief in himself destroyed, for when self-belief is destroyed then there is nothing else
left.  He merely becomes fodder in the mouths of tyrants.

This is why tyrants spend so much time and energy consciously breaking people’s spirits.

At the Wannsee Conference on February 20, 1942, the Final Solution to the Jewish Problem was instituted by the Nazis.
It was estimated that Europe was home to over eleven-million Jews.  The minutes of the Wannsee Conference listed more
than thirty nationalities, including French, (865,000), Dutch, (160,000), Polish, (2,284,000), Ukrainian, (2,994,684),
English, Spanish, Irish, Scottish, and Finnish Jews.  They even found room for the Albanian Jews:  All 200 of them.
Shooting was deemed to be unacceptable as it was expensive, security was poor, and the risk of panic among those waiting
to be shot was high.  In addition, shooting thousands of women and children was observed to have a deleterious effect upon
the morale of the German troops.

Another instructional experience I received in the camp was a little speech made by Ivan Slutsky.  He said, “Satan is
master of the world now.  There is no such thing as ‘evil’; there is only who can do what to whom — or who has power
over whom.  In this context, violence equals power.  Kindness, generosity, and compassion are for weaklings and losers.
Satan is the personification of fear and everything we fear we fear because some force exerts its power over us.”

This is the philosophy of the tyrant.  These are the values of Satan.  I know what they are because I have seen them
firsthand.

However:  People of conscience who witness the effects of such actions are the ones who will prove the most effective
enemies of Satan’s Kingdom.  Therefore, Satan is doing us the favour of creating the very enemies that will always ulti-
mately defeat Him:  Like me, for instance.

If humanity ever achieves world peace, Stalin, Hitler and Satan will be owed a great deal of the credit.
I know whose side I am on, and I know the job I must now do...
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Part 7:  The Epilogue

Please allow me to introduce myself
I’m a man of wealth and taste
And I lay traps for troubadours

Who get killed before they reach Bombay

—From ‘Sympathy for the Devil’
The Rolling Stones

Before setting out on revenge, make sure to dig two graves

—Traditional Irish Aphorism

Is life so dear or peace so sweet as to be purchased at the price of chains?
I know not what course others may take, but as for me,

give me liberty or give me death!

—Patrick Henry

In spite of everything, I still believe that people are basically good at heart

—Anne Frank
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Chapter 16:  Report of Georg Stanislavsky
May 1949
Oymyakon, Siberia

t is my unpleasant duty to report on the recent events transpiring at the Oymyakon labour camp, which involved the
deaths of several members of the staff as well as a large number of labourers.

The outbreak seems to have been led by a political subversive named Igor Ivanovich Moschev, who was killed during
the uprising.  Moschev was either related to or closely associated with the monk Rasputin, and he was a German collabora-
tor in France during the war.  He was serving a life sentence.

An investigation of the incident is pending.  I give this testimony freely, and of my own free will.
One of our informers, a man named Ivan Gregorovich Slutsky, had reported that Moschev was often seen talking to

several other labourers in a secretive fashion.  During the evening of May 1st, Moschev and approximately ten co-conspira-
tors rushed into our offices in a sudden manner and seized several weapons, whereupon they started shooting correctional
officers.  Moschev also shot Slutsky, who happened to be in the office delivering a report at the time.  Slutsky was evidently
known to Moschev from before their transport.  They are both originally from the same village.

48 labourers were shot, but approximately 700 escaped in the confusion.  Moschev himself could almost certainly have
escaped, but he elected to stay behind laying down covering fire to facilitate the escapes of his compatriots.  It seemed to
me that Moschev wished to die in the action.  He was laughing hysterically during the entire event.

We have contacted all authorities between Magadan and Yakutsk, but I do not have the personnel to conduct a compre-
hensive search of the immediate area.  Temperatures here in winter reach ‒90˚, so that will kill them if they are not found
before then.

Seven of my men were killed in the incident.20

20 Editor’s Note: Only a handful of the escapees were ever recaptured.  Georg Nikolayevich Stanislavsky committed suicide
immediately after writing this report.

I
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AFTERWARD
A few notes:  Rumors persisted for decades that some of Nicholas’s family had survived and escaped the massacre at

Yekaterinburg.  Claims by women to be Alexei's sister Anastasia were particularly prominent, although there were also
pretenders to Alexis's and Maria's identities.  For nine decades after the murder of Nicholas’s family, there were no traces of
the remains of Alexis.  Some said the 13-year-old Alexis had escaped; a few men even appeared over the decades claiming
to be him.  Others believed his bones were lost somewhere in Russia's vastness, buried in secret amid fear and chaos as
Russia lurched into civil war.  However, official DNA tests recently solved the mystery by identifying bone shards found in
a forest as those of Alexis and his sister, Grand Duchess Maria.

The remains of Tsar Nicholas and Tsaritsa Alexandra — and three of the four grand duchesses — were unearthed in
1991 and reburied in the imperial resting place in St. Petersburg.

Britain greatly feared Russia’s withdrawal from the war, and Rasputin was a strong advocate of Russia’s withdrawal.
Compelling new evidence that Rasputin was actually murdered by a British intelligence officer has recently become known.
I considered using this scenario in The Angel From Hell, but Felix Yusupov’s version of Rasputin’s murder is so gripping
that I stayed with that.

As for Rasputin’s alleged ‘mystical’ abilities:  I tend to view reality through a strictly scientific lens, i.e. I try to avo id
‘beliefs’.  I know what I know, I don’t know what I don’t know, and I do not subscribe to any myths or superstitions to
explain what I don’t know.  I will accept the possibility of almost anything — but I restrict the category of ‘facts’ to things
that have been proven with empirical and objective evidence.  Thus, I tend to view ‘paranormal’ events with a great deal of
skepticism.  However, I am aware of the fact that entire universes exist of which humanity is completely unaware — a fact
that science freely admits.  While a proper dose of skepticism is healthy when confronted with seemingly fantastic claims,
so is an open mind.  There is no doubt that Rasputin was an accomplished ‘faith healer’.  Indeed, that is one of the few
uncontroversial aspects of his highly controversial career.  Virtually everyone who knew him confirmed Rasputin’s mirac-
ulous healing abilities.  Even the small army of sworn enemies who loathed Rasputin and everything about him were
grudgingly forced to concede this ability to him.  At the time it was often attributed to some sort of ‘magic’; however,
Rasputin’s ability to heal the sick and ailing has basis in proven scientific fact.  The ability of the mind to heal or sicken the
body and the ‘Placebo Effect’ has been noted in too many studies to list.  Over and over, patients have been healed of
various ailments due to ingesting ‘medicine’ that is actually some sort of sugar pill or whatever.  If the subject truly believes
some healing agent or force is being administered or applied, then true healing often actually takes place.  The leader of a
Stanford University study named David Spiegel speculated that psychosomatic illness may be caused by cortisol and other
hormones released by stress that impair the body’s protective immune system. People experiencing severe stress have
reduced white blood cell counts, whereas stress relief — or a strong belief that the cause of the stress has been eliminated
— reverses those negative effects by increasing the white cell count and suppressing the release of stress related hormones.
Rasputin’s reputation plus his overwhelming personal charisma was quite possibly at least partially responsible for his
seemingly miraculous abilities in this area.

There is other heuristic science to support claims of the mind’s ability to control the physical body.  This phenomenon is
probably most graphically demonstrated in a study of Multiple Personality Disorder, (MPD), where two or more personali-
ties are housed in a single physical body.  The different personalities have different brain wave patterns, different talents,
different allergies, different styles of handwriting, different cultural and racial backgrounds, and even left and right-handed-
ness.  Dr. Francine Howland of Yale relates a striking example:  A young multiple showed up in Dr. Howland’s office with
an eye that was swollen shut as the result of a wasp sting.  He was in serious pain, and Dr. Howland referred him to an
ophthalmologist.  However, before he arrived at his appointment, one of the man’s alternate personalities — one that was
an ‘anesthetic personality’ — took command of the man’s consciousness.  The pain stopped, and the swelling disappeared.
Then, when the anesthetic personality relinquished control, the pain and the swelling returned.  Other conditions that can
vary from personality to personality include scars, burn marks, cysts, and visual acuity.  (Some multiples must carry two or
three pairs of eyeglasses to accommodate their alternating personalities.)  Even eye colour can change. Voice patterns can
be different.  (Even the most accomplished actor cannot mentally induce the physiological changes required to alter voice
patterns.)  There have even been reports of tumours appearing and disappearing.  These phenomena provide definitive proof
that the mind has more control over the body than almost anyone realizes.  Indeed, there are huge amounts of evidence both
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scientific and anecdotal that describe these phenomena.  Joseph Smith Jr., the founder of the Church of Jesus Christ of
Latter Day Saints and a prominent character in another historical novel I wrote called The Pied Piper of California, is
another historical person who undeniably displayed talents in this area.

I would personally like to see more research in this area.

Accounting for Rasputin’s uncanny ability to predict future events accurately is much more problematic.  Scientifically
proving this ability is difficult because a) there seems to be so few people who truly harbour the ability that statistical
evidence is impossible to obtain, b) the ability appears to come and go on its own and cannot be turned on at will by practi-
tioners, and c) there are so many quacks and charlatans who claim the ability that many scientists simply dismiss the
phenomenon out of hand due to the large number of extravagant public failures that have been documented.  (Jean Dixon’s
spectacularly inaccurate prophecies come to mind.)  However, Rasputin’s numerous and detailed predictions were often
written down and his accuracy was so consistent — down to many small details — that I find it impossible to dismiss the
phenomena out of hand.  Rasputin’s prophetic abilities were acknowledged by even the worst of his numerous and powerful
enemies.  Possibly Rasputin merely had a singular ability to absorb current trends and then to intuit how these patterns were
likely to unfold in the future, but even this theory fails to account for the uncanny details contained in many of his prophe-
cies.  Rasputin’s abilities were not unique.  For instance, how could an uneducated peasant like the biblical Daniel accu-
rately describe the effects of a thermonuclear explosion thousands of years ago, as he does in the Christian Bible?  Daniel
even claimed to have no understanding of the visions he was receiving, whereupon God allegedly told Daniel not to worry
about it because future generations would understand what he was seeing.  Even if Daniel’s story was created whole cloth
by one of Emperor Constantine’s minions during the Council of Nicaea, how could they have known?

It is possible that the accuracy of Rasputin’s and Daniel’s predictions were coincidental — but this seems highly
unlikely to me.  Their prophecies were too detailed, too numerous, and too accurate to have been mere chance.

Possibly, science will eventually prove or disprove prophetic ability at some future date.

Until then, we can only stand in wonder...

Classification of casualty statistics

Estimates of casualty numbers for World War I vary to a great extent; estimates of total deaths range from 9 million to
over 16 million.  Military casualty statistics listed here include 6.8 million combat related deaths as well as 2 million mili-
tary deaths caused by accidents, disease and deaths while prisoners of war.  The table lists total deaths.  The figures listed
below include about 6 million civilian deaths due to war related famine and disease.  These civilian losses are often omitted
from other compilations of World War I casualties.  The war disrupted trade resulting in acute shortages of food that
resulted in famine in Europe, the Ottoman Empire, and Africa.  Civilian deaths include the Armenian Genocide, and it is
debated if this event should be included with war losses.  Civilian deaths due to the Spanish Flu have been excluded from
these figures whenever possible.  Furthermore, the figures do not include deaths during the Turkish War of Independence
and the Russian Civil War.  The data listed here is from official sources, whenever available.
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Casualties by 1914 borders

Allied Powers Population (millions) Military Deaths Civilian Deaths Total Deaths Military Wounded

Australia b

4.5 61,928 61,928 152,171

Canada d

7.2 64,944 2,000 66,944 149,732

Indian Empire g

315.1 74,187 74,187 69,214

New Zealand l

1.1 18,050 18,050 41,317

Dominion of Newfoundland m

0.2 1,204 1,204 2,314

South Africa r

6 9,463 9,463 12,029

United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland s

45.4 885,138 109,000 994,138 1,663,435

Sub-total for British Imperial Forces - 1,114,914 111,000 1,225,914 2,090,212

Belgium c

7.4 58,637 62,000 120,637 44,686

France e

39.6 1,397,800 300,000 1,697,800 4,266,000

Allied Powers Population (millions) Military Deaths Civilian Deaths Total Deaths Military Wounded

Greece f

4.8 26,000 150,000 176,000 21,000

Italy h

35.6 651,000 589,000 1,240,000 953,886

Japan i

53.6 415 415 907

Montenegro k

0.5 3,000 3,000 10,000

Portugal n

6 7,222 82,000 89,222 13,751

Romania o

7.5 250,000 430,000 680,000 120,000

Russian Empire p

158.9 1,811,000 1,500,000 3,311,000 4,950,000
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Kingdom of Serbia q

4.5 275,000 450,000 725,000 133,148

United States t

92 116,708 757 117,465 205,690

Total (Entente Powers) 790.2 5,711,696 3,674,757 9,386,453 12,809,280

Central
Powers Population (millions) Military Deaths Civilian Deaths Total Deaths Military Wounded

Austria-Hungary

51.4 1,100,000 467,000 1,567,000 3,620,000

Bulgaria v

5.5 87,500 100,000 187,500 152,390

German Empire w

64.9 2,050,897 426,000 2,476,897 4,247,143

Ottoman Empire x

21.3 771,844 2,150,000 2,921,844 400,000

Total (Central Powers) 143.1 4,010,241 3,143,000 7,153,241 8,419,533

Neutral Nations

Denmark y

2.7 722 722

Norway z

2.4 1,892 1,892

Sweden z

5.6 - 877 877

Grand Total 944 9,721,937 6,821,248 16,543,185 21,228,813
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World War 2 Death Count

Although the precise numbers of deaths is impossible to determine and different sources believe in the accuracy of
different numbers, these numbers are one set of figures for the number of deaths that occurred in World War Two.  Figures
for military and civilian deaths are provided where these were available.

Country Military Civilian Deaths

USSR 13,600,000 7,700,000 21,300,000

China 1,324,000 10,000,000 11,324,000

Germany 3,250,000 3,810,000 7,060,000

Poland 850,000 6,000,000 6,850,000

Japan - - 2,000,000

Yugoslavia 300,000 1,400,000 1,706,000

Rumania 520,000 465,000 985,000

France 340,000 470,000 810,000

Hungary - - 750,000

Austria 380,000 145,000 525,000

Greece - - 520,000

United States 500,000 - 500,000

Italy 330,000 80,000 410,000

Czechoslovakia - - 400,000

Great Britain 326,000 62,000 388,000

Netherlands 198,000 12,000 210,000

Belgium 76,000 12,000 88,000

Finland - - 84,000

Canada 39,000 - 39,000

Country Military Civilian Deaths

India 36,000 - 36,000

Australia 29,000 - 29,000

Albania - - 28,000

Spain 12,000 10,000 22,000

Bulgaria 19,000 2,000 21,000

New Zealand 12,000 - 12,000

Norway - - 10,262

South Africa 9,000 - 9,000

Luxembourg - - 5,000

Denmark 4,000 - 4,000

Total - - 56,125,262
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About the Author
The author is pictured here with his daughter, granddaughter, and two of his granddaughter’s friends. (The portrait was

done by his granddaughter.) (The author is the one with the beard.)

Some may question the accuracy of this image, but the author does indeed enjoy living in a world of children,
butterflies, and flowers, and he tries to spend as much time there as possible.

As a side-note, the author considers all religious belief to be a form of mental disease.  Thus, he does not subscribe to
any particular religious superstition.

He feels that the story of Rasputin fully validates his position on the subject.


